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NowBIC VENTURI puts to rest
some of the fables, fairytales, folklore,

hearsay and humbug
about speakers.

Fable
Extended bass with low distortion 
requires a big cabinet

Some conventional designs are rela 
tively efficient, but are large. Others are 
small, capable of good bass response, but 
extremely inefficient. The principle of 
the BIG VENTURI systems [pat. pend.) 
transforms air motion velocity within 
the enclosure to realize 
amplified magnitudes 
of bass energy at the 
BIC VENTURI coupled 
duct as much as 140 
times that normally 
derived from a woofer 
(Fig. A). And the filtering action achieves 
phenomenally pure signal (Scope photos 
B &. C). Result: pure extended bass from 
a small enclosure.

C Output of veniui 
as Fig B,l Sound p. 
output lhan FiR. B.} Noi

Fairytale
It's okay for midrange speakers to cross 
over to a tweeter at any frequency.

Midrange speakers cover from about 
800 Hz to 6000 Hz. However, the 
ear is most sensitive to midrange 
frequencies. Distortion created 
in this range from crossover 
network action reduces articu 
lation and musical definition. 
BIC VENTURI BICONEX horn (patpend.) 
was designed to match the high efficiency 
of the bass section and operates smoothly 
all the way up to 15,000 Hz, without 
interruption. A newly designed super 
tweeter extends response to 23,000 Hz, 
preserving the original sonic balance and 
musical timbre of the instruments 
originating in the lower frequencies.

Folklore
Wide dispersion only in one plane is 
sufficient.

Conventional horns suffer from musi 
cal coloration and are limited to wide-

angle dispersion in one plane.
Since speakers can be positioned
horizontally or vertically, you
can miss those frequencies so
neeessary for musical accuracy.
Metallic coloration is eliminated
in the BICONEX horn by making
it of a special inert substance.
The combination of conical and
exponential horn flares with a
square diffraction mouth results
in measurably wider dispersion, equally
in all planes.

Hearsay
A speaker can't achieve high efficiency 
with high power handling in a small 
cabinet.

It can't, if its design is governed by such 
limiting factors as a soft-suspension, 
limited cone excursion capability, trap 
ped air masses, etc. Freed from these 
limitations by the unique venturi action, 
BIC VENTURE speakers use rugged drivers 
capable of great excursion and equipped 
with voice eoil assemblies that handle 
high power without "bottoming"or danger 
of destruction. The combination of in 
creased efficiency and high power handl 
ing expands the useful dynamic range 
of your music system. Loud musical pas 
sages are reproduced faithfully, without 
strain; quieter moments, effortlessly.

Humbug
You can't retain balanced tonal response 
at all listening levels.

We hear far less of the bass and treble 
ranges at moderate to low listening levels 
than at very loud levels. Amplifier "loud- 
ness" or "contour" switches are fixed rate 
devices which in practice are defeated by 
the differences in speaker efficiency. The 
solution: Dynamic Tonal Compensa 
tion  This circuit {patents pending) 
adjusts speaker response as its sound 
pressure output changes with amplifier 
volume control settings. You hear 
aurally "flat" musical reproduction at 
background, average, or ear-shattering 
discoteqrae levels automatically.

A system for every 
requirement

FORMULA 2. The most sensitive, 
highest power handling speaker system 
of its size (19%xl2xH»/2):' Heavy duty 8" 
woofer, BICONEX mid range, super 
tweeter. Use with amplifiers rated from 
15 watts to as much as 75 watts RMS 
per channel. Response: 30 Hz to 23,000 
Hz. Dispersion: 120° x 120°. $98 each

FORMULA 4. Extends pure bass to 
25 Hz. Has 10" woofer, BICONEX mid- 
range, super tweeter. Even greater effi 
ciency and will handle amplifiers rated 
up to 100 watts. Dispersion: 120°xl20°. 
Size:25xl3J4xB:' $136 each.

FORMULA 6. Reaches very limits of 
bass and treble perception (20 to 
23,000 Hz). Six elements; 12" woofer 
complemented by 5" cone for upper 
bass/lower midrange; pair of BICONEX. 
horns and pair of super tweeter 
angularly positioned to increase high 
frequency dispersion (160° x 160°}. 
Size: 2614xl5&x W $239 each.

Sturdily constructed enclosures. 
Removable grilles in choice of 6 colors. 
Optional bases for floor standing place 
ment. Write for brochure HF-11.

Audition today's most advanced 
speakers at your BIC VENTURI dealer.

IfmiH BRITISH INDUSTRIES Co., Int. 
EjjiH Wcstbury, New York 11590.

BIlCVENTIJRr
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Instead of racking our brains 
to find rating systems that would 
yield the highest specs for Sony 
components, we rack our con 
sciences.

Take our STp-7065 receiver, 
for example. We rate it at 60 watts 
per channel - but under the most 
rigorous and meaningful condi 
tions: continuous power at all 
frequencies from 20. to 20,000 Hz., 
both channels driven into 8 ohms.

Which is why High Fidelity 
Magazine says:  ' The Sony... is 
comparable in its output capabili 
ties to many amplifier sections 
regularly advertised at, say, 75 
watts per channel or more' 1

That power rating is taken at 
a meaningful low distortion figure,

too: less than 0.2% harmonic or 
IM distortion.

High Fidelity comments: 
' 'Not only does the amplifier stay 
below its ratings to the frequency 
extremes (which the amplifier 
sections in many receivers do not 
quite do], but intermediation 
stays under this figure to beyond 
95 watts at 8 ohms, and beyond 
125 watts at 4 ohms.

High power, free of distortion 
are two of the most important 
requisites of a high quality music 
system. The STR-7065 excels 
in both.

Describing the tuner section, 
High Fidelity said:"... Both on 
paper and in the listening room, 
FM performance of the receiver is 
excellent" Some of the circuit 
features that make it so are newly

developed Sony FET's in the mixer 
and RF stages (for 2 nV IHF sen 
sitivity with 90 dB spurious 
response rejection on strong local 
signals], and special Sony IC's 
which give it a 1.0 dB capture ratio 
and 70 dB selectivity (the easier 
to pluck stations from a crowded 
dial). Such power and perform 
ance doesn't come cheaply. 
Yet, when you consider that the 
specifications you get are better 
than the specifications you 
are paying for, the STR-7065 is a 
remarkable value at $529.50.

And the same value is offered 
by other Sony receivers starting 
at $229.50. Hear them at your 
Sony dealer and see which one 
rates best with you. SONY-

Hour we rate with you ~ - 
depends on how we rate ourselves.

SONY

i- i * »

Sony Cofporaiion ol America
9 Wesi57ih Srreei Ne*"*ttrn*J4Y 1Q019
Prices suggested retail. Ificluctes cabinet
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Iron-on 
Transfers

FULL COLOR

How you can order the transfers you've 
always wanted and Iron them on to your 

favorite shirts, Jackets, sweatshirts, etc.SAVE:
Order 3 for $250 • 5 for *395 • 7 for $495 • 12 for $795

i_

TEE SHIRTS AND TRANSFERS ARE SOLD SEPARATELY

CANYON HOUSE, Dent. EJ-6
 C66 Loxinaton Avenue, New fork, N.r. 10017

Plcose *ond "ie the transfers and tee ihirts ordered 
below. If not completely ?olisfied. I may return them 
lor a luM refund. No questions asked,

CIRCLE IRON-ON TRANSFERS OF YOUR CHOICE

A1 A3ABBI B6 B7C1 C2 C3 C7 D3 D5 El H7 HS F? F6 

F7 Gl (52 G3 G5 G6 J5 J6 J7 J8 J9 K4 K5 KG K7 

KB K9 Ll L2 L3 L4 L5 L6 L7 L8 L9 M I M2M3M4MSM6 

M7 MQ M9 Nl N2 N3 N4 N5 N6 M7 NB N9 PI P2 P3 P4 P5

__CLASS OF YEAR)

TRANSFERS: SI.00 ooch/3 for $2.5O/5 lor $3.95 
7 lor $4.95/12 for $7.95

TEE SHIRTS: WHITE $2.OO each/COLORS $2.50 each

[PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY) 

NAME ____ ________

QTY, ITEM

Transfers

Tec Shirts

COLOR(S)
W/B/G/V/L

X X

SIZE(S)
S/M/t

X X

Tee shir's and transfer) TOTAL MERCHANDISE 
are sold separately. 

POSTAGE & HANDLING 
Whirls di> not come 
with transfers on them. TOTAL ENCLOSED

TOTAL 
PRICE

'

r^I

COUPON IS NOT NECESSARY TO ORDER Ju*1 print name, oddre?i 
proper payment to CANYON HOUSE, Dept. EJ-6 466 Lexinglon Av

and order information on blank paper and send with 
., New York, N.V, 10017.
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Is it live 
or is it 
Memorex?

If anybody knows what Ella Fitzgerald 
sounds like, it's her old friend Count Basie.

So we set up a test. First, we put Ella in a 
soundproof booth and recorded her singing 
on Memorex with MRX2 Oxide. Then we 
invited the Count into the studio.

He listened, but didn't look, as we 
alternated between 
Ella singing live and 
Ella recorded on
Memorex with MRX2 / V. 
Oxide.

After switching back and forth a number of 
times, we asked the Count which was Ella 
live and which was Ella on Memorex.

His answer: "You gotta be kidding, I can't 
tell."

Now it just stands to reason that if an expert 
like Count Basie can't tell the difference 
between "live" and Memorex, you 
probably can't either.

But, why not buy 
a Memorex MRX2 
Oxide Cassette and 
listen for yourself?

MEMOREX Recording Tape,

©1974, Me mom Corporation, Santa Clara, California 3506Z

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Incomparable Dave Mason*

From his first appearance with the legendary 
English group Traffic, adjectives just haven't been able 
to describe the unique musical ability that Dave 
carries around in his head and his hands. ^ 
He's his own man, something of a phe 
nomenon in the fast-burning world of * 
rock music. D With some prominen^J 
guest artists like Graham Nash, ^Kt 
StevieWonder, Jim Keltner, and Carl "^<4 ^ 
Radle/lt's LikeYou Never Left" is one of Dave"^-- 
Mason's finest albums. And that's quite something.

"It's LikeYou Never Left." The Dave Mason album. 
On Columbia Records«s and Tapes

Dave Mason on tour:

January
11 Long Beach, Calif.
12 San Diego, Calif.
13 Phoenix, Ariz. 

18-19 San Francisco, Calif. 
20 Fresno, Calif.
25 Sacramento, Calif.
26 Santa Monica, Calif.
29 Seattle,Wash.
30 Portland, Ore.
31 Denver, Colo. 

February
1 U. of Indiana,

Bloomington, Ind.

2 Iowa City, Iowa
3 Philadelphia, Pa.
7 Detroit, Mich.
8 Cincinnati, Ohio
9 Columbus, Ohio

11 Michigan State U., 
East Lansing, Mich.

12 Binghamton.N.Y.
15 Alfred University, 

Alfred,N.Y.
16 Kutztown State College, 

Kutztown,Pa.
17 Washington, D.C.

21 Atlanta, Ga.
22 Chicago, 111.
23 Miami, Fia.
24 Detroit, Mich. 
26 St. Louis, Mo. 
28 Buffalo, N.Y.

March
1 New York, N.Y.
2 Boston, Mass.
3 New Haven, Conn.
6 C.W. Post College, N.Y.
9 Colgate U., Hamilton, N.Y.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



NEW/ ON THE UAIXH
MARCH, 1974 VOLUME I, NO. XLVIII

Sky Spectacular of the Century! 
COMET KOHOUTEK PUTS ON DAZZLING DISPLAY!

Photo ol Kohoutek laken by C. Cerf from National Lampoon Observatory using F-16 Field Model Questar with Questar-adapted Nikon on Trl-X film pushed to 
1,000 ASA and exposed for Ihree seconds.

Homage to Catatonia 
MAN OF LA MUERTA

^ WHV PIP THE &ASOUES PUT \. 
A 0OM& IN THE ROAP ?

THE REIGN IN SPAIN IS/MAINLY 
IN THE PAIN .

/BECAUSE THEV WANTCPJO SEE 
5CWE SPANrSM FtY /

/NOTHING LIKE A LITTLE 
OLP-FAS£IONEP VIOLENCE.'

confinued
NATIONAL LAMPOON 7Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



EXPERIENCE...

THE CHOUKARA 

11x10 $10.00

(available In brown, 
red, maroon and ginger)

...THE SURVIVAL KIT
"Elegant hand-tooled Morocco leather stash pouch fits snugly In the suave 
palm. Good for about Vi ounce ..." (From ROLLING STONE }

$2.00

(available In brown only   fits all papers Including E-Z Wider)

...THE MINI WALLET

PF-109 3V4X5 $3.00

(available in brown, 
red, maroon and ginger)

... the softness of the sheepskin leather
for which Morocco Is world renowned. All products are hand Grafted in 
Morocco and fully guaranteed to be of consistently fine quality. Retail and 
wholesale catalogues are available upon request.

TO ORDER
Send check or money order for exact amount only (we pay all shipping charges) 

IMPORTANT: Please Include secondary color choice

69 FIFTH AVENUE

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10003

We have learned that in the event that 
President Nixon is forced by the 
threat of imminent impeachment, the 
specter of eventual criminal prosecu 
tion, or pressures frorh within the Re 
publican Party to resign the Presi 
dency, he will take advantage of the 
opportunity to use his resignation to 
solve his ever widening tax problems 
by giving his body to the U.S. govern 
ment. By making this unique dona 
tion prior to his death, he would be 
able to claim it as a "constructive gift" 
for the year 1974 and several subse 
quent years, and the resulting tax de 
duction should be more than sufficient 
to wipe out any back taxes he might 
end up owing if some or all of his 
other tax write-offs are ultimately dis 
allowed by the I.R.S. or the Congres 
sional committee investigating his 
financial affairs. A suitable repository 
for the "Presidential person" could 
easily be found—the most likely spot 
is his estate in San Clemente, which 
he has already announced as a pros 
pective gift to the government. Al 
though he would probably be expected 
to make himself available to scholars 
from time to time, his status as a piece 
of government property would be 
hardly likely to prove onerous, and 
should in any case be considerably 
more pleasant than a possible alterna 
tive form of retirement at government 
expense in a federal penitentiary if 
he remains in office long enough for a 
serious criminal case to be established 
against him. It also seems unlikely 
that- anyone would argue with what 
many think would be a very conserva 
tive valuation of himself of $1 million, 
since as one tax expert noted, his cur 
rent worth to the nation "is in the 
zilch area," whereas his resignation 
would be of great value, surely some 
thing in eight or nine figures. And, as 
a key Presidential aide pointed out, 
"It's an honorable out. I mean, it's not 
like he's bugging out. Right now the 
guy's a walking tax loss. All he has to 
do is deduct himself."

A recent statement issued by the So 
viet government following the publi 
cation in Paris of Aleksandr Solzhen- 
itsyn's new book, The Gulag Archi 
pelago, termed the novel "frantic, vis 
cous, distorted reporting" of Russian 
affairs by "one of a handful of self- 
appointed commentators on Soviet so 
ciety" who are "out to get commu 
nism" and "cut the legs off the Presid 
ium." The statement went on to com 
plain of the "lack of objectivity" of 
Soviet history in the work, insisting 
that it deliberately presented an "un 
balanced view" by focusing on the 
tens of millions of Russians who were 
tortured, falsely imprisoned, or mur-

continued on page 11
8 NATIONAL LAMPOON Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Special New Member Bonus!
FREE Personal 

COMPUTERIZED HOROSCOPE
Fill in date, place and time of birth on coupon.

gfe«9" , 
- mngj

BW* ca**L

light today, things are happening that defy 
explanation and baffle conventional science. Now, through the 
Universe Book Club, you can read fascinating accounts 
of the unexplained in books so challenging and provocative 
you'll find them hard to put down.
HOW THE CLUB PUN WORKS

When accepted as a member you first get the four books 
you've chosen for only 98e plus shipping and handling. 
If not delighted, you may return 
them within 10 days, cancel 
membership and owe nothing. The 
horoscope is yours to keep in s 
any case.

i Then, about every four weeks 
(14 times a year), you receive the
Club's free Announcement describing '^BV '^LjQ>iittltfMffiCmOl^Jx 
the Featured Selection and Alternates. Most ^py  MsSwSnBafflSn. \ 
Selections are offered at average savings ^j 
of 50% off publishers' editions' prices. (A shipping^ 
and handling charge Is added to each shipment.)

To receive the Featured Selection, do nothing. 
It will be shipped automatically. If you desire Alternate 
Selections or no book at all, just state your 
choice on Ihe form supplied and return it so 
that we receive it by the date specified. 
This date gives you at least 10 days v 
to decide. If for any reason you have less \ 
than 10 days and receive any unwanted x 
Selections, you can return them at Club expense.

You need take only four books in 
the coming year to complete your commit 
ment and may resign any time thereafter.

Take your choice of these 
stimulating books

ANY4FOR9K
with membership
The" Universe Book Club olleie Its own complete 
hard-bound editions, sometimes altered in size to lit 
special presses and save members even more.

\ \ \

I THE UNIVERSE BOOK CLUB »•"» I

I

Dept-JMOSO
Garden City, N.Y. 11530

Please accep! me ss a member 
and send the (our books numbered 
in Ihe boxes. Bill me Jusi 98e plus 
shipping and handling. I need take 
only tour books In the coming yeai 
!o complete my commitment, and 
I may resign any lime thereafter. I 
agree to Ihe Club Plan as described 
in this advertisement.

Mwibers accepted In U.S.A. and Canada 
only. Canadian members will be serviced 
Iran Toronto. Otter slightly dilferenl 
In Canada.

ADDRESS- 
CITVi 
STATE __

PHONE NUMBER.
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You must 
remember 

this

and this
RCA RED SEAL

EU3abetb an6 Essex
The Classic Film Scores ol 

" Eilch Wolfgang Kqrngojd___
Cello Concerto In C from Deception

TTM Prince and the Pauper • The Sea Wolf
Anottur Dawn • Ol Human Bondage

Anthony Adverte

A$&

Chart** Qartiirdl/National Philharmonic Orchetl

and this

RC/1
Records and Tapes

- f) ^
•TheClasslcFilm Scores ofMax^tetner_________ _ --. ̂ y v, ina* JKHfni 

King Kong • Tha Big Sleep • Four Wives 
The

..-.„,.—.a - my ufgareep-FourWi
The Charge ol the Light Brigade

Since You Went Away • The Fountnim
Johnny^S'.Vhe^rnrr
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We're one of the
country's largest Mail Order

Houses of Stereo Equipment and
components. We pass our volume

buying power right along to you.

WRITE FOR QUOTATIONS
AND OUR
LATEST FREE CATAIOGI

7A AYIESBURYROAD 
TIMONIUM.MO. 21093 
301.252-6880

NAME.

ADDRESS,

CITY. .STATE. .DP.

Horseshil Magazine, America'* great under 
ground bestseller. Why haven't you seen 
Horseshit Magazine? Because you liva in 
a censor'ridden country, that'swhy. Horse- 
shit is banned from every library and every 
college campus in America. They want 
bland, inoffensive, dull magazines. That 
leaues out Horseshit,Tne Offensive Review. 
Horseshit is a mauler, the body puncher 
among magazines. When it goes after some 
one, it conies away with blood on its fists. 
Horse shit hammers the military, it's rough 
on religion, cruel to women, it mocks the 
government, and revels in sax. Adult sax, 
laughing sex, real man and woman sex. 
Horseshit it a professional magazine, a big 
magazine with the most beautiful artwork 
In tha world. Fantastic drawingt, too 
graphic for other publication*. Make ui 
proveil! ScndSIOforall 

four issues and we'll include a carloon 
book, or else send SS for Iwo issues. Sent 
in plain sealed envelopes. ^^j 10 .

EQUINE PRODUCTS BOX 361 M 
HEHMOSA BEACH, CALIF. 902M

continued from ooae 8

dered instead of telling the story of 
the many thousands whose lot had im 
proved under communism. Interest 
ingly, in Its conclusion, the statement 
seemed to imply that no action would 
be taken against the Nobel Prizewin- 
ning author. "One can only be angry 
jt those he respects," it said. ___

Now that Operation Candor has come 
to a close with the refusal by the 
President to comply with subpoenas 
of documents and tapes issued by the 
Ervin Committee, Administration 
strategists are reportedly planning 
subsequent stages of the Nixon de 
fense. According to a highly placed 
White House source, the next few 
months will see following phases of 
calculated reaction to criticism of 
the President:
Operation No Really, What I'm Going 
To Tell You Now is the Whole Truth 
and Nothing But, So Help Me: A 
large number of memorandums and 
recordings will be released to the Sen 
ate Committee on Presidential Cam 
paign Activities, Watergate Prosecu 
tor Jaworski, and possibly to the pub 
lic, but with verbs, adverbs, and ad 
jectives deleted. "It's in your verbs 
that the real compromises of national 
security usually turn up," explained 
a legal aide to the President. "As far 
as the adjectives and adverbs go, well, 
that's your personal stuff, your color, 
your earthy language, that kind of 
thing, and they're obviously protected 
by the President's inherent right unr 
der executive privilege to the confi 
dential conduct of the affairs of his 
office."
Operation Hey, Look, All Kidding 
Aside, This Is It, Straight from the 
Shoulder, the Pure Unvarnished Truth 
and/or the Real McCoy: Tbe Presi 
dent will agree to meet with both se 
lected members of the Ervin Commit 
tee and Special Prosecutor Jaworski, 
with Senator Stennis acting as a mod- 
erator.but he will respond to questions 
only through charades. "Direct re 
sponse to interrogation would consti 
tute a violation of the doctrine of sep 
aration of powers," said White House 
counsel James St. Clair. "Charades 
are an acceptable compromise to pre 
serve the dignity of the office." As a 
possible alternative, the President 
would answer questions directly in an 
unrecorded session, but would give all 
his answers through an interpreter who 
would then translate his remarks into 
Urdu or some other language totally 
unfamiliar to the Senators and the 
Prosecutor. "I think in some ways 
this would be the ideal arrangement," 
said St. Clair. "The President 
wouldn't have to hold back at all as 
far as national security or executive 
privilege are concerned. He could give

BLOW YOURSELF 
UP IN B&W OR 

COLOR
Full color posters from any 
color photo or slide. A great 
gift, or gag, or room decoration.

11/1X2 Ft.-S7.50 
IxlW Ft.-*4.!0, la F1.-J9.M

B&W POSTERS horn any b5w 
or color photo, Polaroid, can 
toon or magazina pholo. For 
slides and negatives, adB $1.00 
per poster. Better originals 
produce better posters. 
1 ViXt Ft.~$!.50,3*4 Ft.-*T.M

HUSK SERVICE! Shipped 1st class in one day. 
Add $? per postet. Not available for color.

Your original returned undamaged. Add 50$ for postage 
and handling for EACH Hem ordered. N.r. resldenls add 
sales tax. Send check, cash or M.O. (No C.O.D.) to:

PHOTO POSTER, INC.
Depl.NL34 210 E. 23 St.. New York, M.Y. 10010

MAIL ORDER RECORDS and TAPES; top
artists on all major labels, best possible
service at most reasonable prices-specify
free record or tape catalog.

DIRTY JACK'S
PO BOX 1336 dept. L

MILWAUKEE Wl 53201

SWINGERS!
A Great Party Package Value!
  INTERACTION   the most POTENT adult 

game ever! A ball to play for up to 36 ... 
1000 games In 11 IGNITE the party ... get 
SWINGING fast, wild & Intimate with NEW 
friends. DISCOVER exciting new intimacies. 
($9.05 retail)

  Five (5) intimate Interaction Llals for use 
wltn game (11.00 value).

  Booklet describing 12 additional, easy-to- 
play adult party games. (32.00 -value)

  Copy of SELECT, the largest swing maga 
zine, over 200 pages. ($3.00 Witll) / 

NOWl The complete package of ALL 4 Hems 
Is yours for only $9.95 postpaid. Or (or only 
$2.00 ppd. get more details on INTERACTION 
AND the last Iwo (2) items listed. Send To: 
Divert If l«d Professional!, Inc., P.O. Box 17712-Z 
Kansas City, Mo. 64134 STATE AGE

ADDRESS. 

CITY

CIRCLE CHOICE: FB PC

PLEASE SEND ONLY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER, VA. 
RESIDENTS ADD 471 SALES TAX. FOR POSTER 
CATALOUCE SEND .SO CENTS. ADD .50 CENT3 TO 
TOTAL ORDER FOH POSTAGE AND HANDLING.

^-aPliV'S t> -°- BOX J608 
'ttKKtW- X SPRINGFIELD. VIRGINIA 22151

PLAYBOY MAGAZINE FOR SALE 
1973 to 1966 ..................................ea.$1.50

except Jan. & Dec. issues ........ea. 2.50
1965-1964-1963-1962 ....................ea. 3.00

except Jan. & Dec. issues ........ea. 5.00
1961-1960 ......................................ea. 4.00
1959-1958 ................................,,....ea. 5.00
1957 ................................................ea. 6.00
1956 ................................................ea. 7.50

MINIMUM ORDER $5.00
CHEROKEE BOOK SHOP

BOX 3427, HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. 90028
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SEALS & CROFTS,
UNBORN CHILD IS THE ALBUM. 

"UNBORN CHILD"IS THE FIRST SINGLE.

UNBORN CHILD

SE ALS & CROFTS

ON WARNER BROS. RECORDS AND TAPES
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continued

the whole story, and the various in 
dividuals involved in the interview 
would be what you might call in close 
association or contact, albeit indirect 
contact, with the truth. At the same 
time, the President would be properly 
protected against the damaging leaks 
that have characterized the whole in 
vestigation."
Operation O.K., Honest To God, Here 
Comes the Genuine Article, So Hold 
onto Your Hats: The President will 
submit to a lie detection test on the 
key questions of Watergate and the re 
lated scandals. Naturally, as a mem 
ber of the President's legal staff put it, 
"to release the results would represent 
an unconscionable denial of the Presi 
dent's civil rights, inasmuch as poly 
graphs are inadmissable in courts of 
law as evidence, not to mention the 
fact that any publication of polygraph 
material would demean the high office 
he holds." Instead, the President will 
take a second lie detector test in which 
he will be asked about the results of 
the first. "It goes without saying that 
the penumbra of Presidential author 
ity and individual guarantees against 
self"incrimination would forbid the re 
lease of this data," said the staff mem 
ber. He admitted that there was a po 
tential "vicious circle-type situation," 
but insisted that since the President

would be acting in good faith, the 
process would clear the air. "Presi 
dent Nixon would be walling to take 
any number of lie detector tests under 
these simple ground rules," he said, 
"ten, a hundred, a thousand if neces 
sary—how much more can any man do?"

President Nixon's example in flying 
to San Clemente for the holidays in a 
commercial airliner instead of Air 
Force One in order to conserve energy 
appears to have been highly effective, 
considering how widely it has been 
emulated. In the weeks since his dra 
matic gesture, there has not been a 
single reported case of an American 
flying to his vacation home in a pri 
vate 707.

The proceedings in Maryland to de 
termine whether or not former Vice 
President Spiro Agnew should be per 
manently disbarred and thus forbid 
den ever to practice law again appear 
somewhat pointless, or moot, as gen 
tlemen of the legal persuasion say. 
In the light of Mr. Agnew's handling 
of his own case, it would certainly 
seem likely that anyone who sought 
his legal advice would be instantly de 
clared mentally incompetent to stand 
trial in any court in the land. D

•* SOMETHING FISHY 3

RICHARD 
NIXON
Rubber 
Masks
$11.50 -f- $1. 00 postage
100% Latex nibber. incredibly life
like. Hang il up, save it as a collector's
item, or just wear it and flip everyone
out.

EDDIE 
HASKELL

T-Shirt
$3.95 + $1.00 postage

THREE STOOGES T.shirt
$3.95 + St. 00 postage.

MARX KARUsmrt
$3.95 + $1.00 postage.

YOUR 
PICTURE 
ON A 
T-SHIRT
$6:50 postpaid . Just send us any picture 
and we'll have it enlarged onto a t-shirt.

FADED DUNGAREE
JACKETS

With these colorful emblems sewn on 
the back

GRATEFUL NEW KING 
DEAD RIDERS CRIMSON

Also available: Pink Floyd. Rolling 
Stones, Led Zeppeiin, Emerson, Lake
and Nosel

Jackets: $13.75 -f $1,00 postage 
Army Shins with emblems: $8.95 -{- SI.00 
postage. Sizes: XS, S, M, L. XL. Emblem 
without jacket: S5.95 postpaid. Nixon 
Masks: $11.50 + $1.00 postage. Eddie 
Haskel! T-Shirl: S3.95 + 51.00 postage. 
Three Stooges T-Shirt: $3.95 + $1.00 
postage. Karl Marx T-Shirt: $3.95 + 
$1.00 postage.

Send To:

HEAD SHED
21 Southold Rd. 

Worcester, Mass. 01607
Wholesale Requests Welcome
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First there 
was this

1 CtBMtoi X ftMcri MM r

Would Too Bay
AIM War 

From This Man? I

then this
Letters

and now 
there's...

WsSMmm
". . . (cars and shreds the 
very carton it's shipped in ... 
getting at it to put up on 
the shelf... in order for it, 
ah, to he sold to ... ah, to 
people who would be in the 
. . . ah, market for this sort 
of thing."

• Shortly before their new head 
quarters in a modern office building 
in South Bank, a district of London, 
were completely finished, London 
Weekend Television, an English 
television network, began moving in. 
Every Friday afternoon for several 
weeks after the move, the network 
received a telephoned bomb threat 
and had to evacuate the premises.

The caller, who was eventually ar 
rested, turned out to be an Irish 
member of the crew putting the fin 
ishing touches on the building and 
who wanted to get away early for 
the weekend. The Brighton (Eng 
land) Argus (via Private Eye)
• The annual boat races in Alice 
Springs, Australia, will not be held 
this year because there is water in 
the Todd River. The highly compet 
itive event traditionally consists of 
a sort of footrace between two-man 
crews who stand inside bottomless 
boats, grip the gunwhales, and dash 
around a course marked out on the 
normally dry river bed. Unexpec 
tedly heavy rains have flooded the 
river with three feet of water, doom 
ing the regatta. Philadelphia Eve 
ning Bulletin (D. Lipkin)
• Dr. George King, an English in 
ventor, who holds the degree of Doc 
tor of Divinity, has invented what 
he claims is a prayer battery. He has 
had some two hundred people direct 
ing prayers at the device, which is 
said to resemble a box camera on a 
tripod. According to Dr. King, the 
battery will be turned on soon, after 
a committee decides what to do with 
its stored spiritual power.

"We may use it to provide rain 
and relieve famine in Africa," he ex 
plained. King is the head of a sect 
called the Aetherius Society which 
he founded after receiving messages 
from the planet Venus. San Fran 
cisco Chronicle (L. Carnahan)
• Police in Charleston, W. Va., re 
ceived a call from a distraught

housewife who said that she had 
heard heavy breathing, a thud, and 
then silence while talking on the 
telephone to her husband, a night 
watchman on duty at a local busi 
ness.

Police officers dispatched to the 
scene discovered that the night 
watchman had fallen asleep while 
talking to his wife. New York Daily 
News (D. Villadolid)
• A young boy in Stevenage, Eng 
land, came into a local soda shop and 
asked the clerk, "How much is a can 
of Coke?" The clerk told him and 
obligingly brought out a can and 
placed it on the counter. The boy 
then pulled out a gun, let fly with a 
volley of ping-pong balls, grabbed 
the can, and sprinted away.

He left his gun and his getaway 
vehicle—an orange and white tri 
cycle-parked by the curb outside. 
Providence Journal (L. Brown)
• One week after installing a home 
fire alarm system in their house in 
Freeport, Illinois, Mr. and Mrs. 
Robert Chounard and their two 
young children were awakened by 
the high-pitched sound the warning 
device emits when the smoke con 
centration in any room climbs above 
two percent or the temperature ex 
ceeds 136 degrees. The blaze which 
the alarm system detected was 
caused when the warranty for the 
system, an instruction manual for 
its operation, and several other 
papers provided by the manufac 
turer caught fire.

The alarm also summoned the fire 
department, which arrived in time 
to extinguish the conflagration be 
fore any significant damage was 
done.

Mr. Chounard, who had left the 
papers on what he thought was an 
inoperative gas space heater, says 
he's "sold" on the system. "I'm kind 
of glad it was in,'1 he said. Freeport 
Journal Standard (K. Wolber)
• A jeering crowd in Dania, Florida, 
shouted to a twenty-seven-year-old 
woman to jump from a 110 foot 
tower which she had climbed in an 
apparent suicide attempt. The crowd 
pelted police with rocks as they 
tried to talk her down and booed 
them when they managed to bring 
her down.

The police had to use dogs to dis 
perse the crowd. F,ive policemen 
received minor injuries before the 
woman was finally led away to safe 
ty. Arizona Daily Star (T. Miller)

A one-year subscription or the 
equivalent value in National Lam 
poon products will be given for items 
used. Send entries to; True Facts, 
National Lampoon, 635 Madison 
Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10022. D
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Carly's new album is available now at record stores everywhere
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CREDIT CARDS 
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He's wearing our incredible new nostalgia classic  
the electric "bow tie. Battery operated. Clips on all 
shirts. Fully guaranteed to light up any party. Worth 
$56.75 in laughs our pricejust $3.98. MR. YES is 
also wearing item ffN-51 a DANDY PLASTIC ROSE 
that just happens to have a small hose attached to It 
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?et it In the kisser. $66.25 in laughs  pur price just 
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Yes' head? It can be attached to walls, doors, 
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THE GREAT 75 
WATT BLACKLITE 
BULB • GUARAN 
TEED 700 HRS. • 
FITS ANY LITE 
SOCKET • WAS 
$3.99, NOW 99ff

YES BRINGS BACK THE ELECTRIC BOW 
TIE! FREE POSTER WITH EVERY OR 
DER. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. YES 
OFFERS THE CREAM OF THE CROP AS 
WELL AS THE CREAM OF THE CRAP! 
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Have you ever thought how important 
your National Lampoon is to your 
stupid way of life? Hard enough, isn't 
it, facing each dreary day without 
talent, integrity, or energy, but what 
if you had to face it without your 
National Lampoon? Well, you just 
remember that the opportunity to 
purchase a National Lampoon at each 
and every newsstand from coast to 
coast is a privilege, not a right, and 
can be revoked at any time. Right 
now, for instance. Or conditions can 
be appended to your subscription con 
tract. To take an example, if you have 
a telltale zip code, one that brands 
you as a poor credit risk, you may be 
required, in the near future, to place 
a month's salary in an escrow account 
at an established Gotham bank. If 
your face has recently taken on the 
contours of an eroded lava bed, you 
may have to submit to surgery before 
continuing with your subscription. 
And, if you score under five hundred 
on your Stupid Aptitude Tests, you 
may have to spend six months at the 
National Lampoon Tutoring School 
in your city before being re-enrolled 
on our rigidly supervised subscription 
lists. Because, let's face it, we don't 
want a lot of readers with moss grow 
ing on their teeth. We want a wide 
awake group of together dudes and 
chicks who can really get behind 
where their heads are at. You see, 
today's National Lampoon represents 
a whole new approach to stupidity 
that lets the reader actually partici 
pate in an elaborate and sadistic at 
tempt to reduce American culture to 
a heap of silt. In this and coming 
issues, National Lampoon staffers like 
Brian McConnachie and Vladimir 
Nabokov will be introducing you to

the world of fine arts, with articles on 
"Camembert Sculpture" and "Son 
nets from the Sinai." Henry Beard 
will report on new laws being framed 
right now that will require you to 
lock yourself up in your own closet 
for days on end. Science editor P. J. 
O'Rourke will be writing on "The 
New Air," an interesting chemical 
approach to air pollution that will 
make use of harmful household odors 
in the fight against respiratory in 
halation, now the nation's number one 
cause of breath. Hard-hitting Euro 
pean editor Tony Hendra will break 
some ancient taboos (and some mid 
dle-aged heads) when he gives the 
facts about "Six Thousand Four 
Hundred and Twenty-two Germans 
Who Have Outlived Churchill." And, 
inaugurating a new department de 
voted to the art of living it up, French- 
speaking editor Sean Kelly will in 
vestigate three really appalling bran 
dies you can use in your butane 
lighter. Articles like this will need a 
very special sort of readership.

Chances are, after a few adjust 
ments in your budget, you'll be able 
to continue as a National Lampoon 
subscriber. But just to show you what 
can happen to people when we take 
their National Lampoons away, we'll 
include here a couple of personal re 
sponses from those who have been 
struck from our list. 
NatLamp editor: Well, Mrs. Murch, 
we took your National Lampoon 
away one month ago. How have things 
been going?
Mrs. Murch: Gosh, George, my Na 
tional Lampoon used to keep my 
bathroom bowl as fresh as a calla 
lily. Now that you took it away, my

husband, Mr. Murch, says he'd rather 
do his business at the office, and 
Junior's diaper pail has been con 
demned by the county! 
NatLamp editor: And how about you, 
Mrs. Janakovitch. Do you want your 
National Lampoon back? 
Mrs. Janakouitch: Sure do, George! 
You know, my son Barney has a nose 
the size of a rotisserie and you can 
imagine what that does to my drapes. 
Well, ever since you took my National 
Lampoon away, the delicate under 
lining closest to Barney's chair comes 
out looking so grey and dingy I can 
celled my bridge club! 
NatLamp editor: So you both would 
like to have your National Lampoon 
back?
Mrs. Murch & Mrs. Janakouitch (in 
unison): Sure would! 
NatLamp editor: Well, don't count on 
it.
Cover: This month's cover is by fabu 
lous Charlie White of the Fluid Drive 
Studio. That's Fluid Drive Studio. 
F as in flotsam, I as in low rent, u. as 
in you get the idea. Charlie White is 
the husband of fabulous Linda White 
which is how he got his start. Charlie 
looks like a squeeze toy, sounds like 
a squeeze toy, paints like fucking 
Ingres (look it up). Charlie came up 
with the idea for this cover during a 
chat with Kenny Kneitel (also of the 
Fluid Drive Studio) and another 
young man too modest to mention his 
name here.

P.S. Thanks and a tip of the Stupid 
Chapeau to Louise Gikow, who insist 
ed on working night after night on the 
Stupid Aptitude Test even though 
many others wanted to pitch in and 
help! D
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has a great new sound. 
Pioneer high fidelity.

More than anything else, the Allman 
Brothers Band are accomplished 
musicians. Their success doesn't 
depend on sequins or serpents, or 
make-up, or put-on showmanship. 
Instead, like Pioneer speakers, they 
stake their fame on performance.

The Allman Brothers Band 
prefer Pioneer speakers because of 
their clarity, overall sound quality and 
performance. The Allman Brothers 
sound right to the Allman Brothers. 
It's that simple.

There are six different musicians 
in the Allman Brothers Band. There 
are 12 different speakers in the 
Pioneer line. Speakers that vary 
because people vary, hi-fi systems 
vary, room acoustics vary, budgets 
vary and tastes vary. 
Series R. These contemporary styled 
speaker systems bring new life to live

components line   components 
preferred by the Allman Brothers 
Band. A fact you might consider when 
making your own selection.

U. S. Pioneer Electronics Corp. 
75 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, 
New Jersey 07074. 
West: 13300 S. Estrella, Los Angeles 
90248 / Midwest: 1500 Greenleaf, Elk 
Grove Village, III, 60007 / Canada: 
S. H. Parker Co.

performance. They have been praised 
by artists, critics, engineers and 
musicians for their untouched, 
uncolored and unusually natural 
performance.
Project Series. These speakers deliver 
maximum performance per dollar. 
Ideal for moderately powered stereo 
and 4-channel systems, these book 
shelf units deliver a surprisingly high 
sound level while providing 
exceptionally wide dispersion and 
highs of unsurpassed quality. 
CS Series. Pioneer's hallmark of 
engineering excellence. Here's 
powerfully smooth sound repro 
duction combined with custom-c rafted 
cabinetry that is a reflection of the 
craftsmanship of an almost bygone 
era.

Pioneer speakers are just one 
element in the Pioneer audio

l-»HJI\]i£(ER
when you want something better

Shown above are Ihe Pioneer CS-99A's, Project 100's, Project 80's and R-700's. The Allman Brothers Band Is available exclusively on Capricorn records and tapes.

Model 
H-700 
R-500 
R-300 
PROJ. 100 
PROJ. 80 
PROJ. 60 
CS-63PX 
CS-99A 
CS-A700 
CS-A500 
CS-66 
CS-44

Type 
12" 3-wa 
10" 3-wa 
10" 2-wa 
10" 2-wa 
10" 2-wa
B" 2-ma 

15" 4-wa 
15" 5-wa 
12" 3-wa 
10" 3-wa 
10" 3-wa
fl" 2-wa

Maximum Size 
Input Power (HxWxO) 

75 watts 26"xl5"Xl4" 
24"xl4"I12"60 watts 

40 watts 
35 watts 
30 waits 
20 watts 
80 watts 

100 waits 
60 watts 
SO watts 
10 watts 
25 watts

23"Xl3"xll" 
23"Xl3"xlOW 

xll r

2B"X19"X13 
25"Xl6"xIl' 
26"Xl5"Xl2 
22"XI3"*12 
22"Xl2"xl2 
19"xll"x9"

"Fair Trade resale price where

Price
$229.95-

159.95-
119.95-
129.95
99.95

" 79.95
269.95
229.95
189.95
149.95
119.95
74.95

applicable.
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get it all...like it is!
Ever hear a sitar? Combined with 
a tabla (hand drums) and a tam- 
boura (being played by the little 
lady in the background), it produces 
music that's weirdly wild and won 
derful, loaded with beautiful and 
exciting harmonics and overtones. 
It's a real recording challenge to cap 
ture all the excitement, unless you're 
using one of TDK's new total-per 
formance Dynamic-series cassettes.

These are the cassettes that have it 
all! The highest MOL (maximum out 
put level), The broadest dynamic

range. The greatest sensitivity. The 
highest signal-to-noise ratio. In fact, 
the best-balanced performance char 
acteristics of any cassette you can 
buy today! So you can get it all... 
like it is...and keep it forever. All 
the highs and lows, all the emotion 
and feeling of complex "real-life" 
sound that gave the original session 
its richness, fullness and warmth.

Look for the "total performers" at 
quality sound shops everywhere. 
TDK Extra Dynamic (ED) offer the 
discriminating audiophile an entirely

new dimension in recording fidelity. 
Super Dynamic (SD), the tape that 
turned the cassette into a true high- 
fidelity medium, still has better- 
balanced total performance charac 
teristics than any other brand made. 
And Dynamic (D) is an entirely new 
hi-fi cassette that provides budget- 
minded recordists with excellent 
quality at moderate prices.

For sound you feel as well as hear, 
discover the dynamic new world of 
TDK!

TDK'S EXTRA DYNAMIC (ED). SUPER DYNAMIC (SD) and DYNAMIC (D) 
cassettes are available in 45, 60, 90, 120 (SD & D) and even 180-minute 
(D only) lengths at quality sound shops ant) other fine stores.

the new dynamic world of

TDK
TDK EUECTROIM1CS CORF3.
'55 Eastgate Boulevard, Garden City, New York 11530

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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Sirs:
It seems just about everybody and 

their grandmother is coming to me 
lately and saying, "Can it be Victori 
an? I'm thinking Victorian. We want 
it Victorian." The enormous forest 
brown chests, the over-sized salad 
forks, the celery green door knockers, 
the lemon yellow boot scrapers—they 
want it all. And why not? The Victori 
an look in home decorating is definite 
ly coming back. And it needn't be ex 
pensive. You can decorate an entire 
home with the trappings from this 
memorable age for about as much as 
an average family would generally 
spend on food.

The first thing you must do—and 
this is where the general expense 
comes in—is cover all your walls with 
cloth. Bedspreads, towels, washcloths, 
old but neat clothing, those nice 
signed sheets by Vera, bath mats, 
ironing board covers—anything and 
everything you have. When decorat 
ing, always start with your biggest 
room so there can be no turning back. 
We must always finish what we begin.

Do you remember that we always 
save our burnt-out light bulbs? Good. 
Here's a perfect place for them. Get 
them out and attach them to a string 
at two-foot intervals. Attach the string 
to the ceiling and form concentric 
circles. This effect is a very "in" and 
subtle tribute to the good Prince Al 
bert, who was so fond of light bulbs. 
No true Victorian decor would be 
complete without it. Next, look for 
some school pennants. You can usu 
ally find them in the children's room. 
It hardly matters what they say on 
them but get as many as you can and 
thumbtack them to the ceiling. The 
more pennants you have, the better 
the effect.

It's beginning to get there.
Now, get some metal garbage can 

lids, flatten the edges and the han 
dle, paint dragons on them, and nail 
them to the walls through the fabrics. 
Push all of the furniture into the cen 
ter of the room and cover it with rugs 
and carpets. The fit won't be snug; 
contour the carpets to the furniture as 
well as you can. But you don't want 
the fit to be snug. Now the piece de 
resistance—you. It's up to you to 
make the magic of your decorations 
come alive. You must give it meaning

continued on page 24

D O N O V A N 
ESSENCE TO ESSENCE

MAKE A SONG, SONG MAKER
SING OF LOVE SWEET LOVE
DO NOf MAKE IT A SHAKER

MAKE IT MOVE FROM ABOVE
S/NG IT STRONG AND GENTLE

SING IT SWEET AND LOW
LET THE WORDS BE SIMPLE
SO THAT ALL MAY KNOW

THE DIGNITY OF MAN

PRODUCED BY ANDREW OLDHAM 
YOUR ESSENTIAL NEW ALBUM FROM EPICS

Also available on tape
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^yn Quest of J-krfection...
I /\m f n i n ^-^ ' ^—^ In /^iif at/ti i*'Jonathan 

Eivingston Sea 
gull" is a story 
about striving, 
struggling, soar 
ing in quest of 
perfection.

In the film 
adaptation of 
the best selling 
book, "Jona 
than Livingston 
Seagull," the 
spirit of the
quest is captured in a moving 
original music score composed 
and performed by Neil Dia 
mond.*

Transforming the celebrated 
book into an unique motion 
picture was a monumental task 
that demanded the finest cine 
matography and music repro 
duction modern technology 
could produce. So Neil Dia 
mond selected BOSE 901 
Speakers to reproduce his 
music for the press premieres 
of "Seagull," commenting: 
"After auditioning what were 
reputed to be the best high fi 
delity speakers on the market 
today, I chose BOSE 901 
Speakers because they offer 
the ultimate in theatre music 
reproduction." This is no sur 
prise to thousands of 901 own 
ers around the world who be 
lieve they enjoy the ultimate 
in music reproduction in 
their homes.

In our ever- 
continuing 
quest of audi 
ble perfection, 
we developed 
the new BOSE 
901 SERIES H 
Speakers - a 

to W product of 
I over 15 years of 
I research in mus- 
I ical acoustics.f 
I We invite you 

^^^^^ to compare the 
^^^P BOSE 901 SER 

IES n with any 
speaker on the market today. 
Judge for yourself if you agree 
with Neil Diamond's selection, 
and with the critical acclaim 
the original 901 received from 
professional music and equip 
ment critics.

For information on the 
BOSE 901 SERIES n, com 
plimentary copies of the rave 
reviews on the original 901, 
and a report on the theatre 
sound system competition, 
circle your reader service card 
or write Dept. L1.
^Original motion picture soundtrack 
recording available on Columbia records 
and tapes.
fThis research is presented in the article 
"Sound Recording and Reproduction" 
published in TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 
(MIT), Vol.75, No.7, )une '73. Reprints 
are available from BOSE for fifty cents.

The Mountain, 

Framingham, Mass. 01 701

TH»S PAGTICUL/
Co/v\\{ UJ G P L P

is T c ftv; e L.L i M&
Au; -W F PC, .1,1 T1-(
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continued jrom page 21
and you must give it unity. Never 
walk around your new room-—strut. 
Swing your arms from your shoulders 
and elbows. Hold your head as high 
as it will go, purse your lips out. Use 
words like nanny and biscuit and grot, 
and you must always "be off with 
yourself." And'when you do, do it in a 
confused flurry, wagging ankles and 
wrists in every which direction.

If you do all these things, you and 
your new room will be in symphony 
and everyone will want to come for 
kippers and a flagon of tea.

Abraham Levitt 
Miami Beach, Fla.

Sirs:
Nipples on my buttocks told a tale 

on me.
Bette Midler 

East Mattachine, N.J.

Sirs:
I am Joe's doctor's bill. For a long 

time now I have been made the object 
of outrage, complaints, and exaggera 
tion. Without fear of contradiction, I 
am one of the most misunderstood 
elements of medical life. But this need 
not be the case. Simply stated, I am 
an integral part in the daily life of 
modern healing.

I have many functions. My jobs 
keep me very busy. In ideal situa

tions, when I am paid promptly, I act 
as a purchasing agent. My doctor's 
supply list at times seems endless. 
The hours I put in securing these 
items could occupy all my days. I 
must buy disposable tongue depres 
sors, urine cups, pay the Mafia for 
the linen service, subscribe to dozens 
of magazines for the outer office, pay 
the painters, keep the Mark IV in run 
ning order, and reorder more per 
sonal stationery on which I can be 
written, just to "name a few of my 
duties.

Though for the most part I remain 
in the background until it's time to do 
my job, I am the principal cause in 
all that the doctor does. Without me, 
the doctor would become filled with 
worry and confusion—as sometimes 
happens if I am neglected. A simple 
intestinal flu will more often than not 
be diagnosed as cancer of the prostate 
or ovarian cysts by doctors who are 
in this state. And the doctor can hard 
ly be held at faxilt.

Lately, Joe has been forgetting 
about me, and he should have known 
better. The vital warning signs came 
to his mailbox several weeks ago. If 
they were recognized and arrested 
then and there, Joe wouldn't have to 
be prepped for a hernia operation he'll 
be undergoing an hour from now. Two 
Turns would've done the trick.

It might be too late for Joe (my 
doctor has been filled with a lot of 
anxiety lately), but it isn't too late 
for a lot of you. There is more to good 
health than just paying doctor's bills. 
You don't just pay doctor's bills; you 
pay them promptly and in full on the 
same day you receive them. Or better 
than that, pay them in cash right after 
your appointment. Don't risk an ap 
pendectomy when all you have is a 
sprained ankle.

Joe's Doctor's Bill
. c/o The Angelo Sotto & No-Face

Seely Collection Agency
Detroit, Mich.

Sirs;
Hot crackers!!! It's still there. I was 

just thumbing through your stupid 
magazine and I was afraid it wasn't 
there. Up until now I've been shy 
about ordering the Where and How 
To Pick Up Girls books. I keep put 
ting it off but every month I drool over 
that ad. That's the best offer in the 
world and I'm always afraid they're 
going to run out of copies before I get 
up the nerve to order my copies. No 
more waiting around for me. I'm as 
ready as I'll ever be to pick up more 
girls in a month than most men do in 
a lifetime. I just can't wait to receive 
the fifty secret opening lines and learn 
how to talk dirty to them and find out

Alive and well in California!
For years, stereo shops swore we didn't exist. They ditin'l 

want to admit that the Warehouse Sound Co. offers stereo 
components and music systems at such remarkable savings, 
Some stores consider our discounting downright shameful. 
Write ot call and find out what you've been missing...

The Warehouse Sound Co, mail-order catalog: 64 
pages of the best music systems, single components 
and righteous prices on all major brands. Much use 
ful information and deals on receivers, speakers, 
changers, tape decks, and more.

The Music Machine Almanac, 1974: 160- 
page full-color book listing audio manufac 
turers; complete specifications, pictures and 
prices of over forty different companies. An 
institutional guide for comparison of today's 
stereo and quad components.

The Warehouse Sound Co. Professional Pro^ 
ducts catalog: 60 pages of professional sound' 
equipment for musicians. All major brands of- 
guitar amps, sound reinforcement equipment, 
mikes, mixing boards, synthesizers and more; 
Heavy discounts and fast service.

NOTE: These publications are free, but 
please enclose $1 for return postage for yo 
choice of any two mailed via first class the 
day we receive your letter.

WAREHOUSE SOUND CO. 
Railroad Square, San Luis Obispo, 
CA 93406. Phone (805) 543-2330.

WAREHOUSE SOUND COMPANY
Railroad Square, San Luis Obispo, CA 93406-1805} 543-2330

Please enclose $1 for your choice of any two: Hi-Fi Catalog I 
_._ Professional Products Catalog [ 1. Music Machine Almanac
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The Best Buy' Line
F050. 'The winner in our 
filiation! 1 Music World. (36 watts 
IF 10 + 10 RMS [8 Ohms (« 1 KHz]; 
5 fjv FM Sensitivity [IMF]; 40 dB 
Hectivity)

S7100A."Best Buy," a 
leading consumer testing 
magazine. (22 + 22 watts RM! 
[8 Ohms fti 1 KHz]; 
1.9 MV Sensitivity LIHFl; 
50 dB selectivity)

200."Best Buy,"a leading 
insumer testing magazine. 
3 * 40 watts RMS [8 Ohms

1 KHzl: 1.8/rt/FM 
insitivityllHFI; 60 dB 
lectivity)

S7900A(AM/FM) 
&S8900A(FMonly), 

"Best Buy," a leading 
consumer testing publication. 
(60 + 60 RMS [SOhmsl 
20-20.000 Hz; 1.7,.<v 
sensitivity [IMF]; 
65 dB selectivity)

There are certain rewards for 
producing the best receivers in 
this business. 

One of them is critical
im.

i-id we admit, that when a 
ding consumers' testing 
gazine picks three of our 
eivers as "Best Buys" and

another independent publication 
rates our S-7050 as the best of 
the low-priced receivers, to us 
it's like getting an Oscar.

But nothing is more exciting 
than being discovered by 
thousands of new consumers 
who choose Sherwood over the 
giants of the industry.

And, this year, as never 
before, the word is getting around. 
Sherwood Electronic Laboratories 
4300 N. California 
Chicago, Illinois 60618

Sherwood
The word is getting around.

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



See son...
there really is a 4-charmel 8-track

r Perhaps that surprises you, son. But it's tru] 
Vou see, there's been a (ot of exciterher 

» lately about 4-channel stereo. And, like most pec 
pie, you probably thought that alt 4-channel re 
corders are open-reel.

Well, AKAI will change your mind.
' You'll discover a whole new world c
I 4-channel recording when you see  and hear-

I AKAI's exciting new CR-80D-SS. ..a remarkabl 
engineered 8-track 4-channel/2-channel compa 
ibje record/playback deck.
P The CR-80D-SS is compact...easy to opei 

afe. And conveniently placed front-panel control 
make professional '4-Qhannel discrete recording 
b feeze. _ '

Which means that you'll be able to mak 
your own 4-channel tapes. And also enjoy the ir 

1 creasing availability of pre-recorded 8-trac 
'4-channej music.

What's more, the CR-80D-SS Is equippe 
with professional features such as Automati 
Stop/Cohtinuous-Play . ... Fast Forward . . . Autc 
matic 4/2-channel Stereo Selector...Illuminate 
Program Selector...4 wj Meters...front

" So don't assume tfiat all 4-cnannel

S&e your
la, 1 *»

AKAI America, MJ./ 
2139E,Q«1 AmoBN

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



continued from page-24
why they get horny chocolate
puppies!!!. . . meeting girls who don't 
wear any underwear, especially the 
rich, tan, naked ones who sit around 
their parked yachts talking about 
their you-know-whats—and all within 
only five miles of my house. Who 
would've believed it! Your magazine 
stinks but that offer is really great. 
Never lose that account. That's the 
best account you have.

The ad says that the girls are wait 
ing for me right now, so I have to go 
. . . God's cookies!!!

Johnny Manville 
Chicago, 111.

Sirs:
If the battle of Waterloo was won 

on the playing fields at Eton, how 
come they didn't break any windows? 
Answer me that, Mr. Fancyeducation- 
upyourass. You know why? I'll tell 
you why. They weren't shooting at 
the buildings, they were shooting at 
each other. You people don't know 
doodle.

Alexander Haig, Ret U.S. Array 
Wash.,D.C.

Dear Sirs:
Did you see The Exorcist? You 

should. Everybody should. I used to 
think Mick Jagger was the devil, but 
now I know that Mercedes McCam- 
bridge is the devil, and I'm scared 
shitless.

Phil Berrigan 
Washington, D.C.

Fellas:
This is what I've turned up so far:

Kinkelstan: Short-lived monarchical 
dictatorship established in 1938 by 
schoolteacher Maurice Fanshaw Kin 
kel (1882-1937) just outside Emporia, 
Kansas, and comprising twelve acres, 
three buildings, a dry well, and his 
sixteen-year-old son, Wallace. A bit 
ter critic of democracy, capitalism, 
and the American way of life, Kinkel 
was equally critical of communism 
and all other forms of government and 
was, moreover, too poor to {lee any 
where. Kinkelstan was his solution. 
Alas, the King of Kinkelstan was 
crowned just before his coronation 
when son Wallace buried a hatchet in 
his skull to "remove the tyrant and re 
store freedom to all the Kinkels," as 
he explained to police, although Wal 
lace was the only other Kinkel, as 
police explained to him.

I think we can squeeze an issue out 
of it.

Best, 
Bruce McCall

Kohoutekbaby,
Look, hey, we had a deal, right, 

baby? I mean, William Morris doesn't 
just take on any old astronomical 
junk that comes along, am I right? I 
mean, do we represent asteroids and 
meteor showers and cheap aurora 
horealis displays? Or do we stick with 
the heavies like Saturn and total 
eclipses? And—correct me if I'm 
wrong, Koho baby—but didn't that 
little piece of paper we inked have 
some language in it about "the biggest 
sky spectacular of the century," 
"bright as the full moon," "visible in 
daylight with the naked eye"? Well, 
my friend, you were visible through a 
naked fifty-inch telescope, and you

were about as spectacular as a rain 
cloud. The next time you come around 
—what was it, 71,974 A.D.?—you can 
forget Vegas. If you want to do a week 
in the mountains for food and lodging, 
give me a ring—otherwise, your career 
in astro biz is finito, if you catch my 
drift.

Jay Jacobs 
New York, N.Y.

Sirs:
Oh, beware the beast of the high- 

heeled feet—clickedy, clickedy, click- 
edy, cleet.

Dean Martin 
Las Vegas, Nev.

Ice Water
Leo Kottke's new album 

on Capitol records and tapes

See Leo Kottke In Concert
Feb. 7—Goshen College, Goshen, Indiana
Feb. 8—Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine
Feb. 9—Dartmouth Coliege, Hanover, New Hampshire.
Feb. 16—Durango, Colorado
Mar. 1—University of Hawaii, Honolulu
Mar. 9—Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, California ^^>

Capitol ,6)
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Tonite's tango can have many rewards, tt 
could start you on a lifetime of listening 
pleasure. r>
Especially if you play it on a wortd famous 
Empire Troubador Turntable. After all, 
Empire turntablesar® "built to last, 
probably forever."*
'Stereo and Hi Fi Times
Empire-turntable systems available at 
better hi-fi dealers. Write for your free 
" Empire Guide to Sound Design!'

EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC CORP.
Dept.C Garden Cily

New York 11530 B/PIFE

Dear Debby: I am a twenty-six-year- 
old mother who is about to come to 
her wit's end. It's because of our two 
boys, ages four and six. They are al 
most unbearable to live with. They 
won't do a thing I tell them and they 
are, by degrees, wrecking our house. 
And our nerves along with it. They 
pour honey on all of the doorknobs; 
they steal the food from the icebox 
and bury it in the backyard; they find 
animals that have been run over and 
put their bodies in our bed; when 
they're in crowds, they pull down 
their clothes and mess. I'm absolutely 
lost for a solution. I've walloped them 
until I thought my hand would break. 
And when their father comes home, he 
wallops them, but it never does any 
good.
Last week, as a final resort, my hus 
band and I sat them down and told 
them that if they didn't behave, we 
were going to send them to an or 
phanage in Rangoon. For a while it 
seemed to work. They minded what 
they were told. I was so relieved and 
that's when I made the mistake and 
let down my guard. I was taking a 
shower and my mind was empty of all 
this turmoil. I thought I heard some 
thing but I didn't pay it any attention. 
Then in one instant, through the 
shower curtain I saw an enormous 
silhouette of a man. The curtain was 
pulled back and a huge carving knife 
was arched over me. I collapsed 
shrieking into the corner. It was the 
two boys. One on the other's shoul 
ders. I took out after them, Debby, 
and I grabbed a breadboard on the 
way. I beat them with that bread-

The
National Lampoon 

Radio Hour
You'll
Laugh
Your

Ass OK

board until I dropped from exhaus 
tion. 
I just don't know what to do.

Doris Richards 
Bluefield, W.V. 

How very unpleasant.

Dear Debbie: My parents fight all 
the time and it makes me very un 
happy. I love them both so much. 
They used to just fight when my dad 
dy would come home from work but 
now my daddy is home all the time 
because his boss punched him in the 
eye. My daddy is very sick and has 
to take a lot of medicine and it makes 
him act funny. My mommy must 
have caught what my daddy has be 
cause I see her take a lot of daddy's 
medicine.
Every night when I say my prayers 
I pray to God to make my mommy 
and daddy all better so they will stop 
fighting. I love them both and it is 
awful when they fight.

Timmy Nurock 
Denver, Colorado

Young man, you spelled my name 
D-e-b-b-i-e. My name is spelled D-e-b- 
b-y.

Dear Debby: My married sister, and 
only relative, was killed in a tragic car 
accident one month ago. The only 
thing to be thankful for, it seems, is 
that she and her husband didn't have 
any young ones. The funeral was quite 
an ordeal but my brother-in-law took 
it bravely, and held up remarkably 
well. He gave me comfort when I 
thought it should be the other way
around. continued on oata 31

GUITARS
AMPS' DRUMS' BANJOS'

BUY 
DIRECT I

SAVE 1 Any. 
.jinliir. ,mi|>. iir drum wt 30' . 
luru|Mo50' (iistoimtJ on ,ill 
iiKh Alio Poil.il Sleefi. BANJOS. 
[I DoliTOi Ask lur VDLIP |>ricc an 
V model you ctwose FREE 
l.iloil WRITE 
irehouse Music DepT N L • 2
PO Bo« 11449
Fori Worth. Texas 76109
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*f RTH O*
With the new Sansui QRX vario matrix receivers, a 

new era in fdur channel reproduction was born. The 
QRX-5500 allows for total control of the most breathtaking 

four channel sound ever produced. Only Sansui's QS vario matrix 
circuitry gives you true QS four channel, synthesized four .channel from 

a two channel source, and SQ with true fidelity. The QRX-5500 also 
handles discrete sources such as demodulated CD-4 and discrete tape.. 

Hear the new age of sound at your franch/sed Sansui dealer.

REGULAR MATRIX

SANSUI ELECTRONICS CORP.
Woodside. New York 11377 • Gardena. California 90247
SANSUI ELECTRIC CO., LTD.. Tokyo. Japan
SANSUI Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



Phil couldn't afford an expensive guit
So he got 

a great one.

Phil's first guitar was fine—for a beginner. 
And he loved it until he realized he wasn't a 
beginner anymore. Phil needed a better guitar 
to match his ability. So he shopped around and 
tried a dozen different makes. To compare 
their different actions and sounds. The guitar 
Phil liked best wasn't the most expensive.
It was an Epiphone.
And it was special because Epiphones are 
carefully crafted from selected woods—like 
rosewood, maple and spruce. Sure, they look 
more expensive than they are. But, more 
important, they sound and play as good as 
they look.
If you're in the market for a guitar, shop around 
before you buy. Compare. We think you'll 
agree—Epiphone looks, plays and sounds like 
$300 or more. Instead of as little as $100.
You get more out of it because we put more 
into it. Epiphone. From the people who make 
Gibson Guitars.

Epiphone
Makers of fine guitars since 1873

A product of Chicago Musical Instrument Co.
7373 N. Cicero Avenue. Lincolnwood. Illinois 60646

CMI -A Division of Norlin Music Inc.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



continued from page28
Two weeks after the funeral, I got the 
shock of my life. My brother-in-law 
remarried. It was tasteless enough not 
bothering to wait a respectable 
amount of time, but compounded to 
that, be married a woman who could 
only be described as a ill-tempered 
slut. I know it's a strong thing to say 
about somebody, but it's the only 
word I can find to aptly define her. 
She walks around the house all day 
in her underwear, she's put mirrors on 
all of the ceilings, she's always eating 
candy, she uses language that would 
make a sailor cringe, and she's taken 
all of my late sister's McMuIlen 
blouses and cut them up so they can 
show all of her cleavage. It's disgrace 
ful. I just can't understand my broth 
er-in-law. It makes me sick.

Alice Poster
Southhampton, New York 

That's quite unfortunate.

Dear Debby: I am a homosexual. I 
am neither ashamed nor proud. It is 
simply what I am. I don't foster my 
preferences on other people and I 
don't want them to foster theirs on 
me. I am quite content. I have as many 
"straight" friends as I do "gay" 
friends. If you were to meet me, you 
would see nothing in my speech or 
manner that would indicate to you 
that I am a homosexual. And this, I

guess, is where my problem comes in. 
I have a very good civilian job as an 
engineer on an Army installation. I 
enjoy my work and get along well with 
everyone there. Especially my super 
visor. We have become close friends 
over the past years. He doesn't know 
that I am a homosexual, and conse 
quently, he and his wife are always 
trying to "fix" me up with single girls 
they know. It's not a comfortable situ 
ation. I feel obliged, naturally, to fol 
low through by asking the girls out 
a few times. Then I have to make up 
some excuse to him about "things not 
working out." I feel we are good 
enough friends that I could tell him 
the truth and that he would under 
stand. But if I do, it might somehow 
change our relationship. 
I have no one I can turn to for advice, 
so that's why I'm turning to you.

Name Withheld Upon Request 
Debby does not withhold names upon 
request. Your name is David Shapiro 
and you live at 5645 Richmond Court, 
Baltimore, Maryland.

Confidential to All Washed Up: 
Dame Fortune certainly isn't smiling 
on you, is she?

Is something troubling you? Then 
don't hesitate to "Tell Debby" in care 
of this magazine, n

74 Heathkit Catalog
Packed with 
famous Heathkit 
"plus-value" 
do-it-yourself 
kits for every 
interest.
More quality, 
more perfor 
mance per 
dollar plus the 
personal pride 
and satisfac 
tion of creating 
something of real worth with 
your own hands. These are the "plus- 
values" you get in every Heathkit 
product. Check the listing below and 
send for your FREE catalog today.
• Color TV • Stereo hl-fl • Fishing 8 marine
• Amateur radio • Home appliances • Trea 
sure finders & trail bikes • Automotive tuneup
• Junior kits • Radio control. • Test Instru 
ments • Electronic organs • Hundreds more 

V._____________________________S

Heath Company, Dept 150-3 
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022 
n Send my FREE 1974 Heathkit Catalog 
Name_________________ 
Ad d re ss________________ 
City_____ 

V,______
-State. _Zip-

CL-484
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Canadian 
Corner

"In the hustle and bustle of our 
modern fast-moving world of today, 
who among us has the leisure for 
things that take too much time? For 
example, take reading and thinking, 
two activities which may have been 
popular in the olden days of Victorian i 
times, but have no place in the active ' 
schedule of the modern person of 
today."

So begins the prize-winning entry of 
seventeen-year-old Debbie Anne Por- 
lock of Brockville, Ontario, in the 
Canadian Government-sponsored es 
say contest, "What the Reader's Di 
gest and Time Magazine Mean to Me."

"For people who don't have the 
opportunity or ability to read, the Di 
gest is a valuable tool for information, 
facts and humour," Debbie Anne con 
tinues. "Also, for those too busy to 
form their own opinions about politics

and the arts, Time magazine is essen 
tial as well."

To which we can only add, "Well 
said, Debbie Anne, and congratula 
tions on winning a weekend in fabu 
lous New York City!"

The essay contest was just one of a 
series of federal government responses 
to certain frenzied outbursts of ill- 
advised nationalism (see "Canada's 
Frenzied Outburst of 111- advised Na 
tionalism," Reader's Digest, Jan. '74), 
possibly fomented by sinister foreign 
elements (see "Commie Canuck- 
Vodka on Ice?" Time magazine, Jan. 
15, '74). A noisy minority of hotheads 
has suggested repeal of the legally es 
tablished laws whereby.Time and the 
Digest are treated, for taxation and 
advertising purposes, as if they were 
Canadian publications. In return, the 
two periodicals print several pages on 
matters Canadian every year.

Now, just because Canada has an 
unwritten constitution, that's no rea 
son to think freedom of the press (ex 
cept in the event of a national crisis 
like the Frenchies in Quebec acting 
up or something) doesn't apply in the 
country once so aptly dubbed "The 
Linchpin of Democracy."

So we can rest assured that the in 
fluence of common sense Canadian 
businessmen, who realize that the 
U.S. of A. is Canada's leading market

First we show you 
how to pick up girls.
Pick up girls anywhere! On bars, buses, trains, even on the 
sireet! It's easier than yon ever dreamed.

Yon will learn more than 100 surefirc techniques:
• How 10 make shyness work for you • Why a man doesn't 
have to be good-looking • Why girls get homy • 50 great 
opening lines • World's greatest pick up technique • How to 
yet women to pick you up* How to succeed in singles'bars. 
HOW TO PICK UP GIRLS contains in-depth interviews 
with 25 hcauLiful girls. They tell you exactly what it takes to 
pick them up. Send lor How loPick Up Girls today and pick 
up anv girl you want. Send only $7.95 plus 75c postage and 
handling to; The Northern Valley Co.. Dept. 8R. PO Box 
515. Tenafly. NJ 07670

(Both hooks only S15.25 + 75c postage and handling.)

Then we show you 
where.

Discover great pick up spots within 5 miles of your own 
home! Maybe you never knew these places existed, but 
they're jam-packed with good-looking local women. 
"Great on business trips! "Sieve Tunic Find out where 
hundreds of nurses, models, and stewardesses really hang 
on I in: Atlanta, Baltimore, Berkeley, Boston, Chicago, 
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Hous 
ton, Las Vegas, LA, Louisville, Miami, Milwaukee, 
Minneapolis, NVC, New Orleans, Phila., Phoenix, Port- 
laud, St. Louis, Si) n Francisco, Seattle, Washington, DC. 
"Over 900 Super Action Spots!" Book gives you name, 
address, and in-depth description of more than 900 SUPER 
ACTION SPOTS \\-here girh are so liberated you can often 
f,k'c/> n-itlt llicni ilic sume night \ou meet, Send for 
AMERICA'S BEST PICK UP SPOTS today. Send only 
$7.95 pi Lis75c postage and handling to: The Northern Valley 
Co.. Depi. IB, PO Box 515, Tenafly, NJ 07670

(Both books only $15.25 + 75c postage iind handling,)

for such hard-to-sell products as oil, 
paper, and wheat, will prevail, and the 
two above mentioned magazines will 
retain their rights to tell the Canadian 
public about their native land from an 
objective, American point of view.

All we at the National Lampoon 
are asking for is the same fair shake. 
Henceforward, this column will be a 
regular feature of our fun-filled peri 
odical, right up in the front of the 
book where Time puts its Canadian 
section. (But ours will appear in the 
U.S. edition as well.)

So get out your advertising dollar, 
Monsier Bombardier Ski-Doo! Labatt, 
we are here! Export A, we're ready 
and willing to flog your fabulous fags 
a mare usque etcetera]

Every issue will now contain a 
bumper crop of Grade A Canadian 
humour, transported across the long 
est indefensible border in the world. 
For example:

A Russian, a Mexican, and a Ca 
nadian go into the bar in Halifax. The 
Russian orders, "Giff me a wodkal" 
The Mexican says, of course, "Geeve 
me a tequila, por favor." And the 
Canadian says, "Make mine rye and 
ginger."

"I'm sorry," says the bartender, 
"but we've exported all our rye." So 
the Canadian guy says, "Okay, I'll 
just have a glass of milk."

And, although the purpose of this 
column will be to entertain, we 
wouldn't mind if it served to enlight 
en our readers about a great nation 
with which many of them have only a 
superficial familiarity.

The crass ignorance of some tourists 
is astounding. It is a commonplace 
source of embarrassment to see Mani- 
tobans driving into North Dakota in 
January with water skis on the roofs 
of their cars. Hundreds of loudmouth 
Canucks visit Louisiana every year 
without the faintest idea that the 
natives speak French. Thoughtless 
seasonal visitors from Quebec have 
wreaked havoc with the natural beau 
ties of resorts like Old Orchard Beach, 
New Jersey. And the sight and sound 
of a camera-toting rube in a vivid 
plaid Viyella shirt asking a clerk in 
Tiffany's, "What's that worth in real 
money?" is enough to set one's blood 
aboil.

So, in the coming months, if we can 
raise a smile or two, while making the 
point that, no, Americans are not "just 
like us Canadians, except they don't 
have a Queen," and if we can snaffle 
up our share of the tax deductible 
Canadian tax dollar, why, we'll be as 
happy as the editorial writer who 
thought up the slogan for the Montreal 
Gazette: "Canada's oldest newspaper, 
founded by Benjamin Franklin."

Get my drift?
S.K.
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c/2randas 
Captures a 
True Sunrise 
for those who are 
into the real McCoy,

>

the legit, the right on,
coming clean, on the level, .i 1
straight goods, Simon Pure, & i. v ~~~
in the groove,
and all kinds
of sweet vibrations.

Taste the Sun! Just pour 1J/2 ounces Arandas Tequila and 4 ounces orange juice into a tall 
ice-filled glass. Stir. Add %oz. grenadine (more or less} and a squeeze of fresh lime, then drop 
the lime wedge right in. Now you have a True Sunrise,. .and nothing can outshine it.

80 proof. True Tequila. Imported by Juies Berman & Assoc., 116 No, Robertson Blvd., Los Angeles, Cafil. 90048
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GILBERT 0'SULUVAN S7«
I'm A Writer, MAM 
Not A Fighter

ELTON JOHN ««
Goodbye Yellow MCA 
Brick Road 2 IPs & 2 Tapes

THREE DOG NIGHT t<"2 
Cyan ABC/Dunhill

MARIE OSMOND
Paoer Roses

AT LAST A RECORD & TAPE CLUB WITH 
NO "OBLIGATIONS"-ONLY BENEFITS

Yes, taKe your choice of ANY 6 STEREO IPs or ANY 5 STEREO TAPE 
CARTRIDGES or CASSETTES shown here-worth up to $41.88-FOR ONLY 
990 when you join Record Club of America for low $5 Lifetime Member 
ship fee. Absolutely NO OBLIGATION to buy anything ever! This is JUST 
AN INTRODUCTION to the kind of GIANT SAVINGS you can enjoy everyday 
FROM THE INSTANT YOU JOIN. Because we are not OWNED ... NOT CON 
TROLLED... NOT SUBSIDIZED by any record or tape manufacturer any 
where, you always get the world's lowest prices-GUARANTEED DISCOUNTS 
UP TO 81 %-on records and tapes of ALL LABELS!

See Why 4,500,000 Record and Tape Buyers
Paid a Lifetime Membership Fee to Join

Record Club of America when Other Clubs
Would Have Accepted Them FREE.'

P^'^M IILOUNU1 Compare^ CLUB OF 
1 and see!^ AMERICA
P^Y 1 YES!

CAN YOU 
CHOOSE FROM 
ALL UBELS?

CAN YOU fit* 
lf» »HD TWES, 

IHCLUD1M 
CMTIIDBEAND 

CMS! TIE MHSr

MUII YOU lUlf* "K1HIMUM" 
NUMBER OF 

IrHQRTmS!
HOW MAN Iff

HOW MUCH MUST 
YOU SPEND TO 
FUIFIIL TOUR

LEBAL
HLICATIOKT

CAN YOU BUY ANY
IP OR TAPE 

YOU WANT AT A 
DISCQUHTT

00 YOU EVER
RECEIVE 

UNORDERED
Lh OR TAPES?

Choose recordings on
any label. No excep 
tions! Over 300 dif 
ferent manufacturers
including Capitol,
Columbia, RCA, An
gel. London, etc.

YES;
Pick LPs OR 8-trac* 
tape cartridges OR 
tape cassettes. Ho 
restrictions. No ad 
ditional membership 
lee or separate
"division" to |0ln!

NONE.'
No obligations! No 
yearly quota! TaHe 
as many, a: lew, or
nothing at all If you
so decide.

ZERO
DOLLARS/

You don't have to 
spend a penny- be 
cause you're not "le 
gally oDlleatefl" to
buy even a single
record or tape!

ALWAYS.'
Guaranteed dis 
count; up to Bl% on 
LPs and tapes of Al L
LABELS!

NEVER.'
There, are no cards
which you musl re
turn. Only the rec 
ords and tapes you
want are sent - and
only when you ask
us to send them.

Columbli 
atcord/lipi 
Clubtfas 
advertised 
In TV Guide. 
Jul* 73)

NO

NO

11 LPs/ 
8 Tapes

J58.42 
to 

$SO.G9

NO

YES

dpi 101
Rt cord /lip B 
Club! (as 
advertised 
InOul, 
Aug. 73)

NO

NO

12 LPs/ 
12 Tapes

$73,87 
to 

$97.87

NO

YES

RCA 
Record/Tine 
Club i (as 
advertised 
In TV Guide, 
May 73)

NO

NO

ia LPS/
12 Tapes

$97.36 
to 

$111.36

NO

YES

Lonimtt
lymph on me
in TV Guide.
Ore ''31

NO

NO

12 LPs/ 
12 Tapes

571.76 
to 

$83.76

NO

YES

Record Club of America- 
The World's Largest and Lowest Priced 

Record And Tape Club

RASPBERRIES «"«,
Side Three CaP ito1

JIMCROCE
You Don't Mess
Around With Jim_____

B.B. KING
To Know You Is 
To Love You

SMOKEY ROBINSON B767
Smokey Tamla

STEVIE WONDER
Talking Booh

ISAAC HAYES ™M,
Live At The Enterprise 
Sahara Tahoe 2 LPs & 2 Tapes

THE BEST OF.THE 
JAMES GANG

FUNKADEL1C 6918
Cosmic Sfop Westbound

THE BEST OF 
SfEGEL SCHWALL*
THE ESSENTIAL 3194 
ODETTA* 2 LPS VanEuard

MOODY BLUES 5B11
Seventh Sojourn Threshold |

CAT STEVENS w«
Matthew & Son/ Derar" 

i New Masters ,2 LPs 4 2 Tapes
ROD STEWART zuss
Every Picture Mercur 
TellsA Story

THE BAND
Rock Of Ages 
2 LPs S 2 Tapes

HELEN REDDY «?»
I Am Woman CaBlto1

STEELY DAN
Can'1 Buy A Thrill

2001: A SPACE 
ODYSSEY

9050
MGM

ERIC CLAPTON D , .At His Best Pol *dor 
2 LPs & 2 Tapes

AROUND THE WORLD 0760 
WITH THREE ABC/Dunh!ll 
DOG MIGHT 2LPs&2Tapes

1314
ABC/DunhiSTEPPENWOLF

16 Greatest 
I Hits

THREFDOG NIGHT 1*4
Seven Separate ABC/Dunhil 
Fools11l_R

SHANANA °«8
Golden Age Of **ma Su1 
Rock And Roll 2 LPs & 2-TapesI
URIAH HEEP .2014
Magician's Blrtiiday Mercury

ERIC CLAPTON 5355 
Clapton Pol«lo'

GRAND FUNK "GOG 
Phoenix Capitol |

NEWPORT FOLK 3152 
FESTIVAL Var)Buard

TEMPTATIONS
Masterpieces

MOODY BLUES 3520 ^H 16G
Days Of Deram ^^m Hts 
Future Passed * These Selections Not Available In Tape
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BURTREYNOLDS
AsK Me What I Am

HELEN'REDDY ««
Long Hard Climb Capitol,

A Dramatic 
Experience

DAVID FRYE
Rlcliafd Nixon 
A Fantasy

DIANA ROSS "59Touch Me In The Motown 
Morning

STEWART 2170 ,
Sing. It Again Mercury]

JIMCROCE "I
Life And Times ABC

JACKSON FIVE
Get It Together Motown

ISAAC HAYES MS7
I joy Enterprise!

JOEWALSH isii
The Smoker Vou ABC/Ounhil 
Drink The Player You Get i

AL GREEN 5637
Call Me HI

STORIES
.About Us

STEEIYDAN
Countdown 
To Ecstasy

Z.Z. TOP
Tres Hornbres

nrcun...
20 Years Of Buddah . 
Rock 'N'Roll 2 LPs &2 Tapes

JAMES TAYLOR r 37,07 ,The OrfRlnal Euphoria 
Flying,Machine.

URIAH HEEP 2022 t
Look At Yourself Mercury

CURTIS MILYflELD 5959Superfly ' Curtom

STEVE MILLER BAND 0117
Anthology Capitol 
2 LPs & 2 Tapes

BEETHOVEN „ 7°"
Three Piano Yorkshire
Sonatas !

HISTORY OF THE ™24GUESS WHO* priae

MANDRILL !»06
Composite Truth Polydor

URIAH HEEP
Live
2 LPs & 2 Tapes
THEOIONNE 
WARWICKE STORY 
2 LPs 8 2 Tapes

JOAN DAEZ 0380
Ballad Book Vanguard] 
2 LPs & 2 Tapes

SAVOY BROWN 5694 
Jack The Toad pa fr°t

ttJDI GRRUND 4788 
& LIZAMINELLI Capitol 
'Live" At London Palladium

JUCK OWENS
I Ain't It Amazin' Capitol 
Gracie

JULIUS WECHTER & 
THE BAJA MARIMBA 
BAND'S BACK

GLEN CAMPBELL 4B04~ 
I Knew Jesus Capitol 

JBefore He Was A Star)

RAYSTEVENS
Nashville Barnaby]

ARTHUR FIEDLER 5371 
& THE BOSTON POPS Polydor 
Bacharach-David

1313
WOTOHK
14 Greatest Hits

LET THE GOOD 7989 
TIMES ROLL Bell 
Soundtrack 2 LPs & 2 Tapes

EDDY ARNOLD* *H1
So Many Ways MGM

THE LETTERHEH
Alive Again, 
Naturally
MM BREl 318B
Hits Greatest And Vanguar 
Others

GREATEST NEW MEMBER OFFER 
IN RECORD AND TAPE HISTORY

Other record and tape clubs make you choose from just a few labels. They 
make you buy up to 12 records and tapes a year. And if you don't return 
their monthly IBM cards, they send you an item you don't want and a bill 
for up to $8.38. At Record Club of America we've BANISHED AUTOMATIC 
SHIPMENTS FOREVER! You NEVER receive an unordered recording. NEVER 
have to return any cards. You get only WHAT YOU WANT...WHEN YOU WANT 
IT. And always at the WORLD'S LOWEST PRICES!
GET LPs OW ALL LABELS FOR ship Fee, plus 99C for your record-
$1.69 OR LESS...TAPES $1.99 ings (a bi || for the C | Ub ' s standard
We're the WORLD'S LARGEST record mailing and handling fee will be sent

SERGIO MENDES 
ANO 8RASIL 77
Love Music

Sharp Minor 
MAMAS & PAPAS
20 Golden Hits A 
2LPs&2Ta»es

~ISAAC HAVES r .Shaft Enterprise 
2 LPs & 2 Tapes

MOODY BLUES
In Search Of 
Lost Chord
LIGHTHOUSE
Can You 
Feel It

MGM MUSICALS
Singing In The Rain
Easter Parade 2 LPs & 2 Tapes

and tape club, so we can give you 
the WORLD'S LOWEST PRICES on all 
records and tapes made. Guaranteed 
discounts up to 81% on records and 
tapes of ALL LABELS! Imagine pay 
ing only $1.69 average price for Top 
Hit $5.98 Stereo LPs.., including 
the very latest New releases. $1.99 
for $6.98 Stereo Tape Cartridges 
and Cassettes. Yet that's exactly 
the Sale Offer mailing now to mem 
bers even as you read this! YOU 
CAN CASH IN ON THESE SAME GIANT 
SAVINGS TOO—the instant you join 
—not after fulfilling some annoying 
"obligation" like other clubs. 

SAVE ON THIS SPECIAL 
INTRODUCTORY OFFER 

Join Record Club of America today 
and you GET ANY 6 LPs OR ANY-5 
TAPES SHOWN HERE FOR 99C! Just 
mail coupon with check or money 
order for low $5 Lifetime Member-

later). Receive by return mail your 
recordings plus incredible "BUY 1, 
GET 2 FREE" otter on 100's of Top 
Hit LPs and Tapes. New superdis- 
count FREE or Dividend offer every 
23 days. Remember, you receive 
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIP (never pay 
another Club fee for the rest of your 
life) with absolutely NO OBLIGATION 
to buy anything ever!
ACT NOW AND YOU GET FREE
FREE - All-Label Lifetime Discount 
Membership Card. FREE-Giant Mas 
ter Discount Catalog of all readily 
available records and tapes. FREE— 
subscription to Disc & Tape Guide 
Wagame.YOUR ORDER COMPUTER 
PROCESSED FOR EXPRESS 
SERVICE DELIVERY-no shipping 
on cycle! 100% money-bach gua 
rantee if items are returned within 
10 days.

KRIS KfllSTQFFERSON 5635 
Me& Monument 
Bobby McGee

*1nesTSeiectiorts Not Available

© 1973 Record Club of Atnerics #136 X

T R
•^ CL

YES- Rush n 
count Catalo 
me the 6 LPs o 
count as 2 or 
enclose my St> 

am rot ooliga 
delighted. 1 m 
selections mar

ECORD CLUB OF AMERICA
JB HEADQUARTERS /YORK, PENNSYLVANIA 17405 VO 2 3M

e my Liletime Membership Discount Card. Giant All-Label Master Ols- 
Q. plus subscription ID Disc & Tape Guide Magazine. Also send 
r 5 Tapes ol my choice indicated Delow (sets marked 2 or 3 LPs or Tapes 

selections) wlh a DilMor the Club's standard mailing and handling fee i 
jietime Membership Fee plus 99c lor my recordings tor a total ol £5.99. 
efl to buy any records or tapes ever — no yearly quota. II not completely 
y return above items within todays lor an immediate refund. IMPORTANT, 
ed with an* are not available on tape.

EHTEfl B LP OR B WE NUMBER! BELOW-Sorry, Ho Hlxln[ R4[
IMPORTANT! YOU MUST CHECK ONE: D LP or D 8 TRACK or D CASSETTE

Mr Mrs Miss

RT.RR.RD.SR

Slreel

Citv 
APO ft FPO ADDRESSES, 
YOUR SOCIAL SECURITY
CAHIDKNS mjil coupm to *s-,e sKie 
<»$ may »sry jlifhlly

Box or P 0 Box

Apt

State ZID
'LEASE FILL IK — i —— i — i — | — r — i — 1 —— 1 — 1 
M, i 1 1 1 — , -
ss. Mas will te serviced a tare)) tn Record Clud ol CaiuM Prices and list-
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It's a Wise Child!
Classical Comics

Guaranteed to co-opt and ruin your child's natural love of comic 
books, while inducing a totally superficial familiarity with the 
Great Books and an utter loathing for the Great Authors. And 
he'll get his book reports in on time, too! Classical Comics leave 
nothing out of comics taut the fun, and nothing out of the Classics 
except the literature. Start your child on the road to semi-literacy 
today!

Elective Affinities by Goethe
Moses and Monotheism by Sigmund Freud
Leviathan by Thomas Hobbes
The Compleat Angler by Izaak Walton
The Diaries of Anais Nin
Swarm's Way by Marcel Proust
Apologia Pro Vita Sua

by John Henry Newman 
Prometheus Unbound

by Percy Bysshe Shelley

The Critique of Pure Reason
by Immanuel Kant

Lord Chesterfield's letters to his Son 
Being and Nothingness by Jean-Paul Sartre 
The Golden Bough by James Frazer 
Principia Marhematica by Bertrand Russell 
The Prelude by William Wordsworth 
The Stones of Venice by John Ruskin 
Either/Or by Soren Kierkegaard 
Astrophel and Stella by Philip Sidney 
The Nature and Destiny of Man

by Reinhold Neibuhr 
Areopagltica by John Milton 
In Memorlam by Alfred Tennyson 
Decline of the West by Oswald Spengler 
Treatise on the Astrolabe

by Geoffrey Chaucer 
Theory of the Leisure Class

by Thorstein Veblen 
Aspects of the Novel by E.M. Forster 
Euphues: The Anatomy of Wit by John Lyly 
Novum Organum by Johannes Kepler 
The Intelligent Woman's Guide to Socialism,

Capitalism, Sovietism and Fascism
by G.B. Shaw

Circulation of the Blood by Harvey 
Seven Types of Ambiguity

by William Empson 
Roget's Thesaurus 
Tender Buttons by Gertrude Stein 
Nichomachean Ethics by Aristotle 
Venetian Life by William Dean Howells 
The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table

by Oliver Wendel! Holmes 
Etruscan Places by D.H. Lawrence 
The Glass Bead Game by Herman Hesse 
The Cantos by Ezra Pound 
Being and Time by Martin Heidegger 
The Sense of Beauty by peorge Santayana 
A Vision by William Butler Yeats 
The Courage to Be by Paul Tillich
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FINPS HlMSEt-F TRAPPED, 
SURROUNPEP BY HIS SWORN ENEMIES,
THE SOPHISTS* IF THE GAPfW OF 
GREECE IS FORCEP TO MAKE USE OF
HIS TWO-EPGEP 0fAl£CTtC, THE

*SP£CiQUS REASONERS; JESUITS; 
WISE M&J; LIARS.

SO, CEPHAUJS, RIGHT CONPUCT 
BE. PEFINEP AS TELLING 

THE TRUTH ANP RESTORING 
EVERYTHING WE HAVE 

TRUSTEP WITH/

SO IT WAS NOT A WISE 
SAYING THAT JUSTICE IS 
GIVING EACH MAN HIS THRASYMACHUS

POi.VA1ARCHUS? RIGHT MEANS

SENSE
DISPUTE 
THAT.
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SOCRATES' SIPEKICK, THE LOVELX 
IMPETUOUS GtAUCON, ASKS THE MAM OF 

IRONY A LEAPING RHETORICAL QUESTION ...
BUT, SOCRATES, YOU 
MUST HOT BE- CONTENT 
MERELY TO PROVE THAT 
JUSTICE IS SUPERIOR TO 
INJUSTICE, BUT EXPLAIN 
HOW ONE IS <9OOC? THE 
OTHER EVIL/

I SUGGEST WE SHOULP 
BESIN BY INQUIRING 
WHAT JUSTICE MEANS 

IN A STATE,

THAT SEEMS 
A SCOP 
PLAN/

IN EDUCATING THE CITIZENS OF 
OUR IMAGINARY STATE, A HIGH 
VALUE MUST BE PLACEP ON
TRUTHFULNESS, MUST IT

WE SHALL THEREFORE TELL OUR PEOPLE A 
FAPLE THAT THE 6OPS WHO FASHIONEP THEM 
MIXEP (30LP IN THE COMPOSITION OF THOSE

TO RULE, SILVER W THE GUARP1ANS* 
IRON ANP BRASS IN THE 
FARMERS/ ———————————————

'pj^^^m*'^ u

TO HIS
THEME, SOCRATES 
DESCRIBES THE 

CHARACTER OF THE 
(?(JARP/ANS /M H/S 
REPUBLIC, ANP

THE 
WHICH

WE WILL HAVE A LAW TO THE 
EFFECT THAT A LOVER* MA/ 
SEEK THE COMPANX OF- HIS 
3ELOVEP, ANP, WITH HIS 
KISS ANP EMBRACE HIM.

THEIR STEADFAST 
MORALS ANP ETHICS.
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^^^"*^^^^B^^-^^^^^__^_______

CLEVERLY, me

NOW UNLEASHES 
ONE OF HIS 
SECRET WEAPONS 
AN AUBGORY.

/IMAGINE THE COMPITION OF 
> MEN CHAINEP IN A CAVE SINCE 

/ BIRTH, WATCH1N6 THE SHAPOWS 
CAST BY A RRE BEHINP THEM 
ANP LISTENING TO ECHOES.

IT CANNOT 
BE OTHERWISE/

AtfP
$f &

*
SUPPOSE ONE OF THEM W/ERE SET 
FREE. HE- WOUUP AT LAST BE ABLE 
TO LOOK AT THE SUM/ JUST AS THE. 
LAST THINS TO BE lMTELLECT<JALLy 

IS THE ESSENTIAL FORM.

ELABORATES 
UPON HIS AlteGOXY, ONLY 
THE 8ELOVEP GtAt/COtf 
REMAINS IN THE PARK*

OF COURSE/
'MOST

CERTAlNt-Y/

BUT, OF A SUPPEM, THE II6HT OF THE 
0/At£CT/C PAWNS UPON

*SO TO SPfAK,

AS BEING IS TO 
BECOMING,* SO IS 
INTELLIGENCE TO THE 

APPREHENSION OF 
APPEARANCES, 
KNOWLEPSE TO 
BELIEF; ANP THfNK- 

TO IMAGINING:

ENLISHTENEP, GIAUCON'S M/NP NOW 
SpEEPS THROUGH THE STASES OF 
ARITHMETIC, PLANE AMP SOUP 
<S6OMETf?>; ASTRONOMX ANP HARMONICS.
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The Long and the 
Shortage of It

There will soon be a shortage of 
almost everything. There may still be 
enough dry cleaning bags, Velcro, and 
wood calendars that look like brain- 
teasing parlor games—but most of the 
stuff you've always taken for granted 
will all be gone within six months to 
a year. Many items have already dis 
appeared. You're getting excuses from 
merchants like "we're temporarily out 
of stock" or "our order should be in 
any day now." Weeks go by and no 
order. JP.S.—the order will never ar 
rive.

The oil crisis has been a lifesaver 
to the thousands of other industries 
caught in shortages. They've used the 
oil publicity to muffle their own prob 
lems. But the public can't be fooled 
forever. Those little stories tucked 
away in the back pages of the Wall 
Street Journal and the New York 
Times are getting bigger and coming 
to the front. Oh, there's an obvious 
reason for the shortages—the popula 
tion explosion has caused a thousand 
fold increase in consumer demands. 
But we've done our own investigations 
—analyzing all the available data, 
talking with many sources close to 
the top. What we've discovered is not 
going to sit well with the American 
public. Things are going to get a lot 
worse before they get better. You 
might as well hear the bad news now.

To begin, there are practically no 
styptic pencils left. You will just have 
to shave without them, becoming a 
sitting duck for deep razor cuts. Ironi 
cally, while we developed sharper and 
sharper blades, double-edged and tri 
ple-edged and God knows what else, 
we fell completely behind in styptic 
pencil technology. It will be easier 
than ever to cut yourself and harder 
than ever to stop the bleeding.

Why are there no styptic pencils? 
Simple. There is an acute shortage of 
styp. Thanks to our overzealous con- 
servationists, styp mining has been 
banned in every state in the union. 
For the past five years we've been 
completely dependent on Syria for 
our supply. And that honeymoon is 
over. Not that Syria is blessed with a 
mother lode either. High-grade styp 
ore is now almost inaccessible and 
becoming terribly expensive to mine.

by Gerald Sussman
"It comes from the bowels of the 
earth," said a bitter spokesman for 
U.S. Styp, the billion dollar styp em 
pire that is now bankrupt.

Old styptic pencils have already 
become treasured antiques. Shriveled, 
brittle pencils are now commanding 
up to $900 in nostalgia shops. At a 
Parke-Bernet auction, a rare, jumbo- 
size stippled pencil in an isinglass 
case, made by the Utica Shaving Sup 
ply Company, sold for $2,500.

Trying to make do without styptic 
pencils will not be as easy as you 
think. How about the old patches of 
toilet paper on the cuts trick, you may 
say. Fine. Waste gobs of your two-ply 
toilet paper on your face. It just so 
happens that supplies of two-ply toilet 
paper are exhausted. In fact, supplies 
of two-ply everything are exhausted 
and one-ply has about six months to 
go. The only ply paper left will be for 
the military. You better get used to 
watching yourself bleed until you clot. 
Hemophilic jokes will make a strong 
comeback, we're sure.

You might as well say good-bye to 
one of the great American traditions 
—the minstrel show. There is very 
little blackface left. And without 
blackface, this beloved native art form 
will soon be just another link to our 
glorious past that will be broken.

Everyone is feeling the pinch, from 
local theater clubs, YMCAs, and 
church groups trying to raise badly 
needed funds with minstrel shows, to 
comedians and singers in Las Vegas 
who do Al Jolson takeoffs. A woman 
who lives in Mound City, Kansas, 
summed it up in a letter which she 
wrote to Shortage Magazine (which 
recently suspended publication due to 
a lack of paper), in which she com 
plained about the sorry state of the 
last Oddfellows Lodge minstrel show. 
"They used black shoe polish," she 
wrote. "It was vulgar ... a hollow 
sham ... a mockery of my childhood 
memories as a performer. No one has 
any feeling for tradition anymore."

How did we allow ourselves to get 
into this mess? We did it by making 
the biggest blackface deal in history 
with the Russians, a deal that made 
the wheat sale look like a bubble gum 
card trade.

It turns out that about 90 percent of 
our blackface is controlled by six giant 
corporations. Acting with full cooper 
ation from government officials who 
would do anything to beef up our 
trade balance, these corporations sold 
almost all of their 1973 output. They 
also sold all of their reserves, grossly 
underestimating the growing black 
face demand in the U.S. The huge 
Russian market—with the world's lar 
gest Caucasian population—was too 
big to ignore. A few insiders who spec 
ulated in blackface futures got very 
rich. The rest of us, who need to put 
on minstrel shows for so many worth 
while causes, must now do without 
blackface or pay outrageously high 
prices on "imported" makeup.

The usual outcries and denuncia 
tions are now being heard. Pundits of 
the Left, Right, and Middle are call 
ing for investigations and resigna 
tions. The President has finally ap 
pointed a distinguished Blackface 
Commission * to study alternate pos 
sibilities—synthetic substitutes, drill 
ing for offshore deposits, even trying 
moon rock.

Frozen fish sticks, that popular din 
ner time treat, will no longer be avail 
able. The once plentiful stickfish has 
disappeared, thanks to the Russians 
again.

The stickfish looks exactly like a 
fish stick. It has no head, tail, or 
bones. Its surface is covered with a 
bread crumb-like material instead of 
scales, so it goes directly from ocean 
to factory as it is, to be deep fried 
and frozen.

It's an extremely meek and passive 
fish that gets its nickname, "old stick- 
in-the-mud," from its habit of burying 
itself in the ocean floor. To catch them 
you have to scoop up a lot of floor.

As far as we can determine, the 
stickfish were so terrified of the new 
Russian electronic fish catching 
equipment that they began a mass 
exodus deep into the floors of the At 
lantic to avoid certain fishocide. The 
few curious ones who went up to have 
a look around were, of course, zapped
'"The President's obvious disdain for the problem 
is illustrated by the fact that all the members of 
the Commission are prominent blackface corpo 
ration executives. It's a set-up similar to, say, 
appointing Martin Bormann to head up the Nazi 
War Crimes Commission.

continued
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continued
by the Russian's radar-controlled 
steam shovels.

A group of concerned fish stick 
manufacturers, including Mrs. Paul 
herself, appealed to the Russians. But 
they treated it as just another fish 
poaching incident, though they did 
claim that they tried to talk to the 
stickfish. "We even offered them cav 
iar," said a Russian spokesman. "But 
they wouldn't come out."

"We could use some of the new 
psychological techniques to coax them 
out," admitted Mrs. Paul. "Then we'd 
have to give them shock treatments at 
the factory to erase their traumatic ex 
periences. I'm not sure if it's worth all 
the extra expense. You see, we can't 
freeze them in their traumatic state. 
A frightened stickfish tastes like rice 
pudding, which is not what the public 
wants in a fish stick,"

Brace yourself for the fact that 
those beautiful gift boxes that hold 
pen and pencil sets, watches, and 
jewelry will soon be gone forever. Gift 
giving will never be the same. Can 
you imagine giving someone a Benrus 
Citation calendar watch in a paper 
bag? (And while you're at it, forget 
paper bags. They're not going to be 
available much longer either.) You'll 
just have to keep the watch in your 
pocket and slip it to your loved one

RSL, THE FASTEST GROWING 
BRAND AMONG PROFESSIONALS 
SOUND BETTER THAN THE 
COMPETING BRANDS. 
They would be very expensive 
except that you may purchase them 
directly from the factory, saving 
about one-haSf!

GET OUR CATALOG
without hardly lifting a finger!

CALL US TOLL FREE!
800-423-3190

anywhere in the U.S. (except Calif.)

6319 Van Nuys Bl. Van Nuys, Ca. 
91401 Phone 78-SOUND

as if it were a hot item you bought 
from a street corner sharpie.

The thought of no gift boxes for 
Cross sterling silver or gold matching 
pen and pencil sets or the Christian 
Dior watch collection from Bulova is 
actually quite frightening. It symbol 
izes so much of what this world is 
coming to—another civilized touch 
snatched from us as we march mind 
lessly on the road to barbarity. We 
always took it for_ granted that our 
good taste in watches and pen and 
pencil sets would be reflected by a 
tasteful gift box. It was one of the 
little amenities—the extra touch that 
showed we cared. And now it's all 
over.

How did it happen? Why are we 
confronted with a crisis like this with 
hardly any advance warning? It's the 
same old problem—the decline of old 
world craftsmanship.

If you examine a gift box carefully 
you'll note that it's made of leather 
ette, a simulation of leather that is so 
painstakingly done that you can't tell 
it from the real thing. The familiar 
maroon leatherette gift box with gold 
gilt trim has long been the exclusive 
work of proud, highly skilled leather- 
etters fromVienna. Mostof these men 
are dying off or have retired, and of 
course, their sons are not interested 
in taking their places. "They don't 
have the pride to work on something 
that will someday hold a beautiful 
watch or a fountain pen," said one of 
the leatheretters. "The little ones don't 
care about such things. An empty box 
does not inspire them. They will take 
the gift, but they throw the box away. 
They would rather go to Germany and 
work in a record store."

We were privileged to watch one of 
these great craftsmen doing one of his 
last gift box runs, or laufs, as they are 

: called. We discovered that leatherette 
is just a convenient name for this in 
credible leather-like material. "Leath 
erette" is actually made of tomatoes, 
so artfully processed that you couldn't 
detect its vegetable ancestry in a mil 
lion years. Amazing. And amazing, 
too, is the productivity of this handful 
of old-world craftsmen. Despite all the 
care these men lavish on a gift box, 
they can still turn out over five hun 
dred boxes an hour!

To put the nail in the coffin of the 
gift box, there is now also a growing 
shortage of gift box lining material— 
that silky, smooth fabric with the look 
of fine rayon, but a little stiffer and 
more crinkly to the touch. This ma 
terial is a raybn by-product called 
flog. With the critical rayon shortage, 
you're obviously not going to get 
much flog for processing into gift box 
linings.

The rayon shortage is also respon 
sible for the impending label shortage.
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If you're buying a pair of Bill Blass 
lounging pajamas or an Yves St. Lau- 
rent ensemble, you'll have to find a 
way to drop the names casually rather 
than letting the labels show. A lot of 
people are going to be more upset 
about the label shortage than the gift 
box shortage.

One of the most alarming problems 
we are going to face is the shortage 
of nondairy dairy products. We're 
down to our last reserves, and then 
there's nothing. Luckily for us, the big 
Reddi-Wip deal with the Chinese 
fell through at the last minute, or we 
would have been without dessert top 
ping months ago. But it won't be long 
before Reddi-Wip, Cool Whip, Coffee- 
Mate, Cremora—all the whips and 
mates and low calory nondairy 
cheeses—even margarines—will be 
gone.

The facts are simple. Nondairy 
dairy products are made from vege 
table oils and artificial flavorings (let's 
skip the chemicals, which needn't 
concern us here). Contrary to pop 
ular belief, we import all of our vege 
table oil. And it all comes from the 
Middle East. Despite frequent warn 
ings from experts that the Arabs 
might restrict our vegetable oil im 
ports, the President did not act to find 
substitutes. Call it colossal bungling 
or monumental arrogance or overcon- 
fidence, but the President and his 
closest advisers thought that vege 
table oils would always be available 
from somewhere. And you can use any 
kind of oil to make nondairy dairy 
products.

But the big vegetable oil pipelines 
were almost dry. Jute, flax, and hemp 
supplies were no better. India had her 
own problems with a copra crisis, and 
Nigeria and the other Third World 
African nations sided with the Arabs 
and refused to send us palm or rape- 
seed oil. And so the Americans were 
never really alerted to this impending 
crisis (a crisis that also means the 
end of salad dressings, shortening for 
breads and cakes, snack foods, soaps, 
gravies, and many other products we 
are not allowed to name for fear of a 
law suit).

Sources close to the President say 
that he will make a television appear 
ance within the next thirty days to 
discuss the problem. He will not plead 
for a cutback (you can't cut 15 per 
cent of nothing), but rather outline a 
broad World War II~style austerity 
program called "Operation Old-fash 
ioned, Simple American Way of Life." 
To set the proper example, he will eat 
a bowl of strawberry Jello without 
his usual nondairy dairy-style dessert 
topping.

Meanwhile, back at the labs, we're 
coming to the conclusion that we'll

continued on page 59
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TheStupidGroup
"A world where yesterday's aspirations
take a leap into tomorrow's greed, right now!"

TheStupidGroup.^K JHL ^VH W. HawleySmoot, Chairman,Who are
Who are we?
We're the anytime spend-lure! 
We're Stupidcard—the revolu 
tionary new total credit system that 
lets you spend money you'll never 
have—right now! An intriguing cy 
clical charge feature allows us to 
charge you over and over again- 
even if you never made the pur 
chase to begin with! A "limited 
liability" feature insures that, 
should your Stupidcard fall into the 
wrong hands, you'll be charged for 
every single penny the malefactor 
runs up! Right now! In advance! 
And you can use your Stupidcard 
in so many ways! If, for instance, 
you are forced into receivership, 
or if (when we take you to court), 
you face a stiff fine, just shout, 
"Charge it!" We'll be happy to bill 
you right now!
Stupidcard stands behind you. 
And we stand behind Stupidcard.

TheStupidGroup
atupldcard

1075 VALID 0-3-H THRU 0-2-75 
YOUR S1UPID NAME

Who are we?
We're a step-out meal-lure! 
We're Tower of Pepper, the coun 
try's fastest-growing slow-food 
franchise chain. You've seen them 
—on trashy highways and in 
blighted urban areas—the tall, dis 
tinctive, papier-mache pepper mills 
where irresponsible families just 
like yours queue up for our famous 
pepper treats. Black, white, or 
costly cayenne, it makes no differ 
ence what you order, because the 
secret is in the incredibly slow 
service! You'd think, considering 
how long it takes, that we'd be 
serving high-quality, fresh-ground 
pepper, but the joke's on you! it's 
low-cost flavored silt!

Tower of Pepper stands behind
you.
And we stand behind Tower of
Pepper.

Who are we?
We're a whole new way to keep 
medicine out of the hands of your 
children.
We're No AdmitTins, the safety- 
time piil tin. No AdmitTins has de 
veloped a sturdy, dependable 
lucite container without a top so 
that potentially harmful medicine 
stays inside, where it belongs, 
away from precious baby. No Ad 
mitTins comes in five striking colors 
to match the decor of any layette 
and costs just as much as access 
ible medicine,
No AdmitTins stands behind you. 
And we stand behind No AdmitTins.

Who are we? 
We're an artificial leg-lure. 
We're P'eggs, the exciting panty 
hose designed for the gal with 
"problem" legs. How do our P'eggs 
fit your pegs? Exactly! 
P'eggs stand behind you. 
And we.stand behind P'eggs.

Who are we?
We're a leisure-time fun-lure.
Our Bureaucrackers division 
makes Ennuitos, the nasty little 
snack treat that bites you back. 
... A unique blend of fibrous fillers 
woven into crunchy morsels the 
size of an airmail stamp, Ennuitos 
have the famous "morning after" 
aftertaste that makes them the only 
crackers especially designed for 
boring cocktail parties. 
Ennuitos stand behind you. 
Bureaucrackers stands behind 
Ennuitos.
And we stand behind Bureau- 
crackers.
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Who are we?
We're a treat-time sweet-lure! 
We're Dumbwhip, the loathsome 
dessert topping you can use to in 
flate yourtires. Dumbwhip takes the 
"dairy" out of nondairy dessert 
treats. There is nothing in Dumb- 
whip that even faintly resembles 
anything occurring (organically or 
inorganically) in nature. Isn't that 
reassuring? And while every harm 
ful nutrient has been scientifically 
removed from Dumbwhip, it's 
loaded with the artificial fatteners 
you crave! And expensive! Dumb- 
whip costs two or three times as 
much as cream! 
Dumbwhip stands behind you. 
And we stand behind Dumbwhip.

Who are we?
We're a travel-time trip-lure. 
We're Lug-A-Round bulky lug 
gage, the weighted luggage with 
the patented "pop-open" lock 
(guaranteed to make even the 
smallest thief giggle with con 
tempt), and the famous "give-way" 
handle—the handle scientifically 
patterned after a test-pilot's ejec 
tion seat. Lug-A-Round luggage 
features "non-retentive memory" 
construction so that when you dent 
the sides of a piece of Lug-A- 
Round luggage, it stays dented. 
And, of course, ourfamous weight 
makes Lug-A-Round the luggage 
that makes you want to stay home. 
Lug-A-Round weighted luggage 
stands behind you. 
And we stand behind Lug-A-Round.

Who are we?
We're a party-time dress-up!
We're Jejeuna© and Blandon©, the
lemon-flavored fabrics from Saturn 
that make you glad to be here on 
Earth! Jejeuna©—with the subtle 
texture of linoleum, but none of the 
upkeep—gives your hostess gown 
all the sparkle of a spanking new 
bathroom floor! More and more, 
you'll find Jejeuna© in everything 
you wear—and everything you wear 
out, too, because Jejeuna© has the 
life-span of a mayfly! And don't 
forget Blandon©, the rubbery sub 
stance that's perfect as a house- 
paint or a raincoat. Blandon© pops 
up everywhere—from pot roasts to 
golf mittens—because its uniquely 
unstable molecular structure keeps 
on changing its mind! 
Jejeuna© and Blandon© stand 
behind you.
And we stand behind Jejeuna© and 
Blandon©.

Who are we?
There's so much more!
We're a highway rest-lure! We're 
Crasscourts, the coast-to-coast 
chain of appalling motels. . . . 
We're a death-time tomb-lure. 
We're Crasscourts Gardens—the 
cemetery franchise chain with a 
motel-like atmosphere... . We're 
media—we're Stupid News and 
World Report, we're Stupid Hairdo 
Magazine, we're Stupidites (the 
most beautiful stupid magazine in 
the world), we're Stupid Homes and 
Gardens, we're Stupid Stories, 
Stupid Screen, Stupid Detective. 
We're Stupidity Today. We're 
Stupid Digest and Selections del 
Stupid Digest.
And that's not all. We're Daft brand 
comfort tissue. We're sugar-slath 
ered Corn-Duds, the nutritionless

breakfast sensation. We're Imbecil, 
the serni-suppressant cough-rem 
edy-like medicine. And we're the 
exclusive importers of Kakka, the 
Greek olive liqueur, Repulznaya, 
the fabled vodka of the Polish Cor 
ridor, and Aneurin Bevin Old Back 
bench scotch whiskey. 
We're new gray Tepid, the gritty, 
sudsless detergent that gives your 
clothes a once-over wishy-wash in 
penny-saving lukewarm water. . , . 
We're Shop Steward—Labor Union 
in a Drum household products— 
thirty-six separate cleansers in in 
dividual containers. A specially 
formulated cleaning compound for 
every cleaning chore around your 
house, from bathroom bowl to 
messy dog dish. Each one does the 
clean-up job it's meant for! And 
nothing else!
For the man of the house, we're the 
Merv Griffin wardrobe, featuring 
wash-and-weary Permawrinkle 
suits made of quintuple-knit Bana- 
lon, and Hackney slacks. We're 
also Twit brand men's toiletries, 
and Old Stilton, the aftershave with 
afresh hint of cheese. 
For milady, we're Plain Janes, the 
fabulous collection of custom- 
mass-produced clothes designed 
by Walter Gropius, and Andy 
Granatelli signature scarves. We're 
also Nondescriptique cosmetics, 
Drab Lash eye makeup, and Furtiv 
feminine hygiene spray, with a 
fresh hint of cheese, 
We're Cloyettes, the purse and 
pocket-sized breath freshener that 
looks like a poker chip, tastes like 
a mothball.
We're Ashtre sachets, the closet 
and drawer odorizer with just a 
whiff of old cigarette smoke. 
We're Jeez, the industrial strength 
cheese dip, and R.S.V.P. reusable 
crackers.
For the kitchen, we're Dip 'n' Flip, 
the gravy-like caulking mixture that 
turns roasts into conversation 
pieces, and the whole host of handy 
Cook 'n' Eat canned goods. We're 
Deadpan, the greaseless, silicone- 
based cooking substance. And 
we're Atomrange Gammaray ovens 
—the frankly terrifying stove that 
cooks foods in just seconds and 
gives them a festive party glow.

TheStupidGroup
Where stupidity gets down to business.
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A totally new concept in stupid living....
What you've always been looking for--a place to "park" in the city....

From the moment you drive through the excitingly decorated lobby and into one of the three exclusive, over 
sized, vertical conveyances, you know that this is more than just another apartment building—it's a unique 
domiciliary edifice. Built expressly for those whose motive in seeking a residence is aufo-motive, La Garage offers 
a distinguished location for you and your motorcar amid surroundings of unparalleled luxury, charm, and elegance. 
No longer need the truly discerning city-dweller who desires the considerable advantages of an urban setting 
sacrifice the comfort, convenience, and security of his private automobile—or undertake the expense ol maintaining 
a second town residence for the sole use of his vehicle.Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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La Garage—the very name, coming as it does from "ga-rand house of the ra/ahs"—suggests matchless regal 
quality, and above all, the extraordinary effortlessness of this unusual residential structure. Whether it's a short drive 
to the refrigerator for a snack, or a late night sojourn to ride the dog around the block, or a longer trip downtown 
to the cultural and entertainment riches that lie a mere parcel post zone away, the owner of a La Garage Cardo- 
minium can join his acquaintances in congratulating himself on his discrimination and sophistication in selecting 
a mode ot living that combines the old world style ot a prince's palace with the modern efficiency o1 a parking lot.

Consider these stupid features. . . .

Elegant all-glass windows through which you can 
look and manually position in any one of many 
comfort apertures for the individual climate char 
acteristic of your choice. . . . Flush, soundless 
doors which you can open or close with a feather- 
light turn of the special command knob . . . lock 
and unlock with a custom-cut control key made 
expressly for you. . . . Every apartment is fully 
equipped with four walls to insure privacy . . .

a sumptuous ceiling for added security ... a fabulous form-fitted floor for carefree walking, standing, or silting. . . . 
Outlets for your own personal long-distance communication device. . . . Individualized light control modules which 
allow you at the flick of a finger to select luxurious light—or romantic darkness. . . . Deluxe water temperature and 
volume regulator dials on all sinks, showers, and baths. . . . Cable electricity in every room. . . . For your total 
breathing pleasure, posh oxygen and charming nitrogen fill every part of your residence. . . . Powerful, handy gravity 
in each apartment to keep furniture in place. . . . Outside—unique streets along which you will ride towards your 
exclusive address registered with the United States Post Office—an address you'll share with only a few other in 
dividuals whose taste and discrimination matches your own. . .. Inside—a striking, centrally located front door which 
you can use to enter—and exit—at your slightest whim.
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Who are we?
We're Stupidflair Customchex— a new way to participate in the total banking experience, an individual 
expression of your creative drive—as personal as your social security number! Choose from five Stupid- 
flair checks in the "Banking Perspectives" series, then mix and match with a personal customized check 
book in sleek, hurricane-tested Blandon© for a triumphant exaltation of self as satisfying as a hand- 
woven rug!
At a time when so many of our traditional American values have gone down the tubes, aren't you glad 
we have Stupidflair Customchex?
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SECTION I: VERBAL ABILITY
Time—40 minutes

35 Questions

-2-1
Part A—Antonyms

DIRECTIONS: For each of the questions in this sec 
tion, choose the best answer and blacken the correspond 
ing box in the answer sheet not provided.

Each question below consists of a word printed in capital 
letters, followed by five choices lettered A through E. 
Choose the lettered word whose meaning is most nearly 
opposite the meaning of the capitalized word. Ready. 
Get set. Go.

EXAMPLE:
UP
(A) somewhere
(C) underwear
(E) down

1. ANTONYM
(A) antitank 
(C) homonym 
(E) hominid

2. TABLE 
(A) bird 
(C) tree 
(E) boat

3. EUPHEMISM
(A) colostomy 
(C) inoperative 
(E) number two

4. CUTE
(A) morganic 
(C) anapestic 
(E) blow job

5. POLE
(A) frog 
(C) lap 
(E) human

6. BIFURCATE
(A) corruscate 
(C) astringe 
(E) fructify

7. VIRGIN 
(A) coward 
(C) intact 
(E) popular

8. CREPUSCULAR
(A) intransitive 
(C) tergiversant 
(E) febrile

9. FRANKFURTER 
(A) Frankfurt 
fC) Felix 
(E) BLT

(B) anywhere 
(D) meat loaf

(B) anteater 
(D) Houyhnhnm

(B) ocean 
(D) bridge

(B) obscenity 
(D) plump

(B) draconian 
(D) not so cute

(B) check 
(D) fin

(B) blanch 
(D) misprise

(B) repressed 
(D) prude

(B) picaresque 
(D) mum

(B) bun
CD) furburger

10. DIGREND 
(A) fandrify
(C) pascritize 
(E) retasselate

11. ATROPHY 
(A) atropine 
(C) entropy 
(E) anhonorablemention

12. MEDIOCRITY
(A) fat
(C) slobbering
(E) talent

13. INTELLIGENCE 
(A) drool 
(C) imbecile 
(E) hebetude

14. FLANDRULE 
(A) asservet 
(C) drog 
(E) wormunt

15. FAIL
(A) death 
(C) disease 
(E) pass

16. ILLITERATES 
(A) gravitate 
(C) mediocre 
(E) universities

17. ZEN
(A) dozen 
(C) zuddenly 
(E) dave

18. GENIUS 
(A) money 
(C) happiness 
fE) clod

19. HUMDRUM 
(A) bonbon 
(C) ho hum 
fE) wee wee

(B) closs 
(D) tander

(B) bullock 
(D) buttock

(B) ugly 
(D) unwanted

(B) moron 
(D) vegetable

(B) gliss 
(D) hialype

(B) despair 
(D) dishonor

(B) toward
(D) tax-supported

(B) moot 
(D) poot

(B) health 
(D) possessions

(B) tom-tom 
(D) turn turn

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE
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Part B—Analogies

DIRECTIONS: In each question, a related pair of 
words is followed by five lettered pairs of words. Select 
the lettered pair which best expresses a relationship 
similar to the original pair. Then, squat on your special 
pencil.

EXAMPLE: 
PUPPY : DOG ::
(A) kitten : cat
(B) porpoise : ashtray
(C) apples : oranges
(D) horizontal : dead 
(E) fur : steel

20. SHIP : HARBOR ::
(A) snip : barber
(B) tuba : mayonnaise
(C) lint : sprocket
(D) vesco : guatemala 
(E) tuna : malaise

21. MAGNET : IRON ::
(A) television : imbeciles
(B) sterno : wino
(C) kohlrabi : appetite
(D) stereo : junkie 
(E) you : cancer

22. KINESIS : ENTROPY ::
(A) volition : exigency
(B) topiary : mesomorph
(C) crescent ; silage
(D) portent : imbroglio 
(E) torsion : fulcrum

23. PANSY : GARLAND ::
(A) fish : water
(B) bird : air
(C) regular : prune juice
(D) cheeseburger : yum
(E) politician : massage parlor

24. BRANDISH : CONCEAL ::
( A) fiveish : cocktails
(B) brand X : duz
(C) sevenish : din din
(D) Jewish : arabish 
(E) relish : frankfurter

25. PAT : BOON ::
(A) don : hoe
(B) awl : green
(C) burnt : baccarat
(D) thelonious : monk 
(E) ikon : teeter-totter

26. TRUNCATED : FEBRILE ::
(A) pecadillo : termagant
(B) porphyry : divot
(C) bismuth : secant
(D) vermifluge : etiolation 
CE) gopher : revenge

27. POLICE : PSYCHOTICS ::
(A) cheek : jowl
(B) roach : silverfish 
fC) penis : cannonball 
(D) six : half dozen 
(E) dick : bb

28. PLETHORA : ACUMEN ::
(A) gelid : ductile
(B) blather : funk
(C) shirred : hasp
(D) factious : nether 
(E) ormulu : mange

29. PRESIDENT : REPUBLICANS ::
(A) boil •. neck
(B) albatross : neck
(C) heat rash : neck
(D) noose : neck
fE) turd : swimming pool

30. CLASMY : VENGE ::
(A) ferlon : bast
(B) sergil ; pentor
(C) hanted : parge 
CD) bilated : thresk 
fE) grell : slurm

31. NECKING : GENOCIDE :: 
(A) idolatry : support hose 
fB) napalm : hickey 
(C) photon -. lymph 
I'D) samba : lamumba 
CE) ecology : pocket pool

32. ANEROID : EXCULPATORY :: 
(A) forensic : conical 
fB) arcane : cursory 
fC) vulgate : brazen 
CD) lambent : vapid 
(E) spasmodic : jejune

33. GOD : DOG ::
(A) straw : warts
(B) goneril : doggerel
fC) serutan : natures
CD) xal-xe : ex-lax
fE) Mr. Mxyzptlk : Mr. Kltpzyxm

34. TEMPLATE : SYZYGY ::
(A) rapprochement : cloture
(B) fodder : mesh 
fC) tenet : paradigm 
CD) synechdote : conduit 
(E) fustian : tonsure

35. WORD : NOUN ::
(A) verb : blurb
(B) worm : ground 
fC) pronoun : Walloon 
CD) pronounced : lisp 
(E) amusing : limp

1

STOP!
If you finish before time is up, go over

your work for this section only. Do not turn
to any other section of the test.
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SECTION II: MATH ABILITY
Time—40 minutes

16 Questions

2
DIRECTIONS: Solve each problem in this section and 
then mark your answer sheet under the corresponding 
letter with the one correct answer. You may use any 
available space on the pages in this section for scratch- 
work.

You may wish to refer to some of the information given 
below in solving some of the problems in this test.

1 chain — 66 feet
1 fathom — 6 feet
1 ell ~ 39.37 inches
1 rod ^ 16.5 feet
1 hectare — 10,000 square ells
1 hogshead — 63 gallons
1 peck = 8 quarts
1 gill = 4 fluid ounces

$40,000 7go

K $35'°°° HI 700 
o>

.,,,,,,-,,.,. v.v.--.V.V.... 45°

"" $5,

Annual Income According to S.A.T. Test Scores

1. What was the approximate ratio in 1971 of the 
income of the highest-scoring group to that of the 
lowest-scoring group? 
CA) 2:1 
(B) 3:1 
CO 5:1 
CD) 10:1 
CE) 7:1

2. If the same salaries remained constant for 10 years, 
by 1981, how much more money would the highest- 
scoring group have earned than the lowest-scoring 
group?
CA) $100,000
CB) $240,000 
CO $400,000 
CD) $375,000 
CE) $520,000

3. According to the graph, approximately how much 
is a single point of S.A.T. test score worth every 
year?
CA) $45.00 
(B) $75.00 
CO $30.00

(D) $135.00 
CE) $50.00

4. The star Epsilon Eridani is 174 light years from 
Earth. A spaceship leaves Earth and reaches Epsilon 
Eridani in 98.4 years. What is the speed of the 
spaceship in furlongs per fortnight?
CA) 100,000,000
CB) 450,000,000 
CO 54,000,000,000 
(D) 7,800,000,000 

.CE) 66,000,000

5. If p* — ty and xp + y( = xypt , how does p change in 
relation to t if the value of x is quintupled in rela 
tion to the value of y? 
CA) p is multiplied by VI1
(B) p becomes equal to f
(C) p becomes equal to (a2-6") 
CD) p does not change 
CE) p is dropped

6. A farmer traded 40 bushels of wheat for a boat, 
then put his remaining bushels in the boat and took 
them 14.5 miles downstream. The current in the 
river was 2.6 mph. When he arrived he sold the boat 
for $54.67 and his remaining wheat for $1.39 a 
bushel, and he then calculated that he had sold his 
original 40 bushels for 14tf more than what he sold 
the rest of his wheat for, considering the sale price 
of the boat. Just to amuse himself, the rural Loba- 
chevsky decided to calculate how much per hour he 
had made while he was in the boat. What was his 
answer? 
(A) 45? 
CB) 78# 
CO $1.09 
CD) 88? 
CE) $3.44

7. Alice weighs nearly forty pounds more than Henry. 
If Henry eats twenty pounds of lard a day, he can 
gain three pounds a week. If Alice gives her portion 
of lard to Henry and eats safflower oil instead, she 
will lose one pound a week. In assessing the rela 
tive weight of Henry and Alice, what exactly did we 
mean by the phrase "nearly forty pounds"?
CA) 41 pounds
CB) 39 pounds
CC) 3 stone
(D) 38 pounds, 11 ounces
CE) 619 ounces

8. Every time Bill scratches his fingernails down a 
blackboard, he takes off 1/128" of fingernail. Bill's 
fingernails grow at the rate of 1/40" per week. Re 
membering that Bill is only in the school where the 
blackboard he scratches his fingernails down is 
located 5 days out of the week, what is the maximum 
number of times each day Bill can scratch his finger 
nails down a blackboard without reducing the total 
length of his nails in any given week?
CA)
CB)
CC)
CD)
(E)

7
5
2
9

11
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9. Which of the following statements is (are) true for 
all real values of x and y?

I.
II. 

III.
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D) 
(E)

x: "x + y" = y x

I only
II only 
I and II only 
I, II, and III 
III only

The problems in this section are followed by four alterna 
tive answers labeled A through D. In each of the ques 
tions, you are asked to compare two quantities—the one 
in Column A with the one in Column B. Through ob 
servation or computation, you are to determine the rela 
tionship between the two quantities and choose

(A) if the quantity in Column A is greater than 
that in Column B

(B) if the quantity in Column B is greater than 
that in Column A

(C) if the quantities in the two columns are equal
(D) if the comparison cannot be determined from 

the information given

Column A Column B
10.

Jl'tl I'll,! 

ll'll' J»di A
d c -V%

« f I.Lh abcdef

\

12. Length of arc AB Length of segment FG

Each of the questions in this section has two statements, 
labeled (1) and (2), in which specific data are given. 
DO NOT compute an answer; instead, determine if the 
given data are sufficient to find a solution. Fill in space

(A) if statement (1) ALONE is sufficient, but 
statement (2) ALONE is not sufficient to an 
swer the question

(B) if statement (2) ALONE is sufficient, but 
statement (1) ALONE is not sufficient to an 
swer the question

(C) if BOTH statements (1) and (2) TO 
GETHER are sufficient to answer the ques^ 
tion, but NEITHER statement ALONE is 
sufficient

(D) if EACH statement ALONE is sufficient to
answer the question 

(E) if statements (1) and (2) TOGETHER are
NOT sufficient to answer the question

13. Three men walk from Cowtown to Mootown. (Note 
funny names; as testers, we are stern, but wry.) 
Man A walks at 3 mph, man B at 4 mph, and man C 
at 6 mph.
(1) Man A arrives 13 minutes before man C
(2) Mootown is a dump

14. How many students in Ruth's class received over 
80 on the math test?
(1) The sum of the marks of all those taking the 

test was 4500
(2) Ten children who have been classified as 

legally stupid spent the day filling in potholes 
on the state highway instead of taking the test

15. George, Doug, and Henry wrote 4,000 words to 
gether. How much did Doug write?
(1) George and Henry together wrote 100 times as 

much as Doug
(2) The sum of what George and Henry wrote 

minus what Doug wrote is less than half of 
what George wrote

16. A certain number; k, is a member of the set [4, 9, 
16, 25, 36]. If the set were complete, it would be 
worth $1,000 in any antique shop in town, but k is 
broken, and the set is now worth only $250. What is 
fe?
(1) A good 16 in mint condition would faring 

around $75
(2) The 25 has a hairline crack and a little chip 

on the top of the 2

STOP!
If you finish before time is up, go over

your work for this section only. Do not turn
to any other section of the test.
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SECTION III: VERBAL ABILITY
Time—40 minutes

27 Questions

3

Part C--Sentence Completion

DIRECTIONS: In each of the following sentences, one 
or two words have been omitted. You are to choose the 
word or words that best fit the meaning of the sentence 
as a whole. Banzai.

EXAMPLE:
An example of a proverb is the saying, "Never
change horses in——————————."
(A) mid-stream
(B) Germany
(C) bed
(D) rainstorms 
(E) France

1. Hitler's-

5.

_acts eventually inflamed the
——of almost everyone in the civilized

world.
(A) first.. critics
(B) circus .. curiosity
(C) sexual.. organs
(D) magic .. oo's and ah's 
(D) whimsical.. funny bone

2. Although it is morally. —————to commit sui 
cide, still one can sympathize with the poor wretch 
who through his own————————has suffered a 
dismal failure too bitter to live with.
(A) incorrect.. foolishness
(B) stupid .. stupidity
(C) weak .. puniness
(D) pathetic .. clumsiness 
(E) wrong .. idiocy

3. Few politicans have the- _to be—
preferring instead to make the popular gesture.
(A) wardrobe.. transvestites
(B) intelligence .. pimps
(C) horsepower .. dump trucks
(D) carapaces .. crustaceans 
(E) tits.. starlets

4. Not only does the poor student .the
deep shame of his lack of accomplishment, but he 
also must————————the agony of his friends' con 
tempt and derision.
(A) suffer .. die
(B) undergo . . humiliate
(C) torture .. subject
(D) accept.. destroy 
(E) horrify .. loathe

Upon incarceration in the state penitentiary, the 
young conscientious objector spent much of his time

(A) foolishly
(B) snooping
(C) prostrated
(D) all in one place 
(E) dead

6. Just as a man who is not color-blind cannot con 
ceive of a world without——————————, so too 
the able individual cannot imagine the mental 
________in which the slow-witted are doomed 
to eke out their joyless days.
(A) beauty .. wasteland
(B) color., swamp
(C) fun .. quagmire
(D) life .. morass 
(E) light, .desert

7. Despite the collapse of the Empire and an inter 
minable period marked by continual———————, a 
few————————miraculously escaped destruction.
(A) hailstorms .. film clips
(B) sniffles.. hankies
(C) bickering .. dishes
(D) bummers .. lids
(E) self-abuse .. rotarians

8. It is not quite correct to_ ~a person of
little academic skill an invalid, for he can move his 
arms and legs, but on the other hand, is not his 
brain a——————————?
(A) stigmatize.. cripple
(B) identify .. basket case 
{C) term .. sack 
(D) brand .. sewer 
(E) label.. casualty

9. The old man operated his~ -on
-grounds, which brought him a great

deal of notoriety.
(A) campaign .. moral
(B) dodge . .fair
(C) flivver . . coffee
(D) sex bomb .. proving 
(E) peep show.. play

10. Thanks to the rapid development of electronic edu 
cational aids, and the commitment of substantial 
government funds to our new state schools, the 
Student of today finds many choices before him. 
True, he may still wish to attend a "prestige" 
Eastern school, but he may just as well choose a 
__________or a________or he may even 
choose to________his degree in his own living 
room!
(A) factory job .. nervous breakdown .. yearn for
(B) unemployment line .. early marriage .. dream 

of
(C) untreated illness .. cold beer .. think wistfully 

about
(D) early grave.. life worse than death.. cry bitter 

tears over
(E) unfurnished apartment.. painless form of sui 

cide . . utterly useless prayers for

11. The still-smoldering mass of twisted metal bore 
mute testimony that the——————————had been

(A) brakeman .. Polish
(B) final cataclysm .. something of a disappoint 

ment
(C) pilot.. tripping 
CD) vibrabed .. defective 
(E) dodge *em .. suicidal

Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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12. The. -individual complains about tests

for the same reason that the dishonest merchant 
——————————an accurate yardstick or a properly 
functioning set of scales.
(A) insecure . . abhors
(B) inferior.. resents
(C) useless.. detests
(D) unpromising .. vilifies 
(E) substandard.. hates

13. Since ability, talent, and ambition can be found on 
all social levels, it is necessary for the privileged 
classes to——————————their hold on educational 
institutions so that society as a whole can prosper.
(A) maintain with an iron will
(B) defend to the death
(C) guard fiercely
(D) tighten
(E) preserve with every ounce of energy

14. If your farm's resources are limited, it will not pay 
to raise————————that require (s)________..
(A) vegetables .. psychotherapy
(B) funds.. accounting
(C) slaves.. meals 
CD) hackles .. soothing 
(E) cain .. prostitutes

15. Only a very. .person believes in

(A) stupid .. Catholicism

16. Since the race is not always to the "swift," even 
superior students find it necessary to———————— 
their teachers in order to achieve the success they 
want.
(A) suck up to
(B) suck up to
(C) suck up to
(D) suck up to 
(E) suck up to

17. Upon being harnessed to the cart, the________ 
was usually————————to trot. 
' (A) thoroughbred ,. eager 
(B) nun . . hot
CO collaborator.. persuaded 
(D) paraplegic .. unable 
(E) messiah .. too spaced out

18. _men often fail to recognize in their 
-precisely those qualities which dis

tinguish great men from——————————.
(A) inferior.. betters .. the herd
(B) loathsome .. sleep .. England
(C) telephone .. booths .. the home office 
CD) dirty .. wardrobe .. mediocrities 
(E) impotent.. dorks .. cows

19. As the- 
less——

-Age wore on, millions of hap- -
-were driven before its relentless

march.
CA) Ice ,. surfers
(B) Jazz .. organ grinders
(C) Iron .. wrinkles 
CD) Bronze .. sunburns 
(E) Stone .. alcoholics

Part D—Reading Comprehension 3
DIRECTIONS: Each passage is followed by questions 
based on its content. After reading the passage, choose 
the best answer, whether stated, implied, or negated. Go.

One of the most exciting innovations in the field of 
education is the New English. As significant as the New 
Math, which revolutionized the teaching of geometry 
and mathematics in the early '60s, the New English 
promises to simplify greatly the task of teaching students 
a simple but workable version of the language. The New 
English can be used to improve reading scores and spell 
ing ability, and may well provide future generations with 
a more efficient method of communication than the cum 
bersome, old-fashioned "chatter" we are now used to.

New English works in much the same way as New 
Math. The individual elements of a sentence—the verbal 
"formula" which conveys information to the listener or 
reader—are organized into "sets" and spoken or written 
in a way which clearly illustrates the "geometry" of what 
we are trying to say. For example, instead of saying, 
"I am very happy with my new car. It is green, which is 
my favorite color, and it is very fast. And I got a good 
deal on it," in the New English, we would say, "I (de- 

green gree of liking - high) my car (new + favorite cok)r
+ fast + degree of reasonableness of price — good)." 
Because the concepts are sensibly organized, and the 
mode of transmission is chosen for the maximum input 
of discrete informational sub-elements, the recipient of 
the communication "bundle" can derive an instant in 
crement of knowledge.

The potential uses for New English are limited only 
by human ingenuity. To cite just a single instance, 
poetry, which is so often too vague or wordy to achieve 
a measurable emotional response quotient, can be 
"cleaned up" and "ordered." Thus, "Shall I compare 
thee to a summer's day? Thou art more lovely and more 
temperate" becomes "Thee are to a given day (sum 
mer's) in interrogatory comparison more (lovely + 
temperate)."

We can expect some resistance from stick-in-the-mud 
academic individuals, but the day isn't far off when
everyone English (new + good + useful)-*-^——!

20. According to the author, who is most likely to 
oppose the introduction of New English?
(A) homosexuals
(B) leftists
(C) fools
(D) academic individuals 
(E) homosexual leftist fools

21. Why is poetry better when written in the New 
English?
(A) less confusing rhymes
(B) fewer frills
(C) appeals less to homosexuals
(D) more orderly 
(E) more manly

GO ON TO NEXT PAGE HUP HUP
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22. A good title for this paragraph would be:
(A) The Dawning of a New Age
(B) Talking Sense
(C) Words for the Wise
(D) Speaking of Progress
(E} The Language of Tomorrow

calcium carbonate and magnesium carbonate? Harvard 
class of '78, that's who.

If he approaches the test correctly, Billy is sure to 
"rack up" big point totals on the SAT scoreboard of 
verbal ability/life, never forgetting that all reading tests 
must be quickly read, digested and carefully that so will 
not be "trapped" Billy by unclear reading fuzzy poor low 
score literally life or "living death."

Now that growing numbers of high school seniors are 
competing for a decreasing number of college openings, 
"aptitude testing" has proved a useful tool for weeding 
out unqualified applicants to our colleges and univer 
sities. So reliable are modern testing methods that high 
scores on Stupid Aptitude Tests (SAT) now virtually 
spell the difference between a prestige Ivy League 
"sheepskin" and a tacky certificate from a pathetic, 
fourth-rate "diploma mill."

Yet, the proper techniques of test taking—as a study 
compiled by eminent social scientists at Beloit College 
confirms—are surprisingly simple and can assure success.

The first, and most important element in successful 
test-taking, the Beloit group found, was speed. Many 
doomed seniors, for example, are mistakenly wasting 
precious time reading this pointless, uninformative sen 
tence word for word. Afraid to "skim" paragraphs, Billy 
wallows in useless verbiage, hopelessly bogged down by 
unilluminating redundancies, repetitions, tautologies, 
pleonasms, and duplicate words expressing the same 
stupid thought over and over again in superfluous va 
riety. Helplessly, poor Billy slogs through "extraneous 
material" written by cynical pedants who sadistically 
"pad out" paragraphs with bland "filler" designed only 
to "use up" priceless seconds, possibly going so far as 
to, slow, down: "reading" with, useless (& annoying) 
... punctuation! Whenever possible, the study revealed, 
Billy should skip over material like this. (Go ahead, 
Billy, do it, right now... go into the next paragraph 
before it *s too late.) The first or "topic" sentence usually 
contains the "meat" of an essay. The remaining verbiage 
is unlikely to contain "hard" information. One will rarely 
find, deep in a paragraph, reference to the fact that the 
diet-linked appearance of lipid plates in the blood vessels 
of forage-deprived elephants is usually indicative of 
arteriosclerosis, or to the fact that Opokopuk Islanders 
practice ritual warfare based on mumblety-peg and have 
developed a rigid caste system based on the warrior's 
remaining fingers and toes. Moreover, who could be ex 
pected to know that coral reefs are composed largely of

23. The best title for this selection is:
(A) Beloit College: Harvard of America's 

Dairy land
(B) Stupid Aptitude Tests: Gateway to 

Self-Respect
(C) Presidente Munoz Marin: George 

Washington of the Philippines
(D) Stupid Aptitude Tests: Middle Class

Meal Ticket 
(E) Eeny, Meeny, Miny, Matriculate!

24. In the selection above, the phrase "Jiving 
death" refers to:
(A) arteriosclerosis
(B) the Aetna Insurance Building
(C) Beloit, Wisconsin
(D) eminent social scientists 
(E) your parents

25. The capital of Luxembourg is:
(A) Luxor
(B) Tureen
(C) Arlon
(D) Orion 
(E) Dover

26. Each of the following is "worth big points 
on the scoreboard of life" except:
(A) calcium carbonate
(B) an annual income of $25,000+
(C) proper drug abuse
(D) correct nubble hygiene 
(E) twenty fingers and toes

27. The author's attitude in this selection may 
be best described as:
( A) brain damaged
(B) smug
(C) cruel . , 
CD) realistic 
(E) Harvard '68

STOP!
If you are finished before time is up, review 

your work in this section.
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.



continued on page 44
have to devise nondairy dairy prod 
ucts without oils. Somehow we're 
going to have to go directly to flav 
ored solids. At the moment, our most 
promising solid is iron. In its crude 
form, iron can be artificially flavored 
and bleached quite easily, and has no 
spoilage problems. The only stum 
bling blocks are its weight, its lack of 
chewiness, and its tendency to rust. 
Imagine selling it as a low calory 
cream cheese substitute!

This is just the beginning. In every 
area of your life, things will get scarce 
and then disappear. Economists and 
politicians and TV anchormen can 
give you reasons for their disappear 
ance, but sometimes the answers defy 
logic, or have a topsy-turvy logic of 
their own. For instance, how can you 
explain the growing shortage of gar 
nishes? It won't be long before parsley 
and watercress, our two most popular 
garnishes, will be just a happy mem

ory. Every time you had a hamburger, 
a grilled cheese and bacon sandwich, 
or Lobster Thermidor, when it came 
with "garni," it was a little more 
festive. And was it your imagination, 
or did that sandwich or lobster taste 
just a little better?

Flourides for your toothpaste will 
be missing by the end of the year. 
Flouride is a by-product of bleached 
flour, and the wheat shortage has 
caused the supply to dwindle alarm-

ctmtinued Irom page 64

Large
department
stores are

required by
law to 
stock 
your

special 
underwear.

TAKE A WALK, 
SISTER/ WE'RE 
TOO BIG TO 0E 

BOTHEREP/

PERHAPS A CALL TO 
THE FEDERAL COUNCIL

ON GARMENTS FOR 
THE HANPICAPPEP WILL

CHANGE VOUR MINP/

THE PRESSING ROOM,,,HELLO/ I'M OLIVER P. FARNSWOR7H, THE PRESlPENT 
Of- THE STORE. OF COURSE WE CARRY KLE£R-TONES! 

MR. SIMPKfNS WAS JUST KIPPING, WEREN'T YOU, SIMPKJNS?

A PERFECT FIT.' I'M GLAP 
I STOOP UP FOR MY RIGHTS.'

CLEAR OUT 
OF HERE,

S/MPKINS/ 
VOIJ'RE 
CANNEP/
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Stnpidworld
*H. by Ed Subitzky

The sun, which should have set 
hours ago, was just getting down to 
the horizon. As usual, I took the 
wrong route home and, when I finally 
put the right key in the lock, I real 
ized the door had gotten too big for 
the frame again. I smashed against it 
with my shoulder and finally it gave; 
I tumbled into the foyer and wet 
flakes fell off my jacket and dotted the 
carpet.

"Damn summer snow," I muttered.
"Is that you?" Alice shouted from 

the kitchen."What?"
"Never mind. I forgot what I was 

going to say."

I wanted to sit down on my favorite 
chair, but I couldn't remember which 
one it was.

Alice came in, stirring an empty 
bowl, and almost kissed me on the 
cheek.

"I remember now," she said.
"Okay," I said. "What is it?"
"What's what?" she said.

After we ate, I lit a cigarette and 
took a long, lingering look at my wife. 
Like me, she was beginning to show 
the wear and tear of middle age, and 
her lipstick was in the wrong place 
as usual.

"TV?" I asked.
"What what?"
"Never mind." I got up and turned 

on the set. It was showing three pro 
grams at once, and I was trying to 
figure out how to turn it off when the 
phone rang.

I picked up the receiver and my 
blood jumped.

"Damn it!" I whispered. "Didn't I 
tell you never to call me here?"

"Did you?" As always, I found it 
hard to be angry at Joanne; her soft, 
sexy voice seemed to make everything 
all right.

"I think I did," I said.
"Well," she said, "you might have."
"What are you calling for?"
"What am I what?"
"What. . ." We were disconnected.
"Who was that?" my wife asked.
"Harry," I said.
"We don't know any Harrys."
"Are you sure?"
"No. I'm not sure."

Praying that Alice wouldn't notice 
the tremor in my hands, I sat down 
again. I hoped the worry wasn't show 
ing on my face. Sooner or later, I 
knew, Joanne was bound to remember 
my number again.

Every once in a while, I could re 
member the day Joanne and I had 
met at the office. Our effect on each 
other had been electric: I took one 
look into her large brown (small 
blue?) eyes (eye?), she took one look 
into mine, and that was it, I think.

Alice, of course, never suspected a 
thing. With everyone always leaving 
work at the wrong hours and the 
trains always getting lost, it wasn't 
easy for a woman to keep tabs on her 
husband's time.

Sometimes, I could even remember 
the night Joanne and I had first made 
love. It was a charming, old-fashioned 
hotel that was usually near my office. 
The desk clerk had given us the once 
over, then winked and handed me a 
mounted butterfly.

"The key," I said. "You're sup 
posed to hand me the key.""Sorry."

"Think nothing of it."
"Do what of what?"
Room 902! A fourteen-dollar heav 

en on earth for lovers!
Joanne and I couldn't figure out 

how to open the drapes, but we knew 
that, just beyond them, the whole 
city would be spread out before us— 
a magnificent smorgasbord of lights 
blinking on and off like stars as the 
people at the electric company kept 
pressing the. wrong switches.

"A penny for your thoughts," Jo 
anne said.

As usual, I wasn't having any, so 
I said, "No deal." Then we fell into 
each other's arms.

"Wait a minute," Joanne said. 
"We're supposed to take our clothes 
off first."

"Are you sure?"
"I think so."
I began to tug at my shirt.
"Here," Joanne said, "I think it has 

something to do with these small little 
round things stuck in these tiny little 
holes up and down the front. Maybe 
if we tried to push the round things 
out of the holes ..."

"What about you?"

"I think it has something to do with 
this long silver thing down my back."

Finally, we managed to get most of 
our clothes off and Joanne's hot, heav 
ing body was pressed firmly beneath 
mine.

"No," Joanne said, "not there.""Where?"
"Here."
"You sure?"
"I think so."
"What is it we're trying to do?"
"Let me think a minute.""What?"
"I forgot what I was going to say."

That had been the beginning. And 
tonight, I was sure, was going to be 
the end. The only question in my 
mind was: how horrible is it going to 
be?"Mommy?"

My train of thought—and it was 
one of the longest trains of thought 
I'd had in months—was interrupted.

"I'm your daddy, sweetheart." 
Grinning, I swung Amanda around 
and sat her on my lap. "Isn't it past 
your bedtime, young lady?" I was be 
coming obsessed now; I couldn't get 
my eyes off that phone.

"I don't know. All the clocks read 
different."

I felt my knees beginning to sag. 
Amanda was only six years old, but 
already she weighed 124 pounds and 
had the full-busted, curvaceous body 
of a woman.

"Honey?"
"Yes?" Alice was in the kitchen, 

ironing the dishes.
"How many children do we have?"
"Seven, I think. Does that sound 

right?"
Seven children, I thought. Seven 

children and a nice house in the sub 
urbs and a good job. And, thanks to 
me, every last little bit of it has been 
plunked into Joanne's pretty little 
hands.

I stared at the phone, as if somehow 
the power of my gaze could stop it 
from ringing.

Clink. Clink. Buzz. Gong. Clink. 
Buzz.

No good.
Like a puppet, I jumped.

continued
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Job Cigarette Papers 
imported irom France 
by Adams Apple ,-• v 
Distributing Company. • { j 
Available through '•*-•* 
your neighborhood 
head shop or local 
cigarette paper 
distributor.

Adams Apple
Distributing Company JJ 
2835 North Sheffield 
Chicago,Illinois 60657 
(312) 929-8200

Contraceptives 
for the 
Sensuous Man

Times have changed. Today a man just doesn't 
have [o tolerate a sensation-deadening condom 
when lie wants protection. Because now there are 
gossamer-linn, supremely sensitive condoms that 

have been designed for sexual pleasure, while still providing the most reliable 
protection of any non-prescription birth control method.

And now you can buy these sensuous condoms without embarrassment... by 
ordering them through the privacy of the mail irom Population Planning Associates. 

Our illustrated brochure describes the wide selection of condoms we offer... 
such as the popular Trojan...the extra-thin Jade ....the pre-shaped Conture... 
the super-sensitive Naturalamb, made of natural animal membrane. And many more. 
All of them are electronically tested and meet strict government standards.

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
Discover our remarkable condoms for yourself., .by ordering one of our sampler 

packs today. We'll also include our brochure free with your order. Or send 25? for 
the brochure alone. All orders are shipped the same day received, and sent in a plain 
package to insure your privacy. Satisfaction is guaranteed, or simply return the 
unused portion of your order for a full refund.

Population Planning Associates, 105 North Columbia. DeptNL i gChapel Hill, N.C. 27514

Population Planning Associates, 105 North Columbia, DeptNL i9Chapel Hill, N.C. 27514

Please rush the following in plain 
package:
D Sampler containing 12 assorted con 
doms (four different brands) plus 
illustrated brochure, just S3. 
D Deluxe samplercontaininp 22 assorted 
condoms ^ight different brands) 
plus illustrated brochure, just 56.
D Illustrated brochure only, just 25t.

Name (please prim)

Address

Citv

State Zip
I enclose payment in full under your 

money-back guarantee.

continued
"Joanne, didn't I tell you—" 
"I'm sorry, darling. It's an emer gency." 
"A what?" 
"What's a what?" 
"What are you calling for?" 
"I'm calling because I'm . . ." We 

were disconnected again.

I figured it would take Joanne at 
least half an hour to remember the 
number again. I thought, This could 
be the last half hour of my marriage.

I noticed that ice was forming on 
the sofa. I went to the closet and put 
on my heaviest coat.

Alice came back into the living 
room. "What's wrong?"

"Damn air-conditioning again."
"Silly," Alice said. "You always 

get it wrong. It's clothes on, colder, 
clothes off, warmer. Or is it the other 
way around?"

I began to fumble with my shirt. 
"How does this damn thing work?"

"I think it has something to do with 
these little tiny holes and these little 
pieces of round plastic on the front."

Alice and I put the kids to sleep. 
Then we just sat together in the living 
room and didn't say very much. It was 
funny, but sitting there next to Alice 
and looking at her, I began to feel 
guilty as hell.

Alice was trying to knit something, 
and I watched as the absurd, knotted 
shape extruded from her knitting nee 
dles. Every few seconds, she jabbed 
herself and winced.

I began to wonder whether I'd done 
the right thing with Joanne.

"Know what, honey?" Alice said."What?"
"I'm glad I married you."
"Are you?"
"Very glad." She went across the 

room and kissed the mirror.
"I'm over here," I said.
"Oh," she said. "Well, anyway, I 

love you."
I glanced at the phone.

"Honey?" Alice said."What?"
"I forgot what I was going to say."
"Did you just say something?"
"No. I don't think so. Why?"
"Why what?"
"I can't remember."
I felt comfortable talking to Alice. 

It was like the old days, before Jo 
anne. This could be one of the last 
real conversations I ever have with my 
wile, I thought with remorse.

I got up and tried to put on a record, 
but the hole was in the wrong place, 
so instead I sat down with the news 
paper. The headline read, VGHGH- 
GSTYIUJH KJHSVTEYRHNSH 
SHSJLAKAIAUSTGH.

continued on page 73
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(suggested retail $4.95}
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Pointer Sisters/ Yes We Can Can; Gladys Knight 
and the Pips/Where Peaceful Waters Flow; 
Afrique/Soul Makossa; Curtis Mayfield/Future 
Shock; Bill Withers/Lean On Me; and more.

SAVE $$$ EVERYTIME YOU ORDER!
You can order right now from this special introductory offering of top 
labels, on 8-track or cassette tapes at $3.95 each (suggested retail 
$6.95). Or send for our FREE catalog.

NOT A CLUB... YOU PROMISE NOTHING
• no purchase required for our catalog mailing... just send in your 

name and address on coupon below.
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• buy one or as many as you like anytime... always at lower prices.
• speedy delivery service.

FREE AMPEX STEREO TAPE CATALOG
(8-track, cassette, open-reel and quadraphonic tapes)
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!!!!

Send my FREE CATALOG of thousands of tape selections! 
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ingly. Be assured that the Crest, 
Gleem, and Colgate people are work 
ing day and night to develop a flou- 
ride substitute, perhaps from millet 
or kasha—but it's years away. It won't 
be long before the youngsters rush in 
to tell mom and dad that they "only 
have fourteen cavities."

Safari lovers will have to do without 
pith helmets. Pompons that normally 
grace the top of wool caps may no 
longer be with us. Nineteen seventy- 
four will be the last year you will see 
lapels. There's an acute shortage of 
skilled lapel workers. Everything will 
be cardigan-style and you'll have to 
learn how to grab sleeves and shoul 
ders instead.

Fake beauty marks are almost gone 
(if you're a girl with acne, you won't 
miss them). Also mourning veils, arch 
supports, self-sealing envelopes, pen- 
size flashlights, sharpened pencils, 
and tickets. Because of the paper 
shortage, ticket printers have very 
little material left. We're going to 
have to figure out another way of ad 
mitting people to the movies, theater, 
concerts, sporting events—to trains, 
planes, and steamships. Hat and coat 
checking in restaurants won't be the 
speedy, efficient operation it once was.

The fine, crinkly, colored cello 
phane strips that decorated the tooth 
picks that went into your triple-decker 
sandwiches is hardly seen anymore. 
Slim Jim pepperoni sticks will soon 
disappear from your grocer's shelves. 
Say good-bye to blazer crests, to snail 
holders and those tiny forks you need 
to dig them out. Strangely enough, 
we have a world bumper crop of snails 
this year—and no holders. Snails will 
probably replace beans and rice as the 
staple food for the lower classes. Yes, 
bean and rice supplies are dwindling. 
We don't know much about preparing 
snails, but we imagine that you throw 
them in a big pot and cook them in 
water, the same as beans and rice.

Postcards from restaurants are 
gone, along with those giant pepper 
mills you used to love. Fringes for 
scarves are missing. The lucky charm 
rabbit's foot is no longer with us. Also 
Ovaltine, mohair suits, the sweep sec 
ond hand on watches (it's a special 
material, not the same stuff as the 
hour and minute hand). The CO2 
wine opener is scarce, as well as braid 
for military uniforms and pull tabs 
(the little "pull to open" tabs—you'll 
have to rip open cereal packages in a 
crude, haphazard manner).

We hate to say it, but battery oper 
ated socks, swizzle sticks, pomade, 
unsnuffable birthday candles, indi 
vidual take-out packets of jelly and 
marmalade, and house keys will be 
very hard to get. And by 1975 there 
will be a dangerous shortage of Japa 
nese. Air pollution is rapidly destroy

ing our most productive, hardest- 
working people. It's still hush-hush as 
far as most of the world is concerned, 
but the true, unpublished mortality 
rates of this country are shocking. Of 
course, the Japanese are staying 
mum, for fear of causing a world 
panic. But our impeccable sources 
have assured us the problem is real 
and cannot be solved.

Fortunately, there is some hope 
that we can divert the raw materials 
we still produce in abundance and 
adapt them to meet our shortages. We 
mentioned snails. We also have a tre 
mendous surplus of asparagus this 
year. A good part of it is now being 
converted to imitation chocolate (we 
ran out of real chocolate years ago). 
We have a large supply of see-through 
meat packages, a product that has a 
multitude of uses in home and indus 
try. We overproduced on fishing lures 
to the tune of ten million dollars. Most 
of the metal and plastic, especially 
the hooks, can be melted and convert 
ed to badly needed items such as 
metallized baby shoes.

But our most important resource, 
perhaps our savior, will be silt. We are 
blessed in this country with the lar 
gest silt deposits in the world, enough 
to fill the Pacific Ocean one thousand 
times over and still have enough for 
the Atlantic and Indian! And that's 
not counting all the silt that's buried 
underneath our great historical land 
mark houses and museums (don't 
worry—we'll probably never have to 
use it).

Many large corporations are al 
ready replacing their original raw ma 
terials with silt. Italian ices are now 
composed largely of silt. Many of our 
precision-engineered jet plane parts 
are made of silt. Artificially flavored 
silt may be the answer to our food 
shortages. At this point it makes up a 
good portion of our hamburger, bread, 
pastry, and other starches and pro 
teins. But it's very possible that silt 
can be converted into highly desirable 
fruits and vegetables to combat the 
growing shortages in this area. The 
Department of Agriculture is experi 
menting with turnips and rutabaga 
made of silt and silt by-products. The 
Sunkist people claim to have grown a 
tangerine from silt.

We do not want to put all our eggs 
in the silt basket. It's not a panacea. 
But we feel that our future may de 
pend a good deal on how quickly and 
efficiently we can harness its great 
powers. We've done it before. We've 
transformed countless substances into 
a host of useful products. And, as long 
as we never run out of good old Amer 
ican know-how, we can do it again. 
Next month: Good Old American 
Know- how—Where Did It Go? D
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The Second Album' by Puzzle. Putting the music together.
February 6-9 
February 13-16 
February 18-21 
February 28-March 3 
March 7-10 
March 14-17 
March 21-24 
March 28-31 
April 4-7 
April 11-14

Philadelphia, Towne House 
Atlanta, Richard's 
Miami, Marco Polo 
New York, Bottom Line 
Boston, Paul's Mall 
Buffalo, Mother Tucker's 
Cleveland, Smiling Dog 
Chicago, Ruggles 
Denver 
San Francisco

Bonaar,

S1974 Motown Record Corporation
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Direct from Armadillo World Head 
quarters in Austin, Texas— 
Commander Cody and His 
Lost Planet Airmen with 
their new live album, appro 
priately entitled, "Live 
From Deep In The Heart 
of Texas."Two amazing 
sides of country rock, Texas 
swing, rock rock, country 
country, and general good 
times. This is Cody's first

live album, which is why it's Cody's best 
album. (Anyone can tell you 
that live Cody is the best 
Cody). Give this album a few 
careful listens, and you're 
bound to hear hundreds of 
happy armadillos, stompin' 
their tiny feet in time with 
the Commander's music.

Distributed by 
Famous Music Corp. 
A Gulf * Western Co.
Available on GRT tapes

Commander Cody and His Lost Planet Airmen 
"Live From Deep In the Heart of Texas"
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WANT TO KNOW WHY toUR PHONE

WHY y<3U CAN'T (SET PARTS FOR YOU* 
ELECTRIC COWS'? WHY VOUR 
AUNT IS COMING TO LIVE WITH YOU? 

WEU.,MR.6TUPIP ANP MR. SHORTAGE
ARE HERE TO TELL YOU

ffY GEORGE W.S.

PLEASE TEM- 
THE STOEY OF HOW IT USfePTO BE
BEFORE wtrioMiM&/1 wsftN VJHEH WE
HAP ALL THE £TUPIP THIN6& WE NEEP- 
EP ANP VOU COULP BUY AN ELECTRIC 

JUI6££ JUST BY WA/UKIUS IN 
OFF THE eTPEET, ANP...

©THE STUPID GROUP .

O.K./ LET5 SOpftCK TO
ANP WATCH A& THE FAMU-V 

OF MR. ANp MK6. CORPORATE TWIT 
(NOT THEIR (?EAUNAME}, 
THEIR 3TLJPIP PWV. AT THE TWIT

WHERE 
ftMCEP NUTRITION IS THE

CHOICE JUNIOR, HAVE A HEAPING- F^KTION OF 
PLASTIFLAKES/THENEW BREAKFAST TREAT MADE 
6YPSUM,OR &WALLOW AGOLPOF TORPOR/TH9 FREEZE 

JUICE'IN-^TKAW FDPM. BOTH 6UFPLV yoUR MINI 
MLJM PAILy(?EOlJIREMENT 
OF FUJE IMPORTANT PRE- 
&ERVATIUE& WITHOUT 
TAXING VOU(? FKA6ILE
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Y, WOULP YOU SELECT THIS UNKNOWN PAIN RELIEVES 
I INTHE50ILECJBROWN WRflPPER.OK WOLJLRJtoU HAt/£ THE

THE ANALS-E&IC IN JELUO FOR^A 'W^BKft\l |(f^ THAT COMES TO YOU IN A FRIENP- Xf/ ' ̂ ://*^'» « • "*« l 
LY PURPLE ANP OOLC? BREAP POX?

AFTER BREAKFAST/ 
=< THE TWIT CHILPREN,

OFF TO SCHOOL/ 
WHE2E THEY LEARN 
TO RESPECT RELIA 
BLE BRftNP NAMES...

CAPTIVE 6A5TERN EUROPE.
WHERE PEPief?EE5 ARE CAUSE 
FOP IMPRISONMENT. PO06 OF 
TEN GO FOR MONTHS WITHOUT

TREAT. CNJ.V WERE IN AMERICA,
" OUR CONSTITUTION 

Ft«5TECT5 OUR FREEPOM OF 
PURCHASE 04 WglTIMfl-. CAN WE 

ASSUREP OF THE CONTINU - 
FLOW OF 

INANE

TO PROTECT THEIR STUPIP
LIFg FROM THE ENEMIES 

OF AMERICA....TO &TE0J? CLEAR OF 
LESS

HATE THAN THEMSELVES^

THE COUNTRY I PfCKEP 
TO STUPY WAS PERU, P&RU 

HAS MftNY HIGH MOUNTAINS
PEW TELEPHONES. THERE 

IN WE5T- 
CHE6TEE COUNTY THAN THERE ARE
IUFERU,

WOULDN'T
LIVE THERE" ON

WHO CAfl T^LL THE CLA6S HOW 
MANY SRANP5 OP

THEY HAVE IN 
? JUNIOR.^

WORK/ Ml?. TWIT 
PISOUSSE5 MARKET-BROAP 
ENING

S5B

JUST MAKE 
SURE IT'S REAPV \_ 
FORT WE POLIO

f WE HIT THE SCHOOL 
WITH THE IPEATHAT

UMSOUNP
TO 6^AEE ERASER'S 
ONE CHILI2

KK MATiniWAI T
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6 SO FftF?, SO 6OOP. 
ftUT LATER IN THE

CHILDREN CEASE TO RECOGNIZE RELIABLE BRftNP£, THE MARKET 16 FLOOPEP WITH 
INFERS MEECHANPISE FR3M CAPTIVE NATIONS AMP PEOPLE PAY LE6S ATTENTION TO 

THE CORPORATE EXECUTIVES WHO KNOW PEST, BALANCE? NUTRITION l& NEGLECTED-. 
MK6.TWIT TAKEe A FUPGE PffTR, PEOPLE BE 

GAN TO 
THftT TKE CON 
SUMPTION OF

SHUTLJI^ANP 
HANP ME THE 
WBRATOR/

I&APKIVIUSE, 
NOT A RISHT.

ISTRI5
WHERE X
COMET IN/

MR.STUPIP?

WAIT YOUR
TLJRN/VOU 

A

BECAUSE AWEJflCANS HAVE COME TO NE6LECT 
THE TKREE CORNERSTONES OpOUR

MEAL6, ^LIABLE BRKWPQ/
, UH/ U/EUL I'LL REMEWBEK THP OTHER ONE 

IN A MINUTE - TttlNGS SO FROM mP TO WORSE. 
EKE l& A PISGUIETIMS ANNOUNCEMENT OK 

THE EUENINS NEWS,

MATERIAL U^EPIM ERASERS 
IS IN "SHORT

soys you CAN PEP-
PLE
SOME WHERE ELSE/

FB3M
WOKP THAT 
THERE ARE
NOW MORE 

TELEPHONES
IN THflT LATIN
AMERICAN
couTRy
THAN IN

WE5TCHESTPR 
ANP ROCKLAHP 
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When you hear "Taps'on your door,open wide because its

Kancer Rare Calling
Youv Kancer Kare consultant is eager to show you the- complete line of Institute-approved Kancer Kare 
Cosmetics in the privacy and comfort of your own home. ward, or semi-private room! Thousands of 
smart cancer-conscious moderns avoid the expense and bother of so-called "medical treatments" by 
using these up-to-the-minute cover ups. Devised by a cancer-conscious psychologist for her own par 
ents, the Kancer Kara Cosmetic plan avoids embarrassing biopsies and nerve-frailing medical "gimmicks!' 
Most important, every Kancer Kare product is certified benign by the American Institute of Similarity 
and the New York State Council on Similarity. According to a recent statement in the American Journal 
of Similarity. Kancer Kare Cosmetics were found to be a "proven means of implausible relief in meta- 
phoric cases where similarity is a factor." We couldn't say it if it weren't true. ... r ; ...,, TDr. CVorye W.S.Troiv 

Dr. AnthonvC, Henditi

Kancer Kare Classics - fnrlht'ftiiKvr aiiisaMuswiimamvhmvanKiopiihuinniHacvoiiil. I-.w. F.ar.Nose.ami Throat Shadou/, 
fm (In- r.iiHvv niiisninis WL'. L'ar. ni>se.ur tliroai. Twmincc ,\ slujhilv slionijc'i sri'iii than usual. /<i,ss-Kiss Wreath Freshener. 
Kiylit back al iMtitvmf ilv bivalh wth Kiss Kiss Apt lai/ips put wnir nn»in.'VwlK'vi' four tiKnilluv.i'i with I his tix'ixi setting oral 
hi'autifiralinn plan Chousu froni lik'valk' tin/ens n[ iliv.inn.' civamt.1 paslflsi
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Plus - Unexplained Bump lias?- I he- ultimate in foundation 
mdkeup.i-ealherit inlo the surrounding area, if there is a surround 
ing area. Aiuiel Touch for hi imps I hat /inwbeen explained In the 
few moments you have tvmtiininy to you. live life to the fullest 
wilh I his enchanting preparation. Anye/7oN("/j will help you think of 
those little strangers on your hotly as alluriny new curves and 
will win you plenty of comments from him. Silver Lining— a revo 
lutionary brush on overlay proynun tlifil makes those annoying 
Irtfleplftces fh;il wuu'l "come to htvil" disvippefirin seconds. Avnil 
dhle in three flesh tones: Mon Scnh. Mon Srtir. rind MOM Clot

For That Final Touch /.'<ni clc C,'O/OM The perlerl solution to 
I hose tricky problems of ihe lummy dnd below. Worry no more 
rihoi.it eniUirnissiiK! ".HvklenK" -,il specially lender moments 
I.C.Utdt>( 'o/f)n's uniijue bli'iidofinduslri.il deodorant and l.ourdes 
\vdter provides I he ultimaleinalkiriiujcover upforl/ie neiht'rynu. 
Original Skin Mtmturiy.i'r creates ;imetaphoricdermis like, effect 
for hours.

Introducing
Cobalt 70 KancerKare quality for the Man in Your Life. Cobalt
70 we took the smell of Ihe M..iine woods and added a dollop of
conjugated coball. a roUilt simile certified by the American Insti-
lute of Similiirity.
Coball 70 Cologne, Cobalt 70 Skin Hraser. Cobalt 70 ( Jm Icrarm
Supplement. Cohnlt 70 Soap on n /?oop.
iind. .
The Cobalt 70l.\mi>, Sninm.

Kancer Karc Bonusn
Free with lifetime purchase complete Cosmetician nppli- 
calor remover set in semi silver plate, (iuaranleed stainless and 
dishwashable.

Minimum six months.
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continued from pose 62
The doorbell rang.
"I'll get it," Alice said, trying to

stand up, and tingling her head in
the knitting wool.

"Sit tight," I said., "I'll get it." 
"Think there's anyone there?" 
"I doubt it. But it's worth a

chance."
"What's worth a chance?"

"Try turning the knob in the other 
direction." I thought I recognized the 
voice on the other side of the door. I 
hoped I was wrong.

The door swung open and a whoosh 
of rain poured into the foyer, even 
though the sky was perfectly clear.

Joanne shook herself oft'. "I can't 
remember when I've seen a worse—"

I grabbed her by the shoulders and 
tried to push her back. "Are you 
crazy?" I whispered. "My wife is in 
side!"

"Who is it, dear?" Alice shouted.
"What?" I shouted back.
"Never mind."
"Never what?"
"I forgot what I was going to say."
"Listen," I pleaded to Joanne, 

"whatever it is, you can't do this to 
me. My whole life—"

Then I realized that Alice wasn't 
inside any longer. She was standing 
right beside us.

"Hello," she said to Joanne, her 
voice muffled by the colored threads 
wrapped tightly around her throat. 
"Who are you?"

"She's my long-lost cousin," I said.
"Your what-what what?"
"Forget it." I looked at Joanne with 

a final pleading desperation in my 
eyes.

"Shall we all go inside?" Alice 
suggested sweetly.

Joanne and I followed her. On the 
way, we bumped into a floating ash 
tray and vase; gravity levels had been 
cut by 15 percent again.

As soon as we reached the living 
room, the phone rang.

I picked it up. At first, it was bring 
ing in a radio station; but then I heard 
a woman's voice.

"Who is this?" I asked.
"It's Joanne."
"You can't be Joanne."
"Why not?"
"Joanne is over here."
"Over where?"
"In my living room."
"That's impossible."
"It's not impossible."
"What's not what?"
We were disconnected.

"Who was that?" my wife asked.
"No one," I said.
"Are you sure?" Joanne asked.
"No," I said.
Suddenly, the floor beneath us be

gan to tremble; we found ourselves 
smashing violently against the walls, 
then lying together in a heap. "Earth 
quake!" I shouted. Finally, the furni 
ture stopped rattling. Through the 
window, I could see that the sun was 
three times its normal size. We'd 
gone out of orbit again.

Part of the roof caved in. Somehow, 
we all managed to roll away in time; 
only Joanne was hurt, with an ugly 
gash on her arm. Alice found a Band 
Aid, but she couldn't figure out how 
to get the paper off.

"Try the little red string," I sug 
gested.

"It works!" Jubilantly, Alice re 
moved the Band Aid and taped it 
tightly on Joanne's arm in the wrong 
place.

"I'd better check on the kids," she 
said.

Alice went to the foot of the stair 
way, then paused.

"Where am I going?"
"To check on the kids."
"To what on the what?""What?"
"I forgot what I was going to say."

With Alice upstairs, Joanne and I 
were alone—perhaps the last precious 
moment we would ever have together. 
Quickly, fiercely, I tried to kiss her, 
but I missed.

"Joanne, whatever made you come 
here like this?"

Now there was a deep, coarse des 
peration in Joanne's voice. "It's an 
emergency. A real emergency."

"It's a what? A what what?"
Before she could answer, the phone 

rang again.
I picked it up. "Who is this?" I de 

manded.
"It's Joanne."
The phone felt strangely warm in 

my hand and I realized the room was 
beginning to melt. "You know I told 
you never to call me here!" Through 
the window, I could see the sun loom 
ing even larger, bloated and fierce 
and yellow. Halley's Comet was be 
side it, even though it wasn't due for 
another century,

"Listen to me," the voice on the 
phone pleaded. "It's the operation. It 
wasn't a success. My organs were all 
in the wrong parts of my body and I'm 
going to have to have the baby any 
way!"

"Baby? What baby?" Then, all at 
once, the horrible, awful truth came 
crashing back to me. I did a ballet- 
step aside, as the television and hi-fi 
melted past me down the carpet. Tiny 
beads of sweat peppered my forehead, 
mixing and getting big enough to drip. 
"I wish I knew how to get this damn 
shirt off," I muttered.

"I think it has something to do with 
those little plastic circles and those
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^Panasonic introduces
more tape recorder than

most people need.
Mixing. You can add your voice 
or instrument to your favorite

music while it's being 
recorded or played back.

Cue & Review. A fast forward
and rewind with sound. 

So you can find your place easily.
Mike Volume Control.

For mike mixing. 
Or for use as a PA System.

Dual-action
condenser microphone.

Built in. Also remote.
For the ultimate in

recording convenience.

Dial Light Switch. 
For dialing 
in the dark.

M^^H iS^^PSBWIHIim
Variable Sound Monitoring.

So you can record at the
right recording level

while you listen at the
right listening level.

Comes with
Panasonic Hi-Top

batteries. Also works
on house current.

Optional accessories
include car/boat
adaptor (RP-915)
and rechargeable

battery pack (RP-091),

Tape Counter. 
Lets you index your tapes 
for convenient reference.

FM/AM Radio. For whal 
you don't have on tape.

„. ' . . VU/Battery/Tuning Meter.
A « 1 :S8.M ,, ,, .Shows recording level, After the AM, FM or tape lulls batte • strerig tn 

you to sleep, the machine , Auning accuracy . 
shuts itself off.

4" Dual-Cone Speaker. 
Doesn't that sound nice.

The RQ-448S CassetteTape Recorderwith FM/AM Radio.

Panasonic.
just slightly ahead of our time.

200 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10017.
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————A MEMO 
TO OUR READERS

Welcome aboard! Good to see you 
again this week. It's been a busy one 
for business—and as I always say, you 
can't spell business without busy, just 
drop the / and don't ask y\ So let's cut 
the small talk and get down to cases.

Here it is in a nutshell. Dollar up. 
Sales level, Investment solid. President 
holding firm. Precipitation—above 
normal. The big money is going into 
felt. Question of the week—why the 
heavy bidding on talc futures?

O.K. How we see it: hopes high. 
Chins up. Lips sealed. Time for some 
hard charging. American ends with "I 
C-A-N." It's all here in black and 
white. No color, no fancy features, no 
damn book reviews or fuzzy-thinking 
leftist smart-aleck prose. Read it and 
weep. Shape up or ship out. There's 
no room in this magazine for nervous 
Nellies, and this means you. See you 
next week if you've got what it takes.

Publisher
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[Items appearing on this page are being talked about by someone in Washington or some other place at 

fancy dinner parries we couldn't get into with a crowbar]

Whatever Happened to Zinc?.. „ Goldwater to Nixon: "You've Been Putting 
on Some Weight Lately"... The Great Lakes: Are They Still "Great"?

According to Senator Roman Hruska, 
chairman of the Senate Committee on 
Mediocrity and Banal Affairs, 75 million 
Americans are below the intellectual pov 
erty line, and 1 out of every 6 people in 
the U.S. is classified as legally bland. Says 
Hruska: "This should lay to rest fears 
that we're turning into a nation of double- 
domed . flag and/or bra burning egg and/ 
or pot heads cruising the streets in book 
mobiles looking for handouts and knock 
ing over the neat little pyramids of 
cannonballs in our town squares. Why, 
Christ, where I come from we have to 
weld them together."

* * *

Action is expected in the House later this 
month to make Velveeta the national 
cheese of the U.S. A last-ditch effort to 
substitute Wispride by six Wisconsin rep

resentatives was defeated in committee 
last week. The President is said to be 
eager to sign the bill into law as America 
is the only major industrial nation with 
out a symbolic cheese, causing embarrass 
ment to the U.S. overseas where com 
munist countries have been reaping a 
propaganda harvest with phony World 
Peace Through Cheese movements,

* * *

Alarmed Senators on the Armed Services 
Committee are "looking closely" at a plan 
to drastically expand the U.S.'s tiny and 
antiquated canal system. The reason: the 
Russians, who have patiently built nearly 
10,000 miles of canals, inland waterways, 
and other navigable water transport sys 
tems right under America's nose, now 
have the capability of launching an at 
tack-proof fleet of missile fire barges,

flatboats, and scows to take advantage of 
a big loophole in the SALT Arms Limita 
tion agreement which sets a limit on land 
and sea based ICBMs, but says nothing 
about rivers, ponds, etc.

* * *

U.S. economists are optimistic that South 
Vietnam will be able to "go it alone"
economically within two years, ending 
massive American development aid. Al 
though South Vietnam's two major re 
sources, craters and shrapnel, have little 
immediate value in the international mar 
ketplace, economic analysts are predict 
ing a big jump in the sale of Saigon's 
plentiful supply of charred remains, ashy 
residue, and unrecognizable rubble as 
cheap substitutes for the many indus 
trially important bulking agents that used 
to be made from petroleum.
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U.N.-sponsored International Experiment in Stupid Living may be a 
big step towards international stupid understanding. This year, 51 
participating nations are sending Exchange Stupids to their neighbors 
overseas. India is shipping herd of sacred cattle to wander in the 
streets of Los Angeles. Israel has sent its complete Bar-Lev line to 
tlnv Antigua. British navy is visiting Bolivia. Brazil's renowned 
Mardi Gras on its way to Yemen. Vatican City's famous Swiss Guard, 
headed for Switzerland, and U.S. exchange choice, entire Hartford 
Insurance Group, is presently in transit to the Malagasy Republic,,

Stupid life in outer space? Evidence seems to be growing. 
Soviet Russian scientists at radio telescope installation in 
Kamchatka Peninsula have detected ultra-high-frequency signal pulsations 
from Ursa Major. They say binomial transmission jiatterng bear 
striking resemblance to computerized shipping invoices from axle 
factories in Omsk.

Stupid East Asian Treaty Organization (SEATO) members are 
boycotting International Conference of Unintelligent Nations. 
Holdouts Brunei, Portuguese Timor, Papua, Bhutan, and the Andaman 
Islands are refusing to issue statements and conference jelegatejj, 
assembled in Atakpame, Togo, have not replied.

Many people in the business community now feel that President Nixon 
right now is a j.iability a Most voice gp^timisji that he can turn the 
corner by the first quarter of '74, but agree that if he doesn't, 
he should be dissolved and so!4At cost. Analysts predict brisk 
bidding for his collection of incr1 mina. ting documents and tapes, 
but no takers for baggy suits, office furniture, and American flag 
lapel pins.

On the whole, the outlook is still bright. The rich are getting 
richer, the poor are getting poorer. The Bible says the meek will 
inherit the earth, but if they do, the will is going to be in probate 
for about one.million^ years. Too, many jheglo%ists agree that the 
famous saying--it ! s easier for a camel to pass through the eye of a 
needle than for a rich man to enter into heaven was mistranslated. 
The verdict: it should read thread, not camel. If you've ever tried 
to thread a needle, or seen the maid doing it, you know it's difficult, 
but not impossible^

Japanese businessmen have been racking up impressive succes^ses 
in markets formerly dominated by UB S. There's nothing wrong with a 
little competition, but if they're smart, they won't push us too far.

The last time the little yellow you-know-whats gave us some 
backchat, we turned a couple of their wood-and-paper burgs into 
radioactive Rice Krispies. A word to the wise, Johnny Nip: lay off. 
You're cruising for a bruising.

Desperate U.S. goatmen are buying back U.S. goats from Russians 
at prices four to five times higher than those paid them by Reds in 
last summer's $2 billion goat-deal. Reason: Russian grip on world 
goat market letg them force goat prices sky-high, will contribute to 
massive shortages of cheese, kid gloves, angora, chamois.
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STUPIDITY IN CRISIS
From Penobscotto Pasadena, 

the country faces the worst stu 
pidity shortfall in its history. Is 
it real? What can be done? How? 
Why? When? Who to? "SN&WR" 
examines some carefully select 
ed facts.

• A large Midwest discount chain is 
forced to limit sales of antique finish to 
10 cans a customer.

• A running gun-battle erupts over a 
Miami store's last remaining beer cooler.

• Lack of raw menthol shuts down a 
Montgomery, Ala,, dog food plant.

• A group of Boise, Idaho, housewives 
club together to form a blender pool.

• An enraged Flint, Mich., snowmo- 
biler, unaWe to trade in his '73 machine 
for one of the sold-out '74s, runs amok 
and sets fire to his dealer.

What does it all add up to? Shortage. 
Chronic shortage. For the first time since 
the stupidity boom began in the '50s, sup 
ply has fallen behind demand. Demand has 
outstripped supply. Supply is swamped by 
demand. Demand continues to soar. Stu 
pid retail outlets have empty shelves, can't 
get deliveries. Stupid manufacturers vie 
furiously for dwindling raw materials, jack 
still further the skyward march of prices. 
Where is it headed? No one knows. Every 
where stupid consumers clamor for an 
swers. Are there answers? Good question. 

The grim story. Background: since 
skyward uptrend in stupidity began under 
Eisenhower, overall demand has bur 
geoned at more than 60 percent increase

STUPIDITY' 
HISTORIC 
UPTREND- 
FLASHBACK
Alter centuries of down 
grade lowprofile, the pa/ofr- 
a skyward upswing.

annually, breaking down into a whopping 
57 percent average increase for useless 
products and even higher 64 percent for 
pointless products.

Chief reason: any given stupid item 
needs at least two more to fuel it, neutral 
ize it, repair it, or scrap it.

More background: early in boom, cor 
porations made heavy capital investment 
in basic stupidities but later channeled 
capital towards higher short-term-profit 
stupid-intensive software such as flavor 
ings, additives.

Justification: stupid products have short 
lead-time, but require above-average initial 
outlays, e.g., political campaign contribu 
tions, cash-on-the-line to fight restrictive 
legislation, standards.

Still more background: emergence in 
late '60s of sensible action groups blew 
minor side-effects of stupid industry way 
out of proportion, cut still deeper into vital 
capital outlay. While easily throttling pint- 
size sensible industry at birth, corporations 
were hog-tied by barrage of new "public- 
interest" laws drummed up by sensible 
loudmouths and allies in Congress, media.

General agreement: '70-'72 recession 
caught manufacturers with their pants 
dow.n. Faced with no slackening of de 
mand, desperately short of basics, they 
were unable to finance new sources of 
crassware. What else?

Runaway inflation and uncertainty over 
clean up climate climate in D.C. meshed

DAWN OF HISTORY-1069 
10,000 B.C. Discovery of wheel

maintenance
4844 B.C. Foundation of Judaism 

313 A.D. Constantine declares
Christianity official 

545 A.D. First cheese produced 
1069 A.D, First whale harpooned

to force higher and higher prices for van 
ishing inventories.

Big question: is there a real shortage or 
are stupid conglomerates hoarding to hike 
prices sky-high? Answer: no one knows.

Not so gloomy tune. Stupidity- 
watchers see brighter days in the months 
ahead—

• Continued stupid shortfalls plus long- 
awaited removal of controls will allow 
retailers to take up slack in sizable price 
jumps.

• Huge new foreign markets with more 
money than sense will siphon off a large 
percentage of stupid output, reflected for 
domestic consumers in large across-the- 
counter price increases.

• Wage demands will escalate in all sec 
tors to bring earnings into line with in 
creased stupid revenue, pushing prices to 
new peaks.

• Profit margins crushed between rising 
costs and empty warehouses will have 
to be maintained through massive price 
hikes.

• Skyrocketing recessionary interest 
rates will be passed along to consumers 
in the form of spectacularly huge price 
boosts.

• Corporate losses from inflation, 
strikes, foreign competition, pollution

1069-1560
1157 Pope Adrian IV gives Ireland

to England
1170 Arabs invent algebra 
1260 Buonsignori brothers of Siena

start first commercial bank 
1295 Marco Polo returns from

China with secret of noodles 
1297 Fra Serenio returns from

China with secret of tomato 
1300 Dante Alighieri invents

Italian 
1308 Buonsignori brothers' bank

goes broke 
1420 Wimple and snood declared

fashionable 
1515 Luther nails 95 theses to

church door 
1529 Margaret de Navarre invents

the novel
1541 Calvin founds capitalism 
2542 Caorido discovers California 
1560 Cabeza de Vaca discovers

Florida
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WHAT'S GOING ON HERE?
controls, R&D, pilferage, fire, sabotage, 
shoplifting, bad investment, bad weather, 
bad management, shoddy workmanship, 
recalls, malingering, bribes, damage suits, 
acts of God, and had luck, will be ab 
sorbed by squeezing the consumer for 
every dime he can beg, steal, or borrow.

Upshot: higher prices. 
Will if work? Wild card is the stupid 

consumer. Will lie go for fewer and fewer 
lower and lower quality products at higher 
and higher prices? Yes, he will. Historic 
ally—e.g., in the late '20s—sociologically 
—e.g., in the ghetto—indications are that 
tightening of stupidity belt poses no threat 
to stupid way of life. Everything is sacri 
ficed before stupid essentials.

Possible stumbling block: lag before 
new stupid expansion programs can again 
fill retail outlets with worthless junk. Over- 
long interval could present dangers: 
(«) Information. Leakage from sensible 
opponents could chip away at purchase 
motivation (e.g., his children go to bed in 
flash paper, his mouthwash doubles as a 
defoliant).
(6) Habit, Biiy-usc-discard cycle of stupid 
consumption can be broken affecting pur-

1560-1795
1637 Descartes invents the graph 
1649 Charles I beheaded by 

Parliament
1660 Charles II restored by 

Parliament
1661 Poland partitioned 
1681 First cheese smoked 
1739 War of Jenkins Ear 
1765 James Hargreaves invents

spinning jenny 
1772 Poland partitioned 
1793 Poland partitioned 
1795 Poland eliminated

chase potential (e.g., he can eat off re 
usable plates, brush his teeth manually).

Needed: speed, rechanneling of funds 
from low-priority sensible programs, more 
speed.

Anything in the woodpile? Bad 
news: pockets of sensible resistance re- 
emerging in business sector. Early in battle 
for an inflatable economy, problem ele 
ments—craftsmen, independents, self-suf 
ficient farmers, people with "enough"— 
were forced out. Ironically, at time when 
nation is directed towards easing critical 
stupid shortages, many parasitic elements 
now reappear, providing consumer at com 
munity level with sensible alternatives. 

'Stupid industries may face short-term op 
position in marketplace.

Good news: vast inequities in law, con 
trol of employment, links to legislature 
give stupid industry firm advantage over 
puny opponents. Ownership of production 
facilities, distribution, retailing, media, law 
enforcement give corporations clout to 

[Continued on page 81 ]

1795-1909
1815 Macadam builds first hard-top

road
1830 Faraday discovers electro 

magnetic induction 
1830 Poland smashed by Russia 
1832 Bentham invents suffix -ize

on deathbed
1854 Thoreau publishes Wa/den 
1854 Otis patents elevator 
1854 Perry opens up Japan 
1863 Poland again smashed by

Russia 
1870 Pope Pio Nono declares

himself infallible
1874 Melvil Dewey invents Dewey 

Decimal System
1884 Julius Maggi perfects first 

packaged soup
1885 Pasteur discovers germs 
1885 Carl Benz drives first car

through Mannheim, Germany
1888 Eastman invents roll film and 

Kodak camera
1889 Daimler discovers gasoline 
1893 Hamburger first sold at

World's Columbian Exposition
in Chicago

1898 Henry Luce born 
1898 Sir John Dewar invents

thermos flask
1905 Alfred Binet gives first I.Q. 

test
1906 First bowtie clipped on
1907 Loeffler discovers foot and 

mouth virus
1908 First zipper
1909 First house under 1500 Ibs.

constructed in Los Angeles
1909 Baekeland invents bakelite

1909-NOW
1917 Balfour Declaration 
1917 Lenin transported to Finland 

	Station
1919 Poland partitioned
1920 Female suffrage
1921 Discovery of sodium benzoate
1922 First tires rotated
1923 First bed sheet fitted
1925 Wool first shagged
1926 Air first conditioned
1927 First deductible deducted
1929 Buckminster Fuller decides 

	against suicide
1930 First oil saturated
1930 First rubber vulcanized
1931 First credit card honored
1932 First flatware matched
1933 First oil unsaturated
1933 New Deal
1934 First pet cremated
1937 First double-entry books kept
1938 Air first freshened
1939 Germany smashes Poland

	(Sept. 1) 
1939 First oil polyunsaturated

	(Sept. 13)
1939 Russia smashes Poland 

	(Sept. 17)
1940 Poland partitioned (August)
1945 Yalta conference
1946 First in flight meal-service
1947 Marshall Plan
1947 Russia smashes Poland
1948 First solid emulsified
1949 Fair Deal
1953 First no-deposit bottle not 

	returned
1954 First gasoline leaded
1955 Calcium first propionated
1956 Russia smashes Poland
1957 First garage door automated
1958 First toilet paper scented
1959 First down payment not needed
1960 First MagicFingers installed
1961 New Frontier
1962 New Jersey paved over
1962 Vatican II
1962 Macnamara discovers cost- 

	effectiveness 
1964 First indoor-outdoor carpeting
1964 First circuit printed
1965 First batteries not included
1965 Great Society
1967 First blade injected
1967 Indiana paved over
1968 First pickle section serrated
1969 First full-length portrait in

	acrylic 
1969 First total electric home

	awarded medallion 
1969 First F-3 completed 
1969 First F-3 crashes
1969 Air first humidified
1970 First shaving cream heated
1970 First coffee freeze-dried
1971 California paved over
1972 First fake organic food sold
1973 Sydney Opera House completed
1973 First quadraphonic album
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CHILE SCORES COUP D'ETAT 
IN ANNUAL AWARDS

Tyrants relaxing at annual 
confab agree: 1973, a banner 
year for quick coups, brought 
the world closer to permanent 
oppression.

Sunny Sahara resort town Waw Al Jagh- 
ibub, birthplace of Lybian kingpin Col. 
Muammar el-Qaddafi, was this year's site 
for the annual Judging of Unusual Na 
tional Transfers of Authority—better 
known as the JUNTA Awards. Represent 
atives from military dictatorships, ideo 
logical autocracies, tyrannic oligarchies, 
oppressive aristocracies, despotic mon 
archies, and totalitarian puppet regimes all 
over the world gathered to vote on 1973's 
outstanding alterations in government "not 
involving legal, traditional, constitutional, 
democratic, or internationally mandated 
means of change, perpetuation, or reform."

As always, it was a festive occasion, 
with dinners, dances, and daily exhibitions 
by delegations performing the folk op 
pressions of their native lands. Ukranian 
Pogroms, Soviet Purges, Ugandian Thief 
Clubbings, Burundian Genocide, and a 
fabulous display of Fear from Haiti high 
lighted the entertainment.

But, international as the flavor was, 
when the awards were dished out, the 
entree was Chile. A fast-paced overthrow 
of President Salvador Allende Gossens by 
General Augusto Pinochet Ugarte, Gen 
eral Gustavo Leigh Guzman, Admiral Jose 
Toribio Merino Castro, and National Po 
lice Chief Cesar Mendoza Frank, topped 
off by a brilliantly staged Executive Sui-

Juan D, Peron
"The emotional high point."

cide, won this narrow Latin American na 
tion five of the coveted plastique Draco of 
Athens statuettes—the best showing since 
Communist China's 1947 seven JUNTA 
sweep. The Chilean military won Putsch 
of the Year, beating the Greek's Papado- 
poulos oust and a royal heave-ho in Af 
ghanistan by Mohammad Daud Kahn. 
Best Violent Revolution also went to the 
Chilean team, who racked up an easy vic 
tory over Thai student uprising and ran 
dom slayings by Philippine honcho Ferdi 
nand E. Marcos. Other Chilean laurels 
included Beat Siege of Presidential Palace 
(won in competition against the Thai col 
legiate assault on strongman Thanom 
Kittikachorn), and special awards given 
to the U.S.-owned domestic copper indus 
try for Best Subversion by Foreign Power 
and to the country's entire middle class for 
Best Supporting Reactionaries.

Generals Cesar Mendoza and Augusto Pinochet
"The entree was Ch//e."

Only other nation to win multiple 
JUNTAs was Greece, with two. In a tough 
battle, the birthplace of demagoguery won 
Best Bloodless Coup, with the low-key 
work of Brig. General Dimitrios loannidis 
and new premier Adamantios Androutso- 
poulos narrowly squeezing past the legis 
lative pyrotechnics of Presidents-for-Life 
Marcos in the Philippines and Park Chung 
Hee of South Korea. (Running far behind 
was the abolition of electorial government 
by Uruguay's Juan Maria Bordaberry.) 
The other Greek JUNTA was no snap 
either, but the feisty Colonels, against fiery 
competition, managed to snare Best Sup 
pression of International News Coverage 
by jailing 105 major foreign correspond 
ents, including 20 from Eastern Block 
nations, 71 from the Free World, and a full 
14 from fellow military dictatorships.

But the emotional high point of the 
awards ceremony was reserved for the 
presentation of Best Dictator award to 
Juan D. Peron for his spectacular come 
back in rigged Argentinian elections. 
There was hardly a dry eye in the heavily 
guarded fortifications when Spain's Fran 
cisco Franco, accepting for the ailing 
Peron, said, "Juan has made an enduring 
contribution to the whole idea of dictator 
ship."

In other awards, India got Best Action 
of Overt Colonialism for its takeover in 
Sikkim, China made its perennial claim 
(seventh win since 1965) on Best Con 
tinuing Revolution in a Dramatic Series', 
and a surprise dark horse, Acting Gov 
ernor lan Kinnear, was given Best Suspen 
sion of a Constitutional Government for 
his declaration of a state of emergency in 
British Bermuda,

All in all it was the most amiable and 
noncontroversial JUNTA Awards cere 
mony in recent memory. Only incident to 
mar the proceedings was a short-lived pro 
test by several members of the Organiza 
tion for African Unity, who charged racial 
bias in JUNTA voting. Spokesman Col. 
Ignatius Kutu Acheampong of Ghana 
claimed that in 1973, Black Africa was 
witness to 15 military takeovers, 12 violent 
revolutions, 31 bloodless coups, and count 
less insurrections and incidents of major 
unrest—more than the rest of the world 
combined—and yet had not one single 
JUNTA award. Acheampong's own dele 
gation then walked out, but were joined 
by only Dahomey and Malawi. Most Afri 
can states seemed to agree with common 
sentiment that 1973 had been an off year 
for African discord. [END]
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STUPIDITY IN CRISIS
[Continued from 79]

leave consumer with no option but stupid 
products. If pushed to wall by sensible 
groups and/or consumer resistance, they 
can fall back on essentials, force consump 
tion of stupid food, stupid housing, stupid 
transportation, by drying up all other 
sources.

Better news: most sensible groups have 
been discredited by current crisis, left with 
labels such as "nit pickers," "cranks."

Best news yet 1, right now average stupid 
consumer's concern is not with bread-and- 
butter issues of quality/value/survival, but 
where his next stupid item is coming from.

Readout: sensible competition, no prob 
lem. For foreseeable future, sales are safe. 

Rosy future? Stupid consensus sees 
five major steps imperative to ease crisis.
(1) Credit. The Fed fires billions into 
economy putting non-existent money at 
crippling rates of interest into consumer's 
pocket, providing stupid industry with 
cheap capital to produce something to 
spend it on.
(2) Subsidies. Public money umbrella for 
crucial capital investment, underwrites all 
stages of stupid production from explora 
tion of new resources to post-purchase rev 
enue drains (damage suits, class actions).
(3) Anti-sensible legislation. Stupid lob 
bies begin all-out assault on sensible legis 
lation steamrollered by sensible fringe and 
clean-up bandwagon, by ramming legal 
disputes through to sympathetic High 
Court and pressuring irresponsible legis 
lators to reverse sensible measures or 
strengthen existing stupid ones. Specific 
legislation authorizes stupid industry to 
regulate itself, establish employee-ex 
change programs with federal agencies, set 
its own health, safety, quality, environ 
mental standards.
(4) Foreign resources. All" efforts are 
made to regularize foreign supplies, in 
cluding, but not limited to, counterinsurg- 
ence, blackmail, assassination, genocide, 
coups d'etat, military aid, and convention 
al or tactical nuclear warfare. Consolida 
tion with powerful stupid interests abroad 
moves towards goal of making world 
prices standard, not competitive.
(5) Priorities. Massive media campaign, 
funded by appropriate stupid foundations, 
stresses critical importance of maintaining 
stupid priorities at home. Global priorities 
other than major stupid ones (ubiquitous 
entertainment, poisoned food, fast, lethal 
transportation), are dumped.

Overview; sheer muscle of stupidity can 
avert long-range threats. Short-term moves 
include massive expansion of pointless pro 
duction, massive R&D into useless new 
technologies, massive exploitation of con 
sumer to acclimatize him to revised cost of 
worthless products.

All in all? Prospect good. [END]

DUMB DOS 
AND DON'TS

WHAT YOU AS A BUSINESSMAN 
CAN AND CANNOT DO

as a result of recent stupid court and administrative decisions

D YOU CANNOT shoot workers 
who go out on strike or hire thugs 

to beat up union organizers. Both Na 
tional Labor Relation Board orders and 
federal law prohibit murder, arson, as 
sault, or physical harassment directed 
against your workers. Employers who 
have violated these statutes in the past 
have often incurred sizable legal ex 
penses and, in some cases, even been 
forced to pay damages and fines.

D YOU CAN hire illegal immigrants 
for agricultural labor and certain 

categories of domestic jobs provided 
you comply with the minimum financial 
requirements of local immigration offi 
cials and health inspectors. Contact the 
officials in your area before you accept 
a consignment of aliens; agreements 
worked out in advance give you better 
bargaining power and prevent your 
being pressured to accept exorbitant 
demands.

B YOU CAN market harmful or in 
jurious substances and products 

that are inflammable, poisonous, or 
easily transformed into dangerous ob 
jects, regardless of whether they are 
for internal use, human consumption, 
or infants, as long as you print on the 
package or container a vague, mislead 
ing, and easily misunderstood warning 
in type large enough to be read without 
effort under a lOx microscope.

B YOU CAN, as an officer of a,cor 
poration in substantial violation of 

pollution regulations, sit on the Air and 
Water Quality Control Boards in most 
states: have your lawyer look into the 
laws in your state for loopholes. Direct 
cash payments to individual board 
members are generally prohibited, but 
you can finance studies by the board of 
water pollution conditions in Hawaii, air 
quality in Paris, etc.

Rea lemon flavor...

real lemon taste...

in emon-fresh/

lemon-scented

LEMONS
With the juice of one whole lemon in every one!

THE AMERICAN LEMON COUNCIL
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MARCH, t971/CULTUHE: With Michael O'Donoghue's How to Write Good, 
da Vinci's Undiscovered Notebook, Captain Bringdown, The Dolts, and Grade 
Slick's etiquette handbook,
APRIL, 1971/ADVENTURE: With Derby Dames on Parade, Tarzan of Ihe Cows, 
Real Balls magazine, Tho Philosopher Detective, Spoilers, Mexico on 5 Toilets 
a Day, and the Corn Flakes parody.
MAY, 1971/FUTURE: Wilh The NASA Sutra: A Zero Gravity Sex Manual, Toilets 
o! the Extraterrestrials, Printout, the computer magazine, and The 1906 
National Lampoon.
JUNE, 1971/HELIGION: With The Polaroid Print ol Dorian Gray, Big Blessings 
Bulletin, Gahan Wilson's Holyland, O.D. Heaven, Magic Made E-2, and a 
parody of The Prophet.
AUGUST, 1971/BUMMER ISSUE: With Defeat Comics, the Canadian Supple 
ment, Would You Buy a Used War Iron This Man?, As ihe Monk Burns, 
Welfare Monopoly, and the CIA newsletter.
SEPTEMBER, 1971/KIOS: With Eloise at the Hotel Dixee, The Hardy Boys. 
Children's Letters to Ihe Gestapo. The Toilot Papers, Death Is and How to 
Cook Your Daughter, and My Weekly Reader.
OCTOBER, 1971/BACK TO SCHOOL: With the Mad parody, Rodrigues' Hire 
the Handicapped, Magical Misery Tour, The Campus War Game, School ol 
Hard Sell, and 125th Street.
NOVEMBER, 1971/HORHOR: With Dragula, The Phantom of the Rock Opera, 
Sick Jokes of the '70s. Gahan Wilson's Science Fiction Movie Computer, and 
The Incredible Shrinking Magazine.
DECEMBER, 1971/CHRISTMAS: With Jessica Christ, Blind-Date Comics. This 
Is Your Life . . . Francis Gary Powers, The Russian Glf! Catalogue, and Edi 
torial Fantasies.
JANUARY, 1972/IS NOTHING SACRED? With Son-o'-God Comics, The Viet 
namese Baby Book, and The Last Really, No Shit Really, The Last Supplement 
to the Whole Earth Catalog.
FEBRUARY, 1972/CRIMEI With Groin Larceny, Ralph Nader, public Eye, 
Angela and Rocky Take You on a Tour of the Big House, Dick Tracy on the 
take, and an Edward Gorey whodunnit.
MARCH, 1972/ESCAPE! With Hitler in Paradise, tho California Supplement, 
celebrity suicide notes, the PapHlon parody, Swan Song of the Open Road, 
and doing it with dolphins.
APRIL, 1972/25TH ANNIVERSARY: With the '58 Bulgemobiles, The Playboy 
Fallout Shelter, Commie Plot Comics, Frontline Dentists, Third Base, the 
Dating newspaper, and Amos 'n' Andy.
MAY, 1972/MEN! With How to Score with Chicks, The Men's Pages, Gormalne 
Splllaine, Stacked Like Me, Norman tho Barbarian, and The Zircon As Big As 
the Taft.
JUNE, 1972/SCIENCE FICTION: With UFO, The Flying Saucer Magazine, a 
Theodore Sturgeon sci-fi story, Sextraterrestrials, The Last TV Show, Dodo- 
saurs, and Gahan Wilson's Klik.
JULY, 1972/SURPRISE! With Third World Comics, the Refugee Pages, the 
Little Black Hook of Chairman Mao. How to Be a He-Man, Sermonette, and 
Col. Jingo's Book of Big Ships.
AUGUST, 1972/THE MIRACLE OF DEMOCRACY: With True Politics magazine, 
The Coronation ol King Dick, Gahan Wilson's Miracle of Seniority, and Tales 
of the South comics.
SEPTEMBER, 1972/BOREDOM: With The Wide World of Meat. Our White 
Heritage, Bland Hotel, the I Chink, National Geographic parody, and the 
President's Brother comic.
OCTOBER, 1972/HEMEMBER THOSE FABULOUS SIXTIES? With Sob Dylan 
and Joan Baez in Zimmerrnan comics, Tom Wolfe in Watts, and a long- 
suppressed Rolling Stones album,
NOVEMBER, 1972/DECADENCE: With Sgt. Shrlver's Bleeding Hearts Club 
Band, Defeat Day, the Meat Chess Set, the Fetish Supplement, and Adlai 
Stevenson in Remnants-of-Dignity Comics.
DECEMBER, 1972/EASTER: With Son-o'-God comics #2, Chris Miller's Gift 
of the Magi, Great Moments in Chess, Diplomatic Etiquette, and the Special 
Irish Supplement.
JANUARY, 1973/DEATH: With The Adventures o! Deadnian, Playdead maga 
zine, Children's Suicide Letters to Santa, the Last-Aid Kit, plus Bobble Fisher 
Shows You How to Beat Death. 
FEBRUARY, 1973/SEXUAL FRUSTRATION; Wilh Piddle, the Catholic Sex

Porno for Women, the Palma Sutra, and Playmeat—Try a Little 
Tenderloin.
MARCH, 1973/SWEETNESS AND LIGHT: With tho National Insplrer, the 
Young Adorables, My Own Stamp Album, Pharmacopoeia, and Nice Things 
About Nixon.
APRIL, 1973/PREJUDICE: With Anti-Dutch Hate Literature, All In de Farnbly, 
The Shame of tho North. Profiles In Chopped Liver, Surprise Poster #4, and 
Ivory magazine.
MAY, 1973/FRAUD: With the Miracle Monopoly Cheating Kit, Borrow This 
Book. The Privileged Individual Income Tax Return, and Gahan Wilson's 
Curse of the Mandarin.
JUNE, 1973/VIOLENCE: With the seven Secret Japanese Techniques of Sell 
Defense, Kit 'n Kaboodle Comics. Gun Lust Magazine, and Hodrigues' 
Hernophunnies.
JULY, 1973/SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY: With Popular Workbench, Techno- 
Tactlcs. Non-Polluting Power Sources, National Science Fair Projects, and 
the Jersey City Exposition of Progress, Industry 5 Freedom, 
AUGUST, 1973/STRANQE BELIEFS: With Psychology Today parody, Son-o'- 
God Comics $3, Gahan Wilson's Strange Beliefs of Children, and Rublngton's 
Fuzz Against Bunk.
SEPTEMBER, 1973/POSTWAR: With Lite parody, Nazi Regalia (or Gracious 
Living, Whltedove comics, Vichy Supplement, Guerre Magazine, and Military 
Trading Cards.
OCTOBER, 1973/BANANA ISSUE. WHAT?: With Saga ol the Frozen North, G. 
Gordon Liddy-Agent of C.R.E.E.P., Amtrak Model Train Catalog, Tales ot 
Nozzlln High School, The Don Juan School of Sorcery, and B. Kllban's Turk. 
NOVEMBER, 1973/SPORTS: With Sports Illustrated parody, Character Building 
Comics, Doc Feoney's Scrapbook of Sports Oddities, Specialty Sports Mag 
azines, 1976 Olympic Preview, Al "Tantrum" O'Nell's Temper Tips, and 
Bat Day.
DECEMBER, 1973/SELF-INDULGENCE: With the National Lampoon Building. 
Our Sunday Comics, Me Magazine, An Anglo-Saxon Christmas, Practical Jokes 
lor tho Very Rich. How Ed Subltzky Spent His Summer, and Poonbaat. 
JANUARY, 1974/ANIMALS: With Pethouse. Popular Evolution. The Attack of 
the Sizeable Beasts, Law of the Jungle, and Songs of the Humpback Whale. 
FEBRUARY 1974/STRANGE SEX: With National Lampoof, First Lay Comics, 
Marilyn Monroe Calendar, Split Beaver Section, Sex Pornographlcurn, Terry 
Southern and William Burroughs.
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There are some things 
you'll appreciate about a Dual

right away.
Others will take years.

You can appreciate some things 
about a Dual turntable right in your 
dealer's showroom: its clean 
functional appearance, the precision 
of its tonearm adjustments and its 
smooth, quiet operation.

The exceptional engineering and 
manufacturing care that go into 
every Dual turntable may take years 
to appreciate. Only then wi I you 
actually experience, play after play 
Dual's precision and reliability. And 
how year after year, Dual protects 
your precious records; probably your 
biggest investment in musical 
enjoyment.
It takes more than features.

If you know someone who has 
owned a Dual for several years, 
you've probably heard all this from 
him. But you may also wish to know 
what makes a Dual so different from 
other automatic turntables which 
seem to offer many of the same 
features. For example, such Dual 
innovations as: gimbal tonearm 
suspensions, separate 
anti-skating scales 
for conical and 
elliptical styli, and 
rotating single 
play spindles.

Dual 1214, $119.95

It's one thing to copy a Dual 
feature; it's quite another thing to 
match the precision with which 
Duals are built.
The gimbal, for example.

A case in point is the tonearm 
suspension. Dual was the first 
manufacturer of automatics to offer 
a true twin-ring gimbal suspension. 
More importantly, every Dual gimbal 
is hand assembled and individually 
tested with precision instruments 
especially developed by Dual. The 
vertical bearing friction of this 
gimbal is specified at 0.007 gram, and 
quality control procedures assure that 
every unit will meet this specification. 
Only by maintaining this kind of 
tolerance can tonearm calibrations 
for stylus pressure and anfi-skating 
be set with perfect accuracy.

Other Dual features are built 
with similar precision. The rotor of 
every Dual motor is dynamically 
balanced in all planes of motion. 
Additionally, each motor pulley and 
drive wheel is individually examined 

with special instruments to

Address-

assure perfect concentricity
The Dual guarantee.

Despite all this precision and 
refinement, Dual turntables are 
ruggedly built, and need not be 
babied. Which accounts for Dual's 
unparalleled record of reliability, 
an achievement no other 
manufacturer can copy. Your Dual 
includes a full year parts and labor 
guarantee; up to four times the 
guarantee that other automatic 
turntables offer.

If you'd like to read what several 
independent testing laboratories 
have said about Dual turntables, 
we'll be pleased to send you reprints 
of their impartial reports. To 
appreciate Dual performance first 
hand, we suggest you visit your 
franchised United Audio dealer.

But your full appreciation of 
Dual precision won't really begin 
until a Dual is in your system and you 
hear the difference it will make on 
your own records. P ay after play.
Year after year.
I ———————————————————j
j United Audio Products. Inc. I
! '20So. Columbus Ave, i
I Mt.Vernon, N.Y. 10553. Aftn: Dept, NL I

Pleasesendmeyourfree literature on turntables. I 
I won't mind if you include your own catalog. |

Name________________________

-Zip-

Duol t229. $259.95

United Audio Products, Inc., 120 So. Columbus Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y 10553
Exclusive U.S. Distribution Agency lot Dug
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continued from page 73

funny little holes," the Joanne next 
to me said.

"I think it has something to do with 
those little plastic circles and those 
funny little holes," the Joanne on the 
phone said.

"Are you absolutely certain you're 
Joanne?" I asked into the phone.

"No." By now, the whole room was 
an ocean of molten wet. "Sometimes 
I think I might be her best friend, 
Millie."

I turned to the Joanne next to me. 
"Do you have a best friend, Millie?"

"I think so."
"Did you tell her about us?"
She struggled to keep her head 

above the bubbling lava. "I don't 
know. Maybe."

I checked the window again. Now the 
sun was getting further away. I could 
see-Mars, then Venus, then Jupiter 
roll by. Quickly, the rnelt began to 
solidify around us. The sky flickered 
rapidly from day to night; the Earth 
was spinning too fast, and I ducked 
as the centrifugal force sent frozen 
objects flying around the room. 

My wife fell down the stairs. 
"Turn the thermostat up!" I shout

ed. Icicles were forming on my nose.
"What the what what?"
"Never mind."
"Never what?"
"How are the kids?"
"I couldn't find them."
Alice came over and stood directly 

between Joanne and myself. "You 
needn't pretend any longer," she said. 
"I've known all about you two for 
years."

I could feel my lips beginning to 
chunk. "How did you find out?"

"Find out what?"
Suddenly, another thought flashed 

through my rnind. In a panic, I tried 
to look at my watch. At first, I looked 
at the wrong hand, but then I found it.

"Damn," I whistled, "I'm going to 
be late for work!"

I picked up what was left of my 
attache case.

"Wait a minute," Alice said, grab 
bing the case and almost pulling it out 
of my hands. "These initials!"

"These what?"
"Are these your initials?"
"Are they my what?"
"You're not Oscar!"
"You mean I've come to the wrong

"Hey I We eat on that table!'

house again?"
"How long has it been since you've 

come to the right house?" Joanne 
asked.

"I don't know," I said. "Years, I 
guess."

"Do I know you?" Joanne asked.
"I'm not sure."
"Do you work for McAddams- 

Landsbury?"
"That doesn't seem familiar."
"Then you're not the man I was 

having an affair with?"
"I guess not."
"I'm wrong again!"
"How many times have you been 

wrong?" I asked.
"I don't know," she said. She 

stepped back away from me.
The woman who thought she had 

been my wife was heading for the 
door. "Damn," she muttered. "I 
should have known I don't live here. 
I live a few blocks down!"

The room was beginning to warm 
up again.

Joanne followed her. "Want to 
share a cab?" she asked.

"Okay, until it breaks down."
The phone began to ring again, but 

I couldn't take time to answer it. The 
only thought in my mind was, Mustn't 
get fired. Got to keep supporting who 
ever it is I'm married to—if I'm mar 
ried.

I stepped outside. I was glad to see 
that it was morning and that this 
particular morning was autumn. Oak 
leaves were falling from maple trees, 
but they still looked nice, all brown 
and crinkly and crisp. As I felt them 
rustle beneath my feet, a strangely 
peaceful feeling came over me, and I 
tried to collect what I could of my 
thoughts. First things first, I told my 
self, and I tried to remember where I 
worked. I took the wrong route down 
town and, after a few false tries, I 
found a building that looked vaguely 
familiar. Inside, I found an empty 
desk that seemed to ring a bell, and I 
sat down and began to press the 
wrong keys on the typewriter.

The floor rattled a bit. I looked out 
the window and saw that the sky was 
dark and full of unfamiliar constella 
tions.

Cghhgahhstyflgh, I wrote, kajahaQ- 
54ahax9jaj8. Hghhgagggag6524} (ka- 
jajhajajjj.

A grl ghume overt add sad bsdie me.
I had nvege seeen aghyone as beau- 

ytful inn myy Ife. I jhng Ihad awifeee 
ad kidds andd shoouldn't doanything, 
butt shhe wass lookinng att mee with 
bigg, brrown—II meahn bleu—eiyes.

"What'ss ytr najjem?" I asked.
"Jaonnnnnnne," she saiid. "Iggm 

yoourh noew seccerttrry."
"Mnahgahhgatghgsksjsjskskj jshn 

ksjjtywvxcm," jhatrdfg hagbsgehehe- 
gdfehg. n
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TheStupidGroup
Where stupidity gets down to business.

The Party's Over
f That's right. We told you
' at the time that if you

acted up you'd have to
go home. But you didn't

pay any attention so
now everybody has to

suffer. You were greedy,
weren't you? You acted
like a little piggy, didn't
you? Are you ashamed

of yourself?! certainly
hope so.

/// . x?

• W. HawleySmoot 
Chairman. The Stupid Group
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TheStupidGroup

Luckily for us, useless Sequoias like the above are rich in lint and silt, crucial ingredients 
in the "new generation" of stupid products. Dedicated chemists working for The Stupid 
Group are now at work developing technology which will allow us to extract "hard to 
reach" silt and lint in such places as Lower Manhattan and Big Sur.

Hello. I'm W. Hawley Smoot, 
Chairman of The Stupid Group of 
companies, and I'm taking this val 
uable time out of my busy day to tell 
you as much as I think you should 
know about the stupidity crisis. 
Hold up that flowchart. No, not the 
profit chart. Get that profit chart out 
of here. There. Now, where was I. 
Oh yes. The flow chart. This color- 
ful-flow chart I have here shows how 
dramatically the demand for stupid 
products has risen over the last 
thirty years. As you can see (or as 
you could see if I invited you to my 
office which I might do but don't 
count on it), in 1940 there was a 
negligible demand for stupid prod 
ucts. A few nylon snoods, the odd 
bumper ornament, but nothing 
much. You know what got stupidity 
off the ground? I'll tell you what got 
stupidity off the ground. But first 
I'm going to have a drink. I have a 
drink any time I want to. Right here 
in my office. Scotch and soda. 
Imported scotch, imported soda. 
Crystal decanter. I know how to live. 
There. Now, where was I. Oh yes, 
off the ground, The big C. Chloro 
phyll. That's what got stupidity off 
the ground.

I mean, try to understand the 
majesty of it. Some guy, some half- 
assed defrocked chemist, is sitting 
around the old laboratory wonder 
ing where his next Schtitz is coming 
from and he gets this brilliant fuck 
ing idea that is so totally stupid that

it curls your collar. This guy de 
cides to take this green stuff that's 
been around for about a billion 
years and no one has made a buck 
on it yet, and he decides to put it in 
toothpaste. Green toothpaste. This 
has got to be the stupidest idea in 
the history of the world. I mean the 
guy's got to be a genius. Green 
toothpaste. Green mouthwash, 
green everything! And is green or is 
green not the stupidest color in the 
rainbow? I ask you. Hey, I take my 
hat off to this guy, he opened the 
door for the rest of us. So now he's 
starving somewhere, because, I 
mean, who uses the stuff, but man, 
the whole lemon-scented thing, the 
whole cheese thing—man, this is

Every day,.the average man, woman, and 
child (pictured above) uses twenty pounds 
of luggage, feminine hygiene spray, cus 
toms checks, pantyhose, etc. In addition, 
he consumes, indirectly, twenty lemons, 
four bunches of mints, and three wheels of 
cheese. He has come to take it for granted 
that his nasal spray will be lemon-fresh 
ened and his dog food cheese-flavored, 
without stopping to think that his con 
sumption of these essential ingredients is 
forty times the world average.

all a derivation from the genius of 
this great unknown hero of our 
industry. Hey, what da ya say we 
freshen up the drinkee a little, huh? 
So through the genius of chloro 
phyll, a whole new era is opened. 
I mean right away you get lanolin, 
and then like you get this fabulous 
acceptance—you know what I 
mean—for putting tunny stuff in 
products. Like plastics. But more 
important, margarine. Will you 
get that goddamn profit chart 
out of here! So margarine gets ac 
cepted, man, and the whole god 
damn thing explodes, I mean butter 
is left at the station, man. I mean 
butter can't get arrested. So what 
does that lead to? I'll tell you what. 
It leads you to nondairy dessert 
topping, nondairy creamer, non- 
dairy everything, I mean by the six 
ties, stupid stuff is so big a cow 
can't get arrested. So then, man, 
when you've got the basic accept 
ance, you go at it with the packag 
ing. And fuck around. \ mean I'm 
letting you in on some shit here. 
Let's just have a little refill. O.K. So 
like I say. Screw around with the 
stuff. If it's solid make it a liquid. If 
it's liquid make it a spray, if it's a 
spray make it a foam, and no matter 
what it is, man, add something. 
Lemon-freshen it, man. Mentholate 
it. Give it the old hint of mint. I mean 
I'm telling you the real stuff, man. 
If it's big make it portable. If it's 
small make it family size, if it's 
family size make it jumbo, if it's 
jumbo make it individual portions. 
I mean fuck with it! 

But I want to be serious for a
Copyright © 2007 National Lampoon Inc.
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The caribou and not the dog may prove to be our 
"best friend" in the long run. Powdered caribou horn 
is an important source of silt.

Two birds with one wrecking ball. Tired old "landmark" buildings, 
whose presence in our urban areas has long been a source of 
concern to planners, can be recycled into useful silt.

minute. Dead serious. Because 
there's a fly in the ointment here. 
You see, people started to take all 
these fabulous stupid things for 
granted. That's right. They lost all 
sense of gratitude. They forgot that 
all these stupid things were the 
result of patient hard work on the 
part of the stupid industry. They 
began to think they were entitled. 
They forgot that there are limits. 
Now, one thing is clear. Here, give 
me that Alka-Selzer. We are not 
running out of potential sources of 
stupidity. Stupid ideas and stupid 
resources occur abundantly in na 
ture: they are all around us. But 
demand for stupid things has in 
creased at such a rate that we will 
face shortages in many areas for 
some time to come. The United 
States is now the largest stupid- 
consuming country in the world by 
tar. Production simply cannot keep 
pace with demand. Even Middle 
East supplies of extractable stupid 
ity are not limitless, so we must be 
prepared to alter our way of think 
ing. I want to make five points.
1. First of all. Let's get it straight. 
Things have changed. From now 
on, lemon-freshening will be very 
expensive.
2. We Americans will have to evolve 
imaginative alternatives to the stu 
pid things we use. Silt, for instance, 
is one alternative additive The 
Stupid Group is working on now. 
We have large quantities of silt in

this country ready to go to work for 
us. Products with "a hint of lint" 
can take up a lot of the slack. But 
developing these alternatives is 
laborious, expensive work. Private 
industry can't be expected to bear 
the cost alone! As a minimum first 
step, the government must enact 
legislation immediately creating a 
silt depreciation allowance.
3. The present unfair balance be 
tween so-called "ecological" con 
siderations and the legitimate 
aspirations of the stupid industry 
must be adjusted. If we are to hold 
our own, we must not be squeemish 
in extracting ourvital resources 
where we find them. The best silt, 
for instance, comes from ground up 
landmark buildings, pulverized

statuary, and atomized caribou ant 
lers: the so-called "common silt" 
from undredged harbors is nearly 
useless. Likewise, the best lint 
comes from shredded oil paintings, 
books, and old lace. We are espe 
cially lucky in the United States to 
have many fine stands of Sequoia 
trees, which are, as it happens, 
excellent, efficient sources of both 
silt and lint when reduced to 
powder form.
A. Get that profit chart out of here! 
5. Even if we completely reorder 
our priorities and make good use 
of oursiltand lint, rationing of many 
stupid products will be necessary. 
The stupid industry regrets the in 
convenience, but after all, it's your 
own fault.

<X cX^x ^ x<^X>V^cXS^fe%
Latga faintly 

Super Jumbo 

Jumbo

Super 

Giani Economy 

Family 

X-tia Large 

King 

Economy 

Large

Total U.S. Stupidity Demand

1940 1950 1960 1970 1930 
Toasted Powdered Concemrated Whipped 

Emulsihod Aerosol Spray Foamed 
Frosen fleeons!i!ule<J Free?e- dried

Demand for stupid products with increasingly slupid additives in increasingly stupid sizes 
has been growing steadily. At present rates demand will double in the next fifteen years,
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IRELAND
4%

PORTUGAL2%
O~[HER EUROPEAN 

COUNTRIES 
3%

The world of known stupidity reserves.
Percentages are shares of the world's known, extractable stupidity reserves in each area.
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RUSSIA 
10%

SOUTH KOREA 
2%
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Now available. Stupidffair Customchits, the chits that won't stand for backchat! Stupidfiair Customchits are one part of our 
whole new approach to scarcity. Our whole new thing. We call it "irratloning." Here's how it works. Take a piece of paper 
and a pencil. Now, on one side of the page, write your family's income. If the figure you have written is a four digit number, 
rip up the sheet and. go back to watching television. If the figure is a healthy five figure number, write just under it the names 
of any prominent political figures you know personally. Now you're ready to compute your "need to buy" quotient. Divide 
total family income by distance {measured in air miles) you live from Hobe Sound, Florida- Now add number of buttons on 
your cardigan plus number of buttons (not counting "hold") on your phone. Add fifty if every pair of pants you own has a 
gripping mechanism that precludes the use ol a belt. Take your bottom line figure, write a brief essay on "cream rinse", and 
go to your Stupid Bank,where you will be issued Stupidfiair Customchits for the stupid things you need!
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On Sale Now!
If you are not completely 
satisfied... snarl and mumble 
under your breath, knead 
your fist into the palm of your 
hand, gulp down your food, 
curse and blaspheme at the 
slightest annoyance, tug at 
your hair, whine, grunt, and 
let saliva run out the corner of 
your mouth and down your 
chin.
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LESSON # 701

ART DIRECTORS ARE 
OFTEN OFFENPEP BY 
AN UNNECESSARY

PI5PLAY OF
CRUDELY RENDERED

TURTLE TITS.

WRONG RIGHT

On Sale Now!
"As everyone knows, 
records are made to 
be broken, and I'd 
certainly appreciate 
it if someone would go 
after these with an 
eight-pound sledge."

—The 37th President 
On Banana Records

Distributed by Blue Thumb
a Golf & Western Company

subsidiary of Fern cue Music, Inc.
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ARE BETTER.
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INCREDIBLE!!
YO> WURfCAUTHAT 
CVfiR, 18 /MONTHS
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NEXT! HOOPS OR MOOPLA?
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MUST 
ALBUMS

(NEW ONES FROM BURBANK)

oHtot UJCTC once 
vkcsarcnouj hc»itr

DeepPurpte

MdudM: Ssi Away' Uy Oown,S(ay Down - "•-——

Seals&Cmfts

Doubles Purple seals&crofls
jilt Rick MO*M"*j

Badllnger
V\S HU L l\4 S

Todd Tower Slade van

ALL JUST OUT, AND IN YOUR STORE, ffi
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And then there was music. 
And then came Sony tape recorders 
to capture the words and music 
with perfect fidelity. Right from the 
start, Sony has always been first with 
the best, the newest and the broadest

selection of tape recording equip 
ment in the world. Sony tape 
recorders, Sony accessories, Sony 
microphones, Sony recording tape. 
We could go on and on and on. 
We are. SONY Ask anyone.

ui hv SOPfRSCOPE.

•1
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Moui to keep tab/
on The Oilman Brother/ Band,

Bob Dylan, The Who, etc.
Hearing them is great. Seeing them 
is fantastic.

Problem is most times you 
don't know where or when they'll be 
in concert till it's too late to get 
tickets.

Till now.
Now there's your free copy of 

the Offiqal Landlubber Rock Music 
Concert Guide.

It gives dates and places where 
every major rock group will be 
playing. Weeks in advance. So you 
can plan for it.

The Landlubber Rock Music 
Concert Guide is more than just a 
calendar of events. It spotlights the 
best albums of the month. And even 
capsule reviews of upcoming tours.

ROCK MUSIC CONCERT GUIDE

BEST ALBUMS OF THr MONTH

Your free copy is available at 
participating stores that carry 
Landlubber Jeans, Shirts, Jackets, 
Western-wear and other beautiful 
clothes that fit.

Go pick up your free copy of 
the Concert Guide and while you're 
in the store, try us on for size.

M. Hoffman & Co., Inc., 160 
North Washington Street, Boston, 
Massachusetts 02114
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